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Analysis of the violations revealed during the observation of the preliminary investigation
and the judicial processes regarding non-combat fatalities in the RA armed forces

FROM THE AUTHORSPeace Dialogue NGO initiated the publication of this book within in the frame-work of the project Safe Soldiers for a Safe Armenia of Peace Dialogue NGO.The project Safe Soldiers for a Safe Armenia is supported by IKV Pax Christi. This analysis has been prepared to expose the main mechanisms by which fa-talities and other violations revealed during the preliminary investigationshave been concealed. It is based on 22 cases, the short descriptions of whichare in the Appendix  in the end of the book .By exposing the mechanisms forconcealment of the violations, this analysis will draw attention to the forma-tion and the development of the atmosphere of impunity in this field. Thisanalysis does not aim to lead to legislative changes. It is merely intended todescribe and analyze the negative occurrences that have become frequent, tofind the logical link between the cases, and to present them to society. The authors highlight the importance of such observations because it is themechanisms mentioned in this book that promote the illegal practice of con-cealment of the violations in the army and contribute to the atmosphere ofimpunity and the continous reproduction of the perpetrators. Lala Aslikyan, one of the authors of the analysis, has been an active memberof the Army in Reality civil initiative since the very begining of the movement,and Ruben Martirosyan works in the Helsinki Association as an army case ex-pert starting from 2004.  Through 1995-1998 Ruben Martirosyan establishedand managed the “Committee to Protect Soldiers” non-profit human rightprotection organization. In a number of murder cases Ruben Martirosyan isacting as an advocate. From 1998 to 2000 he worked in the RA MoD as thehead of the Emergency Case Department in the Control and Audit commettee.From 2000 to 2004 he acted as a representative of victim’s successor in anumber of cases.
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SUMMARY

Throughout recent years, large segments of society have been aware of the fatalities in the
army. Despite that, they continue to happen and other negative occurrences are also increasing
in frequency. We will draw attention to some of them that are usally connected to each other.
The main challenges that endorse the poor conditions of human rights in the military forces
are the following:

THE MERGING OF POLITICS AND THE ARMY

The army is directly dependent on the political processes. The generals in the army areclosely related to the atrocious business of politics and during each election and post-elec-tion period they become a tool for the authorities. It is also due to this that relations be-tween authorities and the military are organized according to the rules of the criminalworld, not the statutory law.
CORRUPTION AND LAWLESSNESSAccording to the observations carried out by human rights activists, the army is one of thebranches of a system of corruption where lawlessness exists between soldiers. Commandersof different ranks attempt to augment their income at the expense of the private soldiers.Commanders offer or force soldiers to pay bribes for a leave, easier assignments (e.g., cleri-cal work, computer operator, quartermaster, or clothes storage inspector), and even for thebasic needs of the unit (e.g., medical service, etc.). It has become a prevalent occurrence toextort the soldiers’ legal wages. Senior officers make the soldiers sign for their salary although they have not received all ofit. According to observations, these amounts of money reach a huge number for a whole unitthat is later transferred to the high ranking officers. High ranking officers confess in their public speeches that the commanders of the unitsoften conceal some small and medium crimes to create an illusion that there is high level of



discipline in their unit. Such actions promote an atmosphere of impunity in the units and re-sult in heavier crimes. The activities of the Investigative Service of the RA Ministry of Defense, Military Police of theRA Ministry of Defense, and the RA Military Prosecutor’s office also encourage this phenom-enon. These bodies, which are merged into and supplement each other, very often concealthe crimes. For example, intentional homicides are presented as suicides, involuntary mur-ders, murders by negligence, etc. Murders committed in the military posts very often arepresented as murders committed by the adversary. Because these three institutions cooper-ate together and there are no external controls, it becomes possible to conceal a chain of ille-galities.As a result, the murders are not revealed because the crime scene, the causes of death, or thetools are being falsified. Preliminary investigations are carried out based on fake facts andlead to conclusions that do not correspond to the actual course of events. And even in thelast phase, the court, many rules of fair judgment are violated (e.g. facts obtained illegallyare being presented as proof) and then a decision is made (if it is made) that in fact does notreflect the reality and does not assign appropriate punishment for those who are guilty.Moreover it may sentence innocent people instead of those who are guilty.Basically, the beating, torture, and humiliation of the soldiers by the officers have becomewidespread and systematic. Such occurrences very often are revealed during the prelimi-nary investigation of murder cases, since beating and torture most often precede the mur-ders. Exception can be considered in such cases as when beating and torture lead to graveconsequences such as the disability of soldiers.
THE SYMPTOMS OF STRICTLY VERTICAL REGULATIONSThe Armenian army in itself is a structure that, having strictly vertical functions, is cor-rupted, perhaps, just like the other social institutions in Armenia. However, in the case of thearmy the vertical and strictly confidential relations are more favorable for corruption andgenerating non-statutory and illegal relations. This structure, which is supposed to be a partof a democratic society, has not changed much from the Soviet totalitarian period. It includessymptoms that are possible to eliminate only by introduction and strengthening of horizon-tal relations. 
LACK OF WORKING MECHANISMS OF HUMAN RIGHTS
PROTECTION AND THE ATMOSPHERE OF IMPUNITYAccording to the disciplinary statute of the armed forces, the soldiers have clearly definedrights and responsibilities. It mentions all the mechanisms with the help of which they can

7
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protect their rights. But in reality it does not work. So-called unwritten or “criminal rules”function in all the units, which are strengthened by the imperfection and inconsistency ofthe law.For instance, Chapter 5, Paragraph 116, 117 of the law says that, in the case of the use of vio-lence and other violations exercised by a superior, the subordinate is supposed to report tosomeone in a higher position then the violator. In reality, a soldier cannot do that. In the bestcase, the superior in charge will just not take the report into consideration. In the worst sce-nario, the daring soldier may be hurt. Moreover, according to the disciplinary statute, each ofthe authorities in various positions has the right to subject his subordinates to disciplinaryisolation. Only the commander of the unit has the right to subject soldiers to maximum isola-tion up to 10 days. This paragraph of the document contradicts the RA constitution, accord-ing to which “a person may only be deprived of his liberty by the final decision of a court.”Saying that the Army and the three main observing structures, the RA Military prosecutor'soffice, the RA MoD Criminal Investigation Service, and the Militray Police, are completelycorrupted authorities, it is also necessary to mention that, since independence, each unit, in-cluding the regional military commissariats and the military hospitals, have been paying an-nual bribes to the observing authorities, on mutual agreement. Under such conditions, thetwo parties (the unit and the observing authority) come to a mutual agreement. The resultof this agreement is that the soldier has no chance to complain against his superior officer.He can in theory but it will not have any practical effect.Realizing this, the MoD Minister ordered in 1988 that a mailbox be put in each unit wherethe soldiers and the officers of lower ranks would be able put their complaints and reportany crimes in the unit. These mailboxes were protected by a guarantee that, by the sameorder, the boxes were to be stamped by the RA MoD Supervisers, who were supposed to takeout the complaints, check their contents, and take measures according to the law.In fact, this did not work because the commanders of the unit were able to bribe the observ-ing employees to find out the content of the complaints and the identity of the complainant.The soldiers’ low level of awareness about the law and the incompetence of the officers alsostrengthen negative occurrences. The lack of a state-sponsored approach in introducing aculture of respect towards human rights deliberately promotes a lack of rule of law amongthe soldiers. 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NK DEFENSE 
ARMY AND THE RA ARMED FORCESTaking into consideration that soldiers who leave Armenia to serve in Nagorno-Karabakh donot serve in the RA MoD units but in the NK Defense Army, that is to say the army of a for-
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eign country, there are numerous obstacles created in terms of law and legality. According toArticle 8.2 of the RA Constitution, the armed forces of the Republic of Armenia shall ensuresecurity, defense, and territorial integrity of the Republic of Armenia, as well as inviolabilityof its borders.Another contradiction is the fact that the RA Military Prosecutor’s Office, the Military Police,the RA MoD Investigation Service, and the Syunik First Regional Court function in Nagorno-Karabakh. These institutions have the right to arrest, indict and judge soldiers who are citi-zens of NK. In other words; Armenia has the right to administer justice in another de-factostate towards the citizens of another state. This very often results in various legal contradic-tions. 
Below is the description of the mechanisms of the violations during the preliminary investiga-
tion and judicial phases and the study of their causes based on the analysis of 22 cases. In-
cluded are the examples which more vividly present the mechanisms. 
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PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION PHASE

THE DECISION TO INITIATE A CRIMINAL CASE is very often incompleteand full of falsifications. The decision to initiate a criminal case is itself already suggestive. Inaddition to that, the decision may not even be provided to the aggrieved party, although thiscontradicts the law. According to the law, the prosecutor in charge is required to be ac-quainted with the decision and, if necessary, interfere or make some corrections. In fact, thisnever happens.Based on the Criminal Code, the investigator is obliged to provide the parties with the copiesof all the decisions made. At the same time, it is not clearly defined in the law whether or notthe parties can demand and receive the copies of the decisions. This is left to the discretionof the investigator. The latter, as a rule, arbitrarily does not provide any copy of a decision. Insome cases, he not only refuses to provide the copies but also the testimonies and other doc-uments. It depends on how much the documents contradict the investigation of a certaincase. -15- In the decision a single “injury” is mentioned, not “injuries.” It is also mentioned that A.Abrahamyan received the injury from “an unknown person,” thus the hypothesis of multipleassailants is excluded. -6- One and a half years following the murder, the aggrieved party still has not received thedecision whether to initiate a criminal case despite numerous appeals to the InvestigativeService of the RA Ministry of Defense, Military Prosecutor’s office, Ministry of Defense, andthe RA General Prosecutor.
UNGROUNDED LABELING OF CRIMEMost of the soldiers in the army are killed by gunshots and most of the cases are intentionalmurders. Nevertheless, in most cases, the preliminary investigative body presents the inten-tional murders as suicides, murders from the gunshots fired by the adversary, deaths causedby negligent treatment of guns, or deaths from illness. Even when the cases are not revealedas a result of the unlawful investigation carried out by the preliminary investigative body,



they meet dead ends and are stopped. These cases are not re-initiated even if there are in-disputable facts given by doctors that the murder was intentional. In each case when thedoctor has given a decision that the victim was subjected to violence and received numerousinjuries, the preliminary investigative body ignores it because it will draw controversial at-tention to the false hypothesis given by them.-20- No immediate criminal case has been initiated based on the incident because, accordingto the preliminary official hypothesis, Khachatur Melikyan was killed from gunshots fired bythe Azerbaijani side at the military post of the Armenian-Azerbaijani contact line. Moreover,Kh. Melikyan was awarded a posthumous medal of valor by the president of NK. On March16, the prosecutor’s office, under the pressure of the facts, initiated criminal case#91001105. According to that case, on March 15, 2005 at approximately 11:00 p.m, soldierMisha Dumikyan, violating the shift rules, went to position #145 post #5 and asked for theAK74 #2445696 shotgun attached to soldier on duty Dilanyan. After getting it from him, Du-mikyan shot first three and then a single shot towards post #4 and “accidentally” killed Me-likyan.There are no facts on the case that would support the hypothesis of a murder by the enemy.No answer was given to numerous questions of the victim’s successor on what bases Kh. Me-likyan  had been awarded a medal of valor by the president of NK, supposedly for beingkilled by the adversary. In addition, before and after the murder, according to the testi-monies of Dumikyan and other witnesses, all the actions prove that Dumikyan had rigor-ously planned the murder beforehand. In the afternoon of the same day, he stole the bullets.Before the incident, he illegally took his gun, put the stolen bullets in his pocket, illegallywent to the military post , then illegally demanded the gun from Dilanyan. After he killed Kh.Melikyan, he replaced the missing bullets from Dilanyan’s gun with the ones from his pocket. No investigation was carried out regarding the numerous injuries on Kh. Melikyan’s body.The investigator declined to ask the doctor at what exact time did Melikyan die after receiv-ing a gunshot to his head, although the description of the injuries clearly shows that Kh. Me-likyan died right after getting shot. Moreover, the investigator declined to examine thealcohol in Melikyan’s body consumed within half an hour before death, mentioned by the in-vestigation doctor.The Court of Appeals, being unable to question the direct witnesses, left the decision madeby the Court of First Instance unaltered. - 18- During the days following the incident, the Military Prosecutors’ office mentioned inhis official records that the cause of the death was a “heart attack.” Later on, they confessedthat it was a murder because, according to medical investigation, a 7.62 caliber bullet wasfound in Gharakhanyan’s inner organs.-16- Many injuries and scratches caused by blunt objects not long before the death were
11
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found on the victim’s body, confirming an intentional death. Nonetheless, the case is stillbeing investigated as a suicide. One soldier has been arrested for causing Varyan to commitsuicide. To answer Martirosyan’s question why Tigran Varanyan’s obvious murder case waslabeled as “suicide,” Yu. Badalyan mentioned that if they presented the case as a murder andlater on it appeared to be a suicide, the victim’s parents would not believe them. That is whythey are forced to bring forward the preliminary hypothesis of suicide. -13- The intentional murder was presented as an accident. Despite many bruises, scratchesand hematomas found on different parts of N. Galstyan’s body, Goris Garrison InvestigationDepartment came to the conclusion that N. Galstyan was caught stealing and died there rightaway. Moreover, the victim’s father gave the preliminary investigative body some informa-tion about the murderers of his son, although the information has not been included in theinvestigation. Other facts acquired from the case also contradict this hypothesis. But the preliminary inves-tigative body, ignoring all this, terminated the case.-7- With a unilateral investigation, the investigative body attempts to present an obviousmurder case as a suicide by hanging. 
The murder hypothesis is grounded by:

a) The forensic examination that revealed injuries on the body 
caused by striking with a blunt object,

b) Two bruises on the neck characteristic of strangling. The second fact proves that V. Muradyan was first strangled and then hanged. In addition tothat, although the preliminary investigative body “considered proven” the fact that Mu-radyan was caused to commit suicide there are still no suspects or detainees in this case. -9- In fact, the case is an intentional murder and became considered a suicide as a result ofbiased and false investigation because the causes of numerous wounds and injuries are notexplained. -6- According to the case, on April 18, 2012 in the Khuban military base, Zorik Margaryan re-ceived a mortal gunshot wound while another soldier, Karen Movsisyan, received a gunshotwound on the knee. The investigator of the case, H. G. Margaryan, considered to be provedthat the adversary allegedly approached the military base and from a trench situated to theright of the bunker door fired in the direction of the bunker. The bullets hit the woodencolumns on both sides of the trench and the door of the bunker. One of the bullets hit PrivateZorik Margaryan in the head as a result of which he died. Another bullet hit private Mov-sisyan in the leg. However, as the investigator mentions in his 18.10.2012 decision to termi-nate the case, none of the witnesses propose such a hypothesis and nobody saw theadversary. 



Thus, according to the testimony of witness K. Movsisyan on April 18, 2012, at approxi-mately 10:50a.m. he was in front of the bunker with his friends Rafael Minasyan and Z. Mar-garyan. At that time a rapid fire was heard from a trench situated to the right of the bunkerdoor and he noticed that Private Z. Margaryan fell on the ground bleeding from the head. Herealized that the latter was dead and, soon after, he saw that he also received a gunshotwound on the leg.According to the testimony of another witness, R. Alaverdyan, he took his shift observing thefiring position at 10:00 and served in the N7 firing position. At approximately 10:50, heheard short firing and soon he realized that something serious had happened. He walked to-wards the bunker and when he reached the main electrical switch he saw Z. Margaryan onthe ground in front of the bunker.Hence, the soldier observing the border did not see the opponent who allegedly crossed theborder and allowed him to enter the military base and open fire. Moreover, the “trespasser”entered the territory, committed a crime, and left unhurt without meeting any resistance.  Inaddition, the adversary as a rule does not send a one-person diversion group.According to the testimony of Junior Sergeant R. Minasyan, he served in Khuban 05 militarybase but, because of frequent criminal activity, had left that base and came to Khuban 015base. On the day of the incident at approximately 10:50a.m., he was in front of the bunkerwith Z. Margaryan and K. Movsisyan. At that time, another soldier, A. Gasparyan, was the ob-server of the bunker and was in the pavilion for the duty situated to the left of the bunkerentrance. At that moment, a shot was heard from the trench to the right of the bunker. Heimmediately fell on the ground and then noticed that after one of the shots, Margaryan fellon the ground and blood was coming from his head, which made him realize that Margaryanhad died.Similar testimony was given by the soldier on duty near the bunker A. Gasparyan, who wasmentioned by R. Minasyan. He also did not see who opened fire. He only heard the shots.Thus, there is no fact that proves that the shots were fired by the opponent. The investigator justifies his own hypothesis only by saying that he had two bullets as evi-dence. He sent these to the ballistic expert with the rifles assigned to the soldiers of five mili-tary bases and the expert concluded that none of the bullets in evidence were fired from theprovided rifles.In objecting to the decision, the successor of the victim requested that the rifles of other mil-itary bases that were handed to the directorate to be sent to the expert, particularly the ri-fles of the officers who had more opportunities to move from base to base. In his 04.07.2011note, the military prosecutor, G. Kostanyan, rejected the request of the injured party withoutany justification. It is not clear why there was a suspicion that Z. Margaryan could be killedby a rifle from one of those exact five bases and not from a rifle of another base.
13
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Another important fact is that the opponent could not fire at the door of the bunker becausethat door was supposed to be on the opposite side of the opponent, not in the opponent’sview. -5- In the decision to terminate the criminal case, the investigator mentions, “[d]uring thepreliminary investigation, 88 people were questioned in total, however it was not possible tofind out how and under what circumstances A. Hakobyan died.” The higher ranks command-ers were supposed to address this thesis by noting that if the investigators do not know any-thing related to the incident then how they can suppose that it was a suicide and whythroughout the 12 years that they investigated, only the hypothesis of suicide was raised.-4- The preliminary investigative body concluded that the cause of A. Ghazaryan’s death wasa brain disease. No violence was exercised towards him and there is nobody guilty in hisdeath.  Coming to such a conclusion, investigator S. S. Gasparyan terminated the 15.07.2011criminal case, due to the lack of suspects, despite the existence of non-surgical traumas thatwere never explained.-3- By qualifying the incident as suicide, the investigator relied only on the testimonies of thesoldiers without considering the numerous facts contradicting these testimonies. Trying topresent the incident as suicide, the investigator and his superiors have, to this day, not inves-tigated the crucial facts that contradict the false hypothesis mentioned above. The facts wererevealed from evidence discovered during the investigation of the crime scene and a numberof expert conclusions.
ALTERNATIVES ARE NOT TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION AT ALL, 
DESPITE OBVIOUS CONTRADICTIONS AND IRRATIONALITIES. Although during the preliminary investigation all the examinations are in contradiction withthe preliminary facts; the case and the charge remain the same. If the court carries out animpartial trial and raises all the contradictions and concrete facts related to the crime then itwill simultaneously be obliged to require an investigation be carried out related to thosefacts. There is no precedent for any of these cases that would mention that the court clearedup the contradictions. There has not been any petition from the court to have an investigation carried out regard-ing the contradictions.-13- According to the crime scene investigation report (chapter 1, page 3), the petrol cisternwas empty. There was only 2.5cm of petrol “in some places.” It turns out that, according tothe investigator and his superiors, Narek Galstyan wanted to steal petrol from a pit where

14
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there was no petrol. If he really wanted to steal petrol, especially in such a daring manner, infront of the soldier on guard (making it not a theft but an armed attack), then he would stealfrom a well where the petrol of the unit was kept, not from an empty cistern. Even if we con-sider that Narek Galstyan was unaware that the cistern was empty, after going into the cis-tern he would have realized that it was empty and would have gotten out of it. Moreover, Narek Galstyan supposedly approached the pit with a rubber tube on his shoulder.He did not have any object in his hands. This is the testimony of the only witness of thecrime, Avetis Avetisyan. Thus, according to Avetisyan’s testimony, (ch.1, page 22-25) NarekGalstyan climbed onto the cistern, put on a respirator, and went into the pit. Why? Accordingto the witness he did that to steal petrol. In that case:
a) Why did Galstyan leave the rubber tube outside?
b) How did he steal petrol from a pit where there was no petrol?
c) With what would the “thief” take the petrol?
d) In what would the “thief” put the petrol, when he did not have anything in his hands?The only object was the respirator, which allegedly was on his head. The investigator did noteven try to find out how that respirator ended up in the pit. Respirators are not scattered allaround the unit. They are kept in the armory store or in appropriate buildings. Who did therespirator belong to? Who gave it to Narek Galstyan? Why did Narek Galstyan need the respi-rator? In what cases (according to the statute) are respirators given to the soldiers? Why did thewitness Hakobjanyan not see the respirator on Narek Galstyan if it belonged to him? The wit-ness does not answer this question. Approaching the pit with Narek Galstyan, he saw only atube on his shoulder, but did not see a respirator. In addition, Narek Galstyan was going to bedischarged from the army in a few days. Thus, as any soldier, he was counting the days. Butall of a sudden he allegedly commits such an act that would subject him to criminal liability.
Why would he do that? In the same testimony, A. Avetisyan (again at the command of the in-vestigator) says that Narek Galstyan allegedly said he needed money to go home. If this cor-responded to reality, then Narek Galstyan:
a) Would not get into an empty petrol pit empty-handed, 

instead he would take petrol from his own can.
b) He would enter the pit that had petrol in it.Witness A. Avetisyan, under the pressure of the investigator, gives obviously false testimony,which is indirectly refuted by the testimony of another witness. In his testimony, witness Var-sham Beglaryan (c.v. 1, p. 131-132) says that he met Narek Galstyan a few hours precedingthe incident (on May 9, at around 3:00p.m-4:00p.m.). He talked to Narek and asked for a ciga-rette from him. Narek gave a cigarette and also 200 dram to Varsham so that he would buy apack of cigarettes. It is not clear why Narek Galstyan, who was willing to help a friend anddreaming about going home, would suddenly need money.
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-9- Based on number 978/52 forensic examination report of Manukyan’s body, in addition tothe gunshot wound on the forehead, “a blunt injury on the left side of the chin,” “scratches onthe left shoulder and on the wrist,” and “scratches on the 5th finger of the right hand thatwere caused not long before the death” were also found.Basically, these facts clearly prove that Manukyan was killed right after being beaten and tor-tured, with a few minutes or seconds difference. However, neither the preliminary investiga-tive body, nor any Court instance took into consideration this important circumstance.According to the preliminary information, the former commander of the unit, Gegham Hran-tiki Asatryan, punched Manukyan on the face before the latter’s death. This is how the inves-tigators justify the blunt injury on the left side of Manukyan’s chin. However, taking intoconsideration that the injury has 1.5x0.2 sm parameters and 0.4 depth, we can absolutelyclaim that it could not be caused by a fist. Moreover, the episode described does not explainhow other above mentioned injuries were caused. -9- The murder is also confirmed by judicial traceological and ballistic conclusion number092428. According to that report, no fingerprints were found on S. Manukyan’s N 368460rifle. Under the circumstances of the case, the fingerprints could have been removed eitherby the investigator or the murderer.  A few hours preceding the incident, S. Manukyan’s SIEMENS model cell phone was seizedand broken. The preliminary investigative body “did not manage to find out who broke thatcell phone.” No investigative action was taken to find out the incoming and outgoing calls onthat phone during the previous days (especially during the day preceding the incident).-5- According to the testimony of the witness Ter-Khachatryan, soldiers G. Hovhannisyan andA. Shahbazyan beat up Arman Hakobyan, claiming that it was because of his testimony thatGagik Kostanyan and Gevorg Gevorgyan had been sentenced. The preliminary investigativebody did not investigate this hypothesis or did not want to investigate and find out whetheror not the accusations of the soldiers were true. -3- The investigator presents in wordy detail an absurd story that took place approximately7 months ago. But he is not able to find out when, where, and with whom T. Hambarzumyanconsumed alcohol before the incident (this is proven by forensic examination report610/19). The investigator found out on which month, which day, and at what time which sol-dier said what, what kind of cursing was said but did not find out who caused the injuries toT. Hambarzumyan not long before the incident that were revealed by the examination. Theinvestigator did not find out with whom the deceased soldier had an argument and whatwas the reason that he left the unit. Presenting the incident as a suicide, the investigator isstill unable to demonstrate the means of the suicide. -3- From forensic investigation, it has been revealed that the skin and the muscular tissues in
16
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the areas of T. Hambarzumyan’s head and neck are entirely absent. In this case, the body ofthe deceased was found to be almost unclothed from the waist up, wearing only a sleevelessshirt on this part of his body. Forensic examination number 289 of the evidence revealed that the body parts mentionedwere mauled by a dog. The preliminary investigative body is not able to answer how thedogs could maul the head and the neck leaving the naked shoulders and the hands ab-solutely unhurt.    -1- After the incident, the investigator discovered 3 magazines of 90 bullets that belonged toA. Nazaryan. At the same time, during the investigation of the scene (ch.1, p. 7-26) he ob-served A. Nazaryan’s rifle #1093977 and discovered that there were 29 bullets in the car-tridge and one more bullet in the muzzle of the rifle. Thus, all 120 bullets which A. Nazaryanreceived leaving for the combat base are in place. No bullet was fired. In this case, to say thatA. Nazaryan committed suicide from his own rifle is simply an ungrounded statement. Whywould A. Nazaryan commit suicide with a bonus bullet? Why would A. Nazaryan need aspare bullet? Weren’t 120 bullets enough for committing suicide? The investigative bodythroughout the whole investigation process did not take any action to clear up the contradic-tion. It was necessary to carry out additional investigation to find out who killed A.Nazaryan, by whose weapon A. Nazaryan was killed and where the bullet was taken.During the preliminary investigation, seeing this contradiction, the investigator was obligedto question the soldiers, other servicemen, and the assistant (who spent the night in thesame combat base) of the battalion’s commander, Hakob Manukyan. They asserted that, al-legedly,
a) A. Nazaryan committed suicide,
b) A. Nazaryan committed suicide from his own rifle.Nevertheless, the investigator believes this hypothesis and from the very beginning consid-ered the case a suicide and until the end investigated only this hypothesis. According to thelaw, the investigator is obliged to investigate all the weapons present in the base to find outfrom which weapon a bullet was fired after the last cleaning.However, the investigator, abusing his official position and assuming the functions of an ex-pert traceologist carried out a traceological examination of the rifles in the combat base andcame to the conclusion that there supposedly had been no shot from any of the weapons inthe base (ch.1, p27-28). This is a flagrant illegality intended to conceal the circumstances ofthe case which, nonetheless, did not meet appropriate assessment from neither the prosecu-tor's office nor from Judge S. Margaryan.-2- In line with the preliminary investigation, Syunik Regional Court (Judge Hamlet Davtyan)entered a guilty verdict, considering proven the hypothesis that the defendants Vilhelm En-gibaryan, Hrant Karapetyan, and Robert Badalyan, who were soldiers at unit number 46677
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on January 23rd and the days following it, beat up, coursed, and humiliated a solider of theirbattalion, Torgom Sarukhanyan. As a result of this, on February 12, 2011 Sarukhanyan beingon guard service, committed suicide at 14:35 by shooting himself in the chest with a rifleAK74 N BE 303806 assigned to him. The most important fact for the injured party is the forensic examination report. The authorof forensic examination 186-10, A. Dallakyan, who examined the body of the deceased on hisown, answered the question regarding the distance of the gun shot. He did not, however,have the right to do that. Moreover,  he made a contradicting decision regarding this casethat states that T. Sarukhanyan was shot from a long-distance.From the report: “No additional factors on the gunshot wound, that is ash, burn, or half-burnt or burnt granules of gunpowder were revealed on Sarukhanyan’s body during theforensic examination. Consequently, the shot was done within the scope of additional com-ponents of shooting from such type of gun.”In this sentence there are 2 contradicting factors. The facts presented by the forensic doctorprove that the gunshot was fired from a long distance. It was a murder.For clarity, we quote from Shota Vardanyan’s manual “Forensic Medicine:” “The additionalcomponents of a gunshot: When a gun is fired, particles, in addition to the bullets, fly outfrom the muzzle, leaving stains and even injuries on the person’s body. The additional com-ponents of the gunshot are air, gas, flame, ash, particles of gunpowder, and extraneous parti-cles (grease/lubricant, rust, small pieces of metal, etc.). These additional components arecreated as a result of decomposition and combustion of gunpowder. Therefore, they aremostly connected with the amount and the quality of the gunpowder.”1Meanwhile, at the end of the same sentence, A. Dallakyan comes to a conclusion that consid-erably contradicts the facts: the shot has allegedly been fired from a short distance. Based onthis contradicting document, both the Preliminary Investigative body and the Court qualifiedthe incident as suicide whereas the facts provided by the forensic doctor definitely provethat T. Sarukhanyan was killed.Although the aggrieved party referred to this contradiction many times in court, JudgeDavtyan merely rewrote what the expert had written without resolving the contradictionand without considering it important to invite the expert to court and question him. Duringthe 12.06.2013 hearing, the representative of the victim’s successor referred to this contra-diction considering it as one of the reasons for challenging the prosecutor, Mr. Sardaryan.Prosecutor Sardaryan announced that there is supposedly no problem with the examinationbecause all the problems have been solved. 
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However, during neither the preliminary investigation nor the trial was expert Dallakyanquestioned regarding his N186/10 forensic examination report and the contradiction wasnot resolved. -2- In fact, there is no direct or even indirect evidence in the criminal case that would proveTorgom Sarukhanyan’s suicide. Nor was such evidence offered in court. None of the wit-nesses saw Torgom Sarukhanyan committing suicide. Thus, according to witness CaptainMesrop Margaryan’s testimony (ch.1, p.33-36), he was the first who went to the crime scene.Seeing the body, he immediately realized that it was a suicide since there was a rip on T.Sarukhanyan’s clothes and the rifle was set to single fire.   However, any adequate person seeing a person shot in the chest and dead most likely as-sumes that he was killed rather than committed suicide. The witness does not explain whatwas unusual about the rip on Sarukhanyan’s clothes and what made him think that the ripproves it was a suicide. Based on the photos made at the scene, the rifle was lying on the leftside and the captain could not see the position of the fire mode selector.  He could see it onlyif he picked up the weapon.Relatedly, M. Margaryan in fact destroyed the crime scene taking from the floor T.Sarukhanyan’s photos, military booklet, and, allegedly, T. Sarukhanyan’s suicide note. Hetook the evidence to the barracks and instructed his co-serviceman, Tatul Hayrapetyan, tosubmit them to the investigator and tell him that he found them in the barracks. Neither thepreliminary investigative body nor Judge Davtyan chose to carry out an investigation regard-ing this important fact. The court accepted on its face Margaryan’s argument that he did thatso that there won’t “be any accusations against him.” (Verdict, page 14) Any officer in anyunit of the RA Ministry of Defense or NK Defense Army is aware of and has signed an orderstating that he does not have the right to touch any object in a crime scene and especially totake anything. At the same time, the officer is notified that he will be subjected to criminal li-ability. The fact that captain Margaryan committed the above mentioned criminal act andthen tried to conceal the stolen objects shows his interest in this case. The preliminary in-vestigation body did not subject Margaryan to any criminal liability. Moreover, he is the com-mander of Sarukhanyan’s company. Although both the aggrieved party and the offenders,Hrant Karapetyan and Robert Badalyan, motioned for captain Margaryan to be questioned,(the defendants said they had many questions to ask of their captain) the judge did not con-sider it necessary to question Margaryan because he had sent an affidavit stating hat he hasnothing else to say related to the case and does not consider it relevant to come to court.-22- According to the official hypothesis, on October 30, 2001, at approximately 9:00pm, inthe office of the Commander of Vayk military battalion, Karen Sargsyan took from the table aMAKAROV model gun loaded with bullets that belonged to the battalion's commander,cocked it, released the safety, pointed the muzzle towards Arayik Avetisyan, and pulled thetrigger. As a result, he negligently killed Arayik Avetisyan. A criminal case has been initiatedunder Article 259, Part 1 of the RA Criminal Code: Negligent attitude to service that caused
19
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grave consequences. The case was sent for additional investigation three times from theTrial Court, the Court of Appeal, and the Court of Cassation of Vayots Dzor. The preliminaryinvestigation has been repeated by different investigators and the act was re-qualified asmurder. Currently, the criminal proceeding of the case is suspended due to uncertainty andthe absence of the person who committed the murder. Based on a preliminary hypothesis, anindictment was made against co-serviceman Karen Sargsyan. But the criminal prosecutionagainst him was terminated after a plea from the deceased soldier’s mother. Later, the pre-liminary investigative body made a decision to suspend the criminal proceeding. In the samecriminal case, however, the Commander of the battalion, Mher Stepanyan, the Assistant tothe Commander, Samvel Hovsepyan, and the Clerk of the battalion, Sargis Mkheyan, weresentenced under other articles. There are numerous contradictions and illegal omissions inthe case. Despite the non-gunshot wounds on Arayik Avetisyan’s head, the body that carriedout the proceeding did not manage to properly reveal the origin of such injuries. Moreover,the preliminary investigative body did not address in any way the fact that Mher Stepanyandemanded money from Arayik Avetisyan. Other witnesses also testified that the Commanderdemanded money. One of the main unsolved facts: the bullet caliber of the gun that was en-tered into evidence does not match the caliber of the skull fracture of the deceased. Thismeans that he was killed with another weapon. The decision to suspend the criminal pro-ceedings with the argument that “the identity of a person who committed murder is un-known” is obviously unjustified because the murder was carried out in an area of ninesquare meters in the presence of five witnesses.
CHANGE OF THE CRIME SCENE. Often the preliminary investigative body is not willing to show the crime scene because it:
a) contradicts the fake hypothesis,
b) hints that the hypothesis is ungrounded, or
c) is located in a place where all the witnesses, willingly or not, should have seen the murder, 

which is, however, undesirable for the investigator.It is more convenient to use a remote place where there are not many people passing by andmake it seem, for instance, that the soldier first committed suicide and nobody saw it.-5- The preliminary investigative body considered proven that Arman was murdered whilehe was on duty in the Control Point. However, according to forensic examination reportnumber 27110002, the boy had a sport shoe on his right foot with MoD 1999 imprinted onthe sole and ”Armen JOG” (an identifier) inked on the tongue of the shoe. There was also asock on the same foot, while the left shoe and the sock have not been found by the prelimi-nary investigative body. Based on this fact, the preliminary investigative body should haveanswered at least the following questions:
a) How was it possible that Arman Hakobyan was on guard service in sport shoes?

20
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b) If Hakobyan committed suicide then where are his left shoe and sock?
c) Why was he wearing a shoe with “Armen JOG” written on it.The preliminary investigative body does not take appropriate measures to answer any ofthese questions.-1- On July 27, 2010, 1 hour and 25 minutes following the incident an operative record (ch.5, page 56) was sent from the unit to the Headquarters and to the Ministry of Defense ac-cording to which A. Nazaryan had committed suicide in the trench of the military base. Later,however, for some reason the investigator did not like the trench so a rock in the area of thebase was chosen as the new crime scene. Leaning on this rock A. Nazaryan allegedly pointedthe muzzle of his riffle to his mouth and committed suicide. The irony of this case is that, inorder to commit suicide while leaning his head on the rock, there must have been particlesof blood, bone, and brain left on that same rock because the bullet went exited the left sideof the soldier’s neck. However, no trace was found on the rock during the investigation of thecrime scene. A few months following the incident, at the initiative of new investigator L. Petrosyan, a new(third) investigation was carried out. During the investigation, the investigator concludedthat there were allegedly “bloodlike” traces found on the rock. However, the investigator,abusing his official position, violated the rules of the Criminal Code by neither taking sam-ples of the discovered blood, nor packing, confiscating, or sending them for examination.Thus, it has not been discovered whether they were blood traces of a human or an animaland, if they belonged to a human, then what the blood type was and whether or not it couldbelong to A. Nazaryan.In such cases, the records of the investigator have no evidentiary significance. Moreover, theinvestigator merely tries to create an illusion that the crime scene is that rock, which doesnot correspond to reality. At court, former investigator L. Petrosyan, while testifying as a wit-ness, announced that the report of the crime scene investigation does not have any eviden-tiary significance–does not mean anything at all. Thus, the intention of the investigator isclear: to show by all means that the rock is the crime scene. The aggrieved party petitionedSIS to initiate a criminal case against L. Petrosyan for the abuse of position. However, thejudge, S. Mardanyan, has left this petition unanswered.It is necessary to find out who was the author of the message that was sent to the MD Head-quarters and from whom he received that message. It is necessary to question the personthat was on duty on July 27, 2010 in the unit—to confiscate and examine the duty registerfor July. This has not been done.-19- A photograph of the crime scene is present in the case. As a result of its examination,nothing relevant to the case was found. In addition, the investigator mentioned that thecrime scene was not identified.
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THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CRIME SCENEAs a rule, the preliminary investigative body destroys the crime scene, taking and concealingthe pieces of evidence that directly point to the murderer or at least prove that it was a mur-der case. Most frequently replaced objects include the guns, the bullet casings, etc. Such falsi-fications give the investigator an opportunity to accuse certain soldiers not based on thepieces of evidence but merely on the testimonies of the witnesses. The logic is the following:it is difficult to later change objects that are recorded as evidence, while it is possible to ob-tain any false testimony from the witnesses.The less evidence there is, the easier it is for the investigator to carry out the process theway he wants to—accusing certain soldiers of committing murder and later accusing others,if necessary. -20- The stated crime scene contradicts the evidence. But the witnesses have not been ques-tioned nor the testimonies of the witnesses taken into consideration and the scene has notbeen investigated for different hypotheses. 
ALL NECESSARY INVESTIGATIVE MEASURES HAVE NOT 
BEEN TAKEN TO FIND OUT THE TIME OF THE INCIDENT. As a rule, the time of the incident in all murder cases is illegally changed by the investigator.Almost always, a later time is offered, which gives the investigator an opportunity:
a) to conceal the murderers’ efforts to hide their crime,
b) to hide what really happened and allow room for fake hypotheses, and
c) to ensure themselves against possible risks: If it is revealed that, for example, 

there was a fight at 4:00a.m that was followed by the murder, the investingator may justify 
himself saying that since, according to the testimonies of the witnesses, the incident happened 
at 9:00a.m., he did not carry out a detailed examination of the time of the fight and 
negligently missed that fact.-13- In the decision to initiate a criminal case (c.v.1, page1) two different times of the crimeare mentioned and the contradiction goes on until the end of the preliminary investigationand is never solved. Moreover, the investigator does not ask the witnesses important and rel-evant questions about the time.-5- Based on forensic examination report number 762/4, forensic doctor Arsen Babayan dis-covered injuries on Arman Hakobyan’s body: “numerous scratches on the nose, back, neck,right torso, left forearm, the 4th finger of the left hand, left lower hip, buttocks, upper leftand right thighs, one third of the shin, the right shin-foot area, and scratches and bruises onthe right shoulder joint. All these injuries were caused by striking with a blunt object 12-24hours before the death.” 
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The preliminary investigative body considered proven the fact that these injuries werecaused to Arman Hakobyan by Garik Hovhannisyan (nickname “Pisr,” which means Clerk)and Arshak Shahbazyan (nickname “Biza,” Old Man) on September 23 at approximately 8:00pm. We assume that the investigators of the case, Khachatryan and Hrach Ayvazyan, and their su-periors did not know arithmetic. According to the forensic doctor, Hakobyan was brutallytortured on September 24 from 4 am to 4pm. That is 8-20 hours later than the fight men-tioned by the investigators and, therefore, those injuries could not have been caused by thefight.Thus, the preliminary investigative body did not answer the most important questions: Bywhom, where, and why was Arman Hakobyan beaten up and tortured within the time periodmentioned by the forensic doctor? They could not demonstrate this fact because, in thatcase, the murder would automatically be solved. -1- In the crime scene investigation report, it is mentioned that it was prepared on28.07.2010, while the crime scene was examined and the body was photographed. This is anoutright fabrication because, on July 27, the day of the murder, at 3:00pm, an external exami-nation of Nazaryan’s body was carried out in the Berd city hospital and, on the same day, thebody was transported to Yerevan. Moreover, on the same day, the relatives of the deceasedmet the body on the way to Yerevan and one of the officers showed a photo of the bodysaved on his cell phone. Conclusion: with the permission of the investigator or other legalauthority, the officers illegally took photographs. To this day, the appeals of the aggrievedparty to receive the copies of the photos made at the crime scene have been dismissed withthe excuse of the investigation's confidentiality. It turns out that confidentiality only pertainsto the aggrieved party.
NECESSARY INVESTIGATIONS OF THE EVIDENCE 
ARE NOT TAKEN.In almost all cases, the investigators do not send certain evidence for examination becausethe implications of those pieces of evidence may considerably contradict their fake prelimi-nary investigation. -5- In the preliminary investigation report it is mentioned that on the lining of a vest thatwas sent to the expert “UPAG, Petrosyan E.R.” was written. The preliminary investigativebody also closes its eyes to this fact. The comparison of the facts should surprise the investi-gator because, according to those facts, Arman Hakobyan had niether a cap, nor shoes, nor avest. All his clothes belonged to other soldiers, which is more than suspicious. The investiga-tors should have found out who E. R. Petrosyan was and why his vest was found (according
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to the preliminary investigative body) on Hakobyan. They should also have discovered whathappened to Hakobyan’s cap, military shoes, vest, and other clothes.-5- The investigator found a bottle with unknown contents at the crime scene and sent it tothe expert. According to forensic chemical expert decision Number 154, sulfur was found inthe contents of the cream in the bottle. The investigator has not discovered what other sub-stances that lubricant contained, what percentage of the cream was sulfur, whether it waspoison or medicine, whether it was dangerous for life, how it ended up in the crime scene,who it belonged to, and for what reason someone kept that with him or brought it to thecrime scene. None of these questions were answered by the preliminary investigative body.The answers should be received from an additional investigation, during which this men-tioned lubricant should be sent for additional examination. In addition, according to the in-formation we have, sulfur is considered a highly poisonous substance, it is not used ineveryday life and it is not for sale in the pharmacies. -2- The examination of the crime scene revealed that Torgom’s winter gloves were foundlying next to him, his rifle under his left foot, and his bayonet knife under his right hand. Allthese facts prove that, before the shot, Torgom was holding the bayonet knife, not the rifle, todefend himself from attacker(s). Meanwhile, it is clear that, if Sarukhanyan had a bayonetknife in his right hand before the murder, it means he could not commit suicide in any way. Let us also mention that he was right-handed. If T. Sarukhanyan committed suicide, then theweapon should have been in the area of the chest or between the legs, while the photos ofthe crime scene clearly show that the weapon is under Sarukhanyan’s right leg and it couldhave been placed there by a person who has not been revealed so far, most probably themurderer. The fact that Torgom Sarukhanyan’s photos, military booklet, and blood type emblem werefound a meter away from the body proves that there was a struggle between Torgom and anunknown person before the death. Otherwise, it is illogical that Torgom took out the photosand the military booklet from his pocket and threw them all around him.-13- No military uniform was found at the crime scene or in Narek Galstyan’s car. However,the investigator brought and photographed Narek Galstyan’s military uniform (ch.1, p. 10,photo №11). According to the testimony of witness Avetisyan, the uniform was on NarekGalstyan when the incident happened. Now it is unclear when and who took it off of him.The further destiny of the uniform remains unknown. According to the law, the investigatorwas obliged to examine it, record it as evidence, and send it for examination, which he didnot do.-12- Andranik’s relatives insist that the investigator did not take into consideration that An-dranik was wearing a winter pea coat and winter military trousers that disappeared and
24



were never sent for examination. The investigator did not carry out necessary actions pro-vided by the law to find the coat and send it for the examination.-7- Blood traces obvious to the naked eye were found on the evidence rope. But the expert ofthe preliminary investigation allegedly did not manage to find the blood type, explainingthat the blood was not enough for examination. This is a falsification because if the traceswere obvious to the naked eye, it means the blood amount was enough.  -9- The clothes that were on the deceased soldier during the incident were not sent to exam-ination during any of the following phases: ballistic-trace evidence examination, chemical-biological examination, preliminary investigation, and forensic examination. -3- The day Hamburdzumyan’s body was found, the father of the deceased, arriving at thecrime scene near the unit, noticed a German Shepherd dog that was walking, accompaniedby the soldiers. Asking some questions to the soldiers, Benik Hambardzumyan found outthat the dog belonged to G. Margaryan, the commander of the same unit.Taking into consideration that based on examination number 289, three dog hairs werefound on T. Hambardzumyan’s clothes, the aggrieved party appealed on August 28, 2011 tohave samples of hair taken from the commander’s dog and have them compared with thesamples of an unknown dog that was entered as evidence in the case. The aggrieved party’sappeal was rejected by the prosecutor’s absurd decision number 120, where it is mentionedthat nobody keeps a dog in the territory of the RA MoD 54809 unit and that the Unit Com-mander’s dog is a pet kept at home. It is also mentioned that even Margaryan’s three-year-old daughter plays with the dog and the dog does not leave the house alone. -1- During a preliminary investigation that lasted about a year, the most important investiga-tion regarding the case was not carried out: the investigation of A. Nazaryan’s militaryclothes, which were on him when the body was found. The clothes were not sent to forensicchemical and biological examination. Thus, it is not proven by the investigation whether theblood resembling traces were really blood, whether it was Nazaryan’s blood, and, most im-portantly, whether there were someone else’s blood traces on his clothes or not. To rectify this gap of the preliminary investigation, the aggrieved party appealed in court fora forensic chemical analysis and a forensic biological analysis to be carried out, drawing thecourt’s attention to the following facts:
a) To this day, it is not clear whether there were blood traces on A. Nazaryan’s clothes and where 

exactly they were located.
b) From the investigation of A. Nazaryan’s clothes, it became clear in court that there were no 

blood traces on the trousers of the deceased, not even on the upper part. But, judging from the 
photos of the deceased made at the crime scene, such traces should be there by all means be-
cause the blood coming down Nazaryan’s shirt and undershirt should have gathered in the 
upper part of the trousers.
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c) Point 2 proves that the position of Nazaryan’s body was changed after the murder.In the decision to carry out a forensic examination of Nazaryan’s body, Prosecutor Madatyanshould have asked the expert whether there were facts that would indicate that the positionor location of the body were changed after death. The prosecutor never asked the expertsuch questions and the latter did not address these questions, thus the issue remains unex-amined.
d) Forensic examination number 704/34 also indicates that Nazaryan’s body was moved. 

Based on the report, blood accumulations were not discovered in Nazaryan’s abdomen or in his 
stomach. Whereas if Nazaryan would have been in the position he is pictured in the photos of 
the crime scene, large amounts of blood should have leaked at least into his stomach. 
An average adult has 5 to 7 liters of blood in their body. But Prosecutor Madatyan, who 
examined the crime scene, did not record large amounts of blood. Artak Nazaryan’s relatives got acquainted with the photos provided by the prosecutor in Au-gust 2010 and confirmed that there was a wound on Nazaryan’s head but that there were noblood traces visible on it. The victim’s successor testified to this at court. The cap presentedat the end of the preliminary investigation had been soaked in some blood resembling sub-stance.Taking into consideration all the above, the aggrieved party appealed to the Court for A.Nazaryan’s clothes, including his underwear, shoes, cap, and socks, to be sent to forensicchemical and biological examination to find out:

a) Whether there are blood traces on the clothes or not. 
If yes, then what blood type do they belong to? 
Is it possible that they belong to A. Nazaryan? 
Where exactly on the clothes are the traces located? 
Are there traces of blood that do not belong to A. Nazaryan.

b) Are there traces of vomit on the clothes?
c) Are there traces of brain matter?
d) Are there traces on Nazaryan’s socks that indicate contact/interaction with grass?
e) What other kind of traces are there on Nazaryan’s clothes?
f) Based on the crime scene photos of the body, 

is it possible to state that the body has been moved after the death. 
If not, then is it possible that large amounts of blood would penetrate
into the shirt and the undershirt but not in the backside of the trousers?It is important to take into consideration that A. Nazaryan’s body was entirely devoid ofblood. According to the expert, blood was not found in the abdomen or stomach. The resolution of this very crucial appeal was postponed by the court so that it would be ad-dressed in the consulting room during the final court decision. In fact, this was merely a dis-guised refusal of the appeal since it was unclear whether Judge Madatyan was going to carryout an examination himself in the consulting room in case he considered that the appeal wasgrounded and such examination was necessary. As was predicted, in the final decision the
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court refused the appeal considering the existing evidence sufficient for the final decision. -1- The preliminary investigative body confiscated A. Nazaryan’s bulletproof vest but did notinvestigate it and did not send it for examination. During the trial, the aggrieved party foundsigns typical of gunshot damage on A. Nazaryan’s bulletproof vest. Regarding this, an appealwas made for A. Nazaryan’s bulletproof vest to be sent to ballistic and trace evidence exami-nation to find out:
a) Are there signs of gunshot damage on A. Nazaryan’s bulletproof vest?
b) Are there any signs of mechanical damages on A. Nazaryan’s bullet proof vest? 

If yes where are they located and how were they caused?This appeal was refused by the court without justification.
DESTRUCTION OF THE CRIME SCENEIn relation to what was described above, the preliminary investigative body destroyed theevidence such as clothes, blood, bullet, and bullet casings that could hinder the falsified pre-liminary investigation.  -19- In the examination report of the body, it is stated that the trousers, the belt, and theslippers that were on A. Hayrapetyan were taken by investigator Y. Danielyan during the in-vestigation of the body. Later, however, the above mentioned objects, except for the shirt,disappeared and were not identified as evidence. -8- The cell phone is crucial to this case. Vardan Adibekyan, the brother of the deceased, tes-tified (c.v.2, p. 61-62) that the last time Albert called him was on February 23, 2012 at 1:08a.m. But he did not call from his cell phone. At that time, he asked his brother to put somemoney on his phone card. According to Vardan, “he needed money for his leisure, just to talkto a girl.”Based on the information Vardan gave not long after the murder, investigator Sargis Ma-datyan, after somehow finding out that Albert’s co-servicemen had sent Albert’s cell-phoneto Vardan, came to Adibekyan’s house and demanded the cell phone and the cards that werein the cell phone or belonged to Albert, explaining that he allegedly needed them for investi-gation. He prepared a report regarding the confiscation of the cell phone and the cards explaining tothe two family members and two lawyers that it was necessary to decode the cards. Later, hereturned Albert’s cell phone to Vardan without cards. It is important to mention that neitherthe report about the confiscation nor the decoding of any phone numbers is present in thecase.
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It is obvious that the investigator committed a crime. He destroyed crucial facts that couldprove that the murder was committed by Albert’s co-serviceman Gor Khachatryan, aboutwhich Ignat Yengibaryan testified. We can say for sure that Albert wanted to talk on the cell phone with the girl who had sent amessage for him on Gor’s cell phone and on Gor’s and Albert’s mutual webpage on odnok-lassniki.ru.It is also important to mention that both the dispute and the fighting mentioned by Ignat andAlbert’s phone call with his brother took place on the same night (Ignat did not mentionwhether it was at night or in the evening), with a difference of 1-2 hours.Madatyan definitely did not carry out any investigation regarding Albert’s phone call withhis brother or regarding the girl because it would cause the revelation of the real murderer.-1- In the crime scene examination report, the investigator states that the rifle considered tobe the murder weapon was allegedly placed between the legs of the deceased with the muz-zle in his mouth. The investigator was obliged to carefully wrap the weapon, confiscate it,and send it for forensic ballistic and forensic fingerprinting investigation.Instead of that, taking the weapon in his hands, he loaded, unloaded, test fired, and removedthe cartridge from the rifle, etc. In this way, he destroyed the initial fingerprints. The ridicu-lous part is that, according to expert decision number 25101003, no fingerprints were re-vealed on the rifle. This means that the investigator destroyed all the fingerprints, including his own. For thisissue, it is necessary to question Investigator Madatyan to find out the purpose for his illegalactions. -1- In a document attached to forensic examination report number 704/34 (c.v. 5, p188), theauthor of the report, forensic doctor Adamyan, mentions that he is sending 19 photos at-tached to the report. But in the criminal case there are only 16 of them.  The preliminary investigative body, breaking the law, reserved the right to hide three photosfrom the investigation. Through additional investigation, it is necessary to demand the origi-nals of the photos, find out which are missing in the criminal case, and add them. This hasnot been done. The author of the forensic report, Vigen Adamyan, announced while testifying as a witnessat court that there allegedly had been 16 photos but he had mentioned 19 by mistake.



FALSIFICATION OF THE EVIDENCEAlmost always while presenting an intentional homicide as a suicide, the investigator has toreplace the evidence with false evidence. Most frequently, the weapons and the bullets theyfired are replaced with the weapon of the deceased and bullets that are illegally fired by theinvestigator. This allows justification of the suicide hypothesis. -19- Based on the decision made on April 18, 2008 (c.v. 1, p.33), the bullet was confiscatedon April 22, 2008 from Yerevan and received in Stepanakert (vol.1, p. 49) investigative bodyon April 26, 2008. However, on April 24, 2008, (vol. 1, p. 49) two days before receiving thebullet, investigator Yu. Danielyan sent some unknown bullet to Yerevan for investigation.-4- Based on witness Tonoyan's testimony (vol.2, p.58), A.Ghazaryan's “old camouflage uni-form was left in the front line combat post.” This testimony is not trustworthy at all becausethe soldiers do not take substitute clothes with them to the posts. If they change theirclothes they do it only in the unit. Consequently, some unknown people replaced the boy'sreal uniform on purpose because it had signs of violence and most probably also bloodtraces on it. No investigation has been carried out related to this contradiction and the boy'sreal and so-called “old” uniform was not found and examined. It is necessary to carry out aprofound investigation regarding this contradiction.-8- During the investigation of the crime scene, (vol. 1, p 8-9) investigator S. Madatyan dis-covered AKM model number PG-490 rifle with one magazine, wrapped it, and confiscated it.At the same time, his partner Margaryan carried out an inspection of the weapons and am-munition assigned to the soldiers in the post (vol. 1, p. 33-34). According to this inspection,the deceased A. Adibekyan's rifle, AKM number 3A-04260, was in the bunker at the time ofthe incident and had not been fired after its cleaning.It was also revealed that the 4 magazines with 120 bullets given to Adibekyan were in theirplaces. The preliminary investigative body considered proven the fact that Albert Adibekyanwent to the watchtower with delay only after the unit commander, Captain Narek Namalyan,was at a place called “Hakobasar.”Based on the testimony of one of the witnesses, Adibekyan was afraid of the Captain at thattime. The witness testified that Adibekyan secretly took the previously mentioned weaponnumber PG-490, assigned to his co-serviceman Taron Martikyan, and went to the watch-tower.In the weapon inspection report, it is mentioned that near the muzzle of the AKM modelnumber GM-1971 rifle there was ash and that one of the bullets belonging to it was missing.These two rifles—Taron Martikyan's rifle, found at the crime scene, and alleged murderer
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Ignat Yengibaryan's rifle—were sent for examination.  According to expert report number04601203, shots were fired from both rifles. However, the strangest part is that, beforesending Taron Martikyan's rifle to the expert investigator, Madatyan illegally took the maga-zine out of the rifle and concealed it. As a result, it is not possible to find out how many shotswere made from that magazine. -8- Another contradiction connected with the weapons puts the preliminary investigativebody in deadlock. Based on witness Taron Martikyan's testimony, approximately 8 hours before the incident, at5:30 pm, after a feast, A. Adibekyan and Ignat Yengibaryan took their weapons and went tothe watchtower for military duty, for which they arrived late. Alongside them, their co-serviceman Abraham Hovhannisyan also came out of the bunkerwithout a weapon. Immediately after this, according to the witness, A. Adibekyan's voice was heard yelling,“guys, don’t be afraid. It’s us!” The contradiction is as follows: as was mentioned before, theweapon inspection carried out by Investigator Margaryan following the incident revealedthat no shot was made from A. Adibekyan’s weapon while one shot was made from IgnatYengibaryan’s rifle with which he allegedly killed Adibekyan.
Question: From whose weapon were the mentioned shots and rapid fire made at 5:30p.m?Let us point out that the investigator deliberately fails to exclude a) cleaning of the weapon
by any of the watchtower soldiers, b) loading the magazines with new bullets as a substitute to
the fired bullets.In the second case it is unclear why there were no bullets missing from any of the watch-tower soldiers. Investigator Madatyan considers proven the fact that it was A. Adibekyanwho opened rapid fire from the rifle assigned to him at night. However, there is no such testi-mony from the witnesses. This not only does not settle the mentioned contradiction but even aggravates them becausethe preliminary investigative body considers proven that:
a) no shot was fired from A. Adibekyan’s weapon, and
b) shots were fired from A. Adibekyan’s weapon.Realizing this, investigator Madatyan tried to conceal this portion of the case. Thus, three ofthe witnesses testify that, after a night feast, they went to bed and allegedly never heard anyshots.Particularly interesting is Ignat Yengibaryan’s testimony. Based on others’ testimonies, he
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has witnessed the shots fired at night or he himself fired. The investigator does not ask himany questions regarding the shots fired at night (c.v.1, p67-73). The testimony of witness Abraham Hovhannisyan is also interesting (c.v.1, p112). Regardingthe incident he says, “... after drinking, private A. Adibekyan with some rifle…” and that is it.It means that the investigator made Abraham write that A. Adibekyan at that hour allegedlyopened fire from a rifle that belonged to another soldier. But, realizing that it will not helphim, he erased part of the paragraph, leaving the other part for some reason (c.v.1, p 110-112).The investigator obviously destroyed the printed part of the same testimony (7 lines).Hence, the investigator saw danger in those lines and, after erasing them, copied the previ-ous 7 lines and replaced the erased lines with them. The same 7 lines are repeated twice inthe testimony. Although witness Abraham Hovhannisyan mentioned in the end of the testimony that he hadread it, obviously he did not read it. Otherwise he would not write that he had read that ab-surdity and that repeated text with incoherent words. The investigator tried to obliterate theimportant fact of the night shots by all means. But he did not succeed.After the attacks of the defendant’s advocate, the Military Prosecutor of Lori Garrison, TevanMirzabekyan, who is also the head of the investigative department of the same garrison,being fearful of the consequences if his own crimes and that of his subordinates and in orderto insure himself he gave a written instruction to the preliminary investigative body (vol.2,p168-169) stating: “It was proven by the ballistic examination that shots were fired fromboth rifles assigned to I. Yengibaryan and A. Adibekyan.During the preliminary investigation, data were obtained indicating that, after the feast onthe night of February 22, 2012 and the morning of February 23, 2012, shots were fired. Butduring the inspection, missing bullets were not registered and, it has still not been revealedwho made those shots, how the number of the bullets was restored, who fired from A.Adibekyan's rifle, and under what conditions.”First of all, let us mention that prosecutor T. N. Mirzabekyan is either illiterate or a criminal,most probably both of them since as it has already been mentioned:
a) in vol.1, p33-34 it is written in clear Armenian that no shot was fired from 

Adibekyan's rifle, and
b) it was the rifle assigned to Taron Margaryan that was sent to ballistic examination, not the rifle 

assigned to A. Adibekyan. The rest corresponds to reality. But the preliminary investigative body has not implemented the instructions ofthe prosecutor, which were equal to a command, and has not yet clarified the conditions mentioned above.Despite that, the same prosecutor confirmed the indictment and sent it to court. In addition,
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the Syunik Region Trial Court, presided over by Judge Rafik Melikyan, made an unlawful de-cision, declaring Ignat Yengibaryan guilty in A. Adibekyan's murder and sentencing him to10-years imprisonment.-1- During the examination of the crime scene, investigator Madatyan discovered, examined,photographed, and confiscated bullet casing N “78-09” (c.v.1, p7-26). Later, he sent this cas-ing to ballistic examination at his own initiative. However, the ballistic examination reportshows that the expert had received a different capsule with the number “60-78”.In such situations, the expert was obliged to either terminate the investigation or at leastprepare a report regarding the violation of law and send it to relevant bodies. However, theexpert did neither.
BECAUSE THE EVIDENCE IS DELAYED IT IS MODIFIED 
BEFORE BEING ATTACHED TO THE CASEIn many cases, the investigators, ignoring the concept having an aggrieved party and notbeing afraid of the law, destroy evidence and, only in rare cases when the aggrieved partydemands evidence that was already destroyed to be presented to them and to the prelimi-nary investigation, the investigators have to attach fake evidence to the case. -19- The uniform that belonged to Andranik but was in the unit was attached to the case asevidence. However, the comparison of the investigation report of the trousers and that of thetrousers that were sent to forensic examination proves once more that they were modified(vol. 1, p. 188). It is mentioned in the investigation report that moisture is visible on someparts of the trousers and they smell damp. The trousers are fastened with 3 buttons and aspring and all of them are in their places, while the expert mentions that the trousers arefastened with 4 buttons and a metal hook, which all are in their places. The trousers areused and dirty. The fact that those were not the trousers that were on Andranik during theincident is proven also by the fact that there should have at least been traces of soil on them,if not traces of blood.-7- The preliminary investigative body considered proven that the tool with the help ofwhich Madatyan hanged himself was brought by him, whereas his fingerprints were not dis-covered on its surface.-21- It is not clear whether the military uniform that was considered evidence really be-longed to Ohanjanyan or not. In the morning of the day Ohanjanyan died, an employee ofGegharkunik Militray Police found Ohanjanyan's torn shirt in the area of the unit. Abusinghis official position, the MP examined and photographed the shirt. Investigator G. Manukyandid not send this shirt to examination. Approximately two months following the incident,
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only after the aggrieved party’s numerous appeals, the investigator sent a random militaryuniform to an expert claiming that it belonged to Ohanjanyan. This uniform could not havebelonged to Ohanjanyan. This is obvious from the MP’s reports and attached photographsavailable in the criminal case. Thus,
a) judging from the photographs of the uniform available in the forensic examination report, the 

uniform sent to the expert is new, without damages, while Ohanjanyan's real uniform was torn 
and dusty (corresponding photograph is available in the case), and

b) a uniform of size 52 corresponded to Ohanjanyan’s body measurements, while the investigator 
sent to the expert a size 46 uniform.

DISREGARDING THE FACTSIn all the cases where the facts available in the case contradict with the criminal case but it isalready impossible to conceal them or just take them out from the case, the preliminary in-vestigative and judicial bodies do everything possible to undervalue and ignore them. Inother words, everything is done to eliminate their evidentiary significance. -9- The preliminary investigative body ignored one crucial fact: traces of S. Manukyan'sblood were found on the gates 16 meters away from the crime scene. It still has not been dis-covered how they got there. We may conclude that Manukyan was killed right in front of thegates since, according to the forensic examination report, after receiving head injuries,Manukyan could not move from one place to another on his own. -5- From the same examination report, it is clear that the investigator did not presentArman’s cap to the expert but presented a totally different cap, which has the following note:"VACHO, DShB, 2000." The preliminary investigative body apparantly did not consider thissignificant because they did not carry out a detailed examination regarding this fact. Whywould Arman have someone else's cap on him and where was his cap?-5- The murder tool, rifle number 1181849, that was entered as evidence was not assignedto the victim. From the decisions of the criminal case, it is not clear who the rifle belongedto. The preliminary investigative body did not carry out a detailed investigation regardingthis crucial fact despite the fact that, with the identity of the rifle's owner, it is possible tofind the real murderer. Consequently, it is the owner of the rifle that killed Arman Hakobyanor gave his rifle to some third party for the same reason. This is the reason why the finger-prints were erased from the rifle. The preliminary investigative body failed to carry out allthe actions prescribed by law in order to find out the details and reveal the murderers.-8- According to ballistic examination report number 04611203 (v. 2, p. 143-146), the leftside of A. Adibekyan's shirt has a 16 cm rip from the underarm. The preliminary investiga-tive body did not carry out an examination regarding this issue. It did not find out whether itwas ripped as a result of a fight between Adibekyan and Gor Khachatryan or because of a
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different fight. Niether the Trial Court nor the Court of Appeal paid attention to this fact.After the incident, the investigator discovered A. Nazaryan's three magazines with 90 bul-lets. Simultaneously, during the investigation of the case scene (c.v.1, p. 7-26), he examinedrifle number 1093977, assigned to A. Nazaryan, and revealed that there were 29 bullets inthe magazine and one more bullet in the chamber.All 120 bullets that A. Nazaryan received before going to the military base are in their places.No bullet was fired. Therefore, Nazaryan could not have committed suicide, at least not withhis own weapon. It has not been revealed with whose weapon A. Nazaryan was killed.Not all the weapons at the military base were sent to examination in order to reveal fromwhich weapon a shot was fired after the last cleaning. Instead, the investigator, abusing hisofficial position and assuming the functions of an expert traceologist, carried out a visual ex-amination of the muzzles and came to the conclusion that, after the last cleaning, there sup-posedly had been no shot from any of the weapons in the base (c.v.1, c. p27-28).The hypothesis of A. Nazaryan’s suicide is mostly based on the testimonies that the soldiersat Ghozlu military base gave during the preliminary investigation.During the trial, defendants H. Kirakosyan and A. Hovhannisyan testified that, while beingkept at the Berd Military Police Department, they and other soldiers were subjected to tor-ture and degrading treatment. Witness Arman Mnatsakanyan described his imprisonment as pressure. In regards to theseannouncements, an appeal to initiate a criminal case based on the documents prepared inthe RA MoD SIS investigative department of Especially Important Cases was rejected for lackof necessary evidence for the crime. The reason was that the military police officers, initiatorof the tortures and degrading treatment, denied that they had committed any illegal acts to-wards any soldier. -1- All the soldiers at Ghozlu combat base number 12 who gave obvious false testimonies re-jected the fact that they had witnessed the mentioned murder. The falseness of their testi-monies is proven by ballistic examination report number 25201003 of the samples. According to that report, copper traces that are included in the additional components of agunshot were revealed in the samples taken from the faces of seven soldiers: GareginSayadyan, Arman Mnatsakanyan, Hayk Nazaryan, Artur Mkrtchyan, Adibek Hovhannisyan,Mkhitar Mkhitaryan, and Harutik Kirakosyan.These traces suggest that they were in the crime scene when A. Nazaryan was shot. In otherwords, they were eye-witnesses. The investigators did not question the authors of the re-ports and did not make the necessary conclusions in the indictment. Given the importance of this fact, the aggrieved party moved to have the authors of ballistic
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examination report number 25201003 be summoned to court and questioned in order toclarify how long the additional component of the gunshot can remain, how they can be re-moved, and how long it takes to remove them. However, the motion was rejected by thecourt with reference to investigator L. Petrosyan’s testimonies, which cannot be claimed tobe a ballistic expert assessment or considered as such. -2- There is a piece of paper included in the case that is supposedly written by T.Sarukhanyan in which he supposedly asks not to blame anyone for his death. Not long afterthe incident, when Lena Sarukhanyan learned about the content of this piece of paper, shedeclared that it was not her son’s handwriting, although the preliminary investigation keptpresenting it as evidence. The investigator sent the piece of paper to the expert to be exam-ined, violating the law because it was not legally confiscated, and it is not clear in what con-dition it was kept for a month and how it ended up with the investigator. -21- According to the criminal case documents, the soldier died at approximately 11:00 p.m.But when the mother of one of the soldiers serving in the same unit met Ohanjanyan's par-ents, she informed them that on August 30 at around 9:00 p.m - 9:10 p.m her son called herfrom the unit and said that Tigran had died. The soldier in question later denied that therehad been such a phone call. At the point of denial, he had already completed his militaryservice. However, under pressure from Ohanjanyan's parents, the list of the phone callsmade from his phone was disclosed. It proved that a phone call was made to his mother. Thepreliminary investigative body has refused to address this fact because it would cause thetestimonies of all the witnesses to lose their credibility. 
NECESSARY ACTIONS ARE NOT TAKEN TO REVEAL LEGAL 
VIOLATIONS DISCOVERED DURING THE INVESTIGATION. -5- From Mejlumyan’s testimony it turns out that, on September 25, 2000 at approximately3:00 a.m, V. Mkhitaryan and A. Hakobyan went into the canteen after which Mejlumyan andA. Andreasyan left the canteen and went to the headquarters to turn in their weapons. Anumber of questions regarding the military statute arise from this testimony but necessaryinvestigation was not carried out about them. Thus, it has not been clarified what rightsMejlumyan and Andreasyan had to enter the canteen with weapons. It has not been revealed who the supervisor of these guardsmen’s duty was, what were theresponsibilities of the superviser after these guardsmen’s duty was finished, why nobody es-corted them, why nobody ordered them to turn the weapons in after duty, and where theguards of the canteen, the platoon, the company, and the battalion were at that time. In his testimony, witness Hunan Shavarshyan mentions that on September 25 at around 3:00a.m he went to the headquarters and received his rifle after which he took his shift in the
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parking lot. In the period between taking his shift and hearing the gunshot he heard foot-steps of some seven or eight people but he did not see their faces and did not talk to anyone. The preliminary investigative body has not revealed the identities of the seven or eight sol-diers mentioned by Shavarshyan and what they were doing outside late at night. At the sametime, from Shavarshyan’s testimony we understand that he violated the statute of the mili-tary duty. He did not have the right to receive a weapon without the supervisor, go to theparking lot all by himself, and begin guard duty there. 
FINGERPRINTSIn the practice of criminal procedure, the number one proof that a person has committedmurder is the discovery of his/her fingerprints on the murder weapon. Having this in mind,the corrupted preliminary investigative body conceals the murders, presenting them as sui-cides, or lets the real criminal go, saddling the murder on innocent soldiers. Therefore, theycannot allow the fingerprints of the real criminal to be left on the murder weapon. This is why, in many cases, the fingerprints are not revealed on the murder weapon. This isdirect proof that an obviously falsified examination is being carried out. Throughout the lastten years, there is no single case when fingerprints were discovered on the murder weaponand that fact was included in the case. -5- According to the Fingerprint Investigation section of ballistic and trace evidence exami-nation number 23870003, concerning the weapon and the cap, no fingerprints were discov-ered on the cartridge box and the rifle number 1181849, which is considered the murderweapon. This fact did not receive adequate legal reaction from the preliminary investigativebody.-3-During the investigation of the crime scene, a RAPIRA model razor was found with which,according to the investigator, T. Hambarzumyan committed suicide by cutting the blood ves-sels on his left wrist. Based on trace evidence examination report number 24661102, “thereare no papillary line traces (fingerprints) on the examined razor.” The absence of the finger-prints indicates that they were destroyed either by the murderer or the preliminary inves-tigative body. The fact that, to this day, there have been no suspects or defendants in thiscase shows that the fingerprints were destroyed by the preliminary investigative body. -8- On February 24 2012, the day following the incident, investigator Madatyan gave inves-tigative instructions to his colleagues in Yerevan to take the fingerprints of the deceased, A.Adibekyan (c.v. 1, p. 39/1).Obviously, these fingerprints were to be compared with the fingerprints that supposedly ex-isted on rifle number PG-490, which was discovered at the crime scene and was in A.
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Adibekyan’s hand at the moment of the murder. However, the investigator did not have a fingerprinting expert examination and did not carryout investigation regarding the mentioned weapon. Thus, it remains unclear if rifle numberPG-490 was really in the hands of the deceased at the time of the murder, who A. Adibakyanshot, whether he really shot or not, and, if not, then who could have shot and whose finger-prints were on the weapon.All of the above is important because, based on Ignat Yengibaryan’s testimony, upon hearinga shot from a short distance away,he quickly approached watchtower number 1 and saw A.Adibekyan lying on the ground with a gunshot wound. Then he fired in the air to send a sig-nal for his friends to come to the scene.  The strange part is that both on the day of the incident and the days following it, the wit-nesses allegedly could not recall how many shots they heard at the time of the incident. Theyall mention “one or two.” It is obvious that on the day of the incident another crime wascommitted. No bullet casing was found at the crime scene because there were no investiga-tive actions taken regarding this fact.-1- The fingerprint expert did not find fingerprints on Artak Nazaryan’s weapon and car-tridge box, which is a direct proof that the fingerprints were erased by the murderer or theinvestigator. Analyzing this simultaneously with other facts, we can see that Artak Nazaryandid not commit suicide and his weapon was not the murder weapon. Both prosecutor H.Harutyunyan and second investigator L. Petrosyan announced at court that fingerprintswere revealed but they were not suitable for making comparisons. They were merely manip-ulating the phrasing of the expert that no fingerprint “appropriate for identification” wasfound on the weapon, only traces of oil.-2- According to forensic ballistic examination report number 07941103, no fingerprintswere discovered on T. Sarukhnyan’s rifle, which was recognized as the murder weapon, onthe magazine attached to it, or on the bayonet knife. Accordingly, the fingerprints were de-stroyed on both of those weapons either by the murderer or by the preliminary investigativebody in order to qualify the murder as suicide.
ILLEGAL DETENTION OF THE WITNESSES BY 
THE MILITARY POLICEAccording to the RA Constitution, a person can be deprived of its liberty only by the proce-dure defined by law. However, the Military Prosecutor's office, the Investigative Service, andthe Military Police flagrantly violate the law and, for every crime, arbitrarily bring a numberof witnesses to the MP Offices and keep them under detention. After all the incidents men-tioned in this study, all of the eye-witnesses or, if the incident happened during combat duty,
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all the staff at combat duty is illegally taken to the MP Offices and kept isolated as long asnecessary for the police to put pressure on the witnesses and extort testimony from them.This method is used without exception in all of the cases. Only with this method can theymanage to extort necessary testimonies that contradict reality and conceal the murders.It should be noted that, in this case, the concept of a witness as is described by law is beingdestroyed. It means that an imprisoned, beaten, tortured, humiliated soldier is nothing but avictim. In addition, according to the law, the statement of a witness can be considered a testi-mony when he/she gives it freely and without any pressure. To consider that the personunder arrest is free is simply absurd. The judges of all the cases never investigate the state-ments of the witnesses that were taken to the MP Offices and kept there. At the same time,even if the witness says that he was under pressure, the judge ignores the statement and in-stead of refering to the relevant bodies regarding this statement, they silence the witness byasking him whether he is free at that moment or not. Since the witnesses say that they arefree, they are asked to tell the truth. However, when the witness tries to tell the truth againthe judge silences him saying that his testimony does not correspond to the preliminary in-vestigation testimony, which means that one of the testimonies is false and no matter whichone is false they will be punished for giving false testimony. The witnesses who have lowlevel of awareness about the law and restricted thinking assume that if they declare thatthey were beaten up in the police station then they will not be able to prove that and willend up in an even more difficult situation. This is the reason why they do not have thecourage to tell the truth that they were beaten and tortured. This is an obvious illegal chainof interconnected actors without which it would be very difficult for the preliminary inves-tigative body to conceal the cases. In all those cases, when one of the parties makes an announcement in court regarding thiskind of illegal act, the preliminary investigative body or the prosecutor announces that thesoldiers were arrested not by the preliminary investigative body with an instruction of theprosecutor but allegedly by the commander of the military unit. Then, as a proof, they pro-vide fake backdated reports, without the results of the investigation on what crimes exactlythe soldiers have committed. It should be noted that it is unreasonable that on the same dayand at the same hour more than ten soldiers can commit such a serious crime for which theycan be deprived of liberty without investigation.-13- In 2008, Narek Galstyan's relatives were informed that seven witnesses or suspects ofthe murder were taken to the Goris Military Police station and were kept there. The same isobvious from the testimonies of soldier witnesses. However, there is no official documentstating how many soldiers exactly were taken and kept in Goris MP Office's cells. Theirnames are missing and it is not mentioned how long they were kept there. Thus, either theywere illegally kept in the MP cells, which is a criminally punishable act, or the second copy ofthe order presented to the unit commander was destroyed. The investigator has to presentan order to the unit commander and one of its copies stays with the commander. The otherone is supposed to be attached to the criminal case. 
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-11- After Edvard Alaverdyan’s death, some of his co-servicemen were taken toStepanakert’s Military Police department and kept there under detention for about ten days.According to the NK DA Commander M.Hakobyan’s note in regards to this case, seven peoplewere illegally kept in the cells of Stepanakert’s MP station for about ten days. At the sametime, besides these soldiers, 10-15 other soldiers were also kept in the MP station. It was notpossible to find out the exact number and the identity of these soldiers.-8- According to the Tavush Military Police Department’s Deputy Chief’s testimonies, IgnatYengibaryan was brought to the isolator and kept there based on the Commander’s order be-cause Ignat violated the rules of combat duty. However, there is no relevant note in the caseabout this statement. In addition to that, it is not clear what exact crime Yengibaryan com-mitted. At the same time, this statement does not correspond to the fact that all the soldiersof the base and some soldiers from other posts were also brought to the Military Police.-1- During the trial, it was proven that witnesses Arman Mnatsakanyan, Artur Mkrtchyan,Artak Hovhannisyan, Hayk Nazaryan, and others were kept in the Berd MP department’scells under detention for approximately 23 days.The aggrieved party appealed for a criminal case to be initiated against the preliminary in-vestigative body under the article regarding the illegal deprivation of a person’s liberty. Ac-cording to the Constitution, a person can be deprived of its liberty only by the proceduredefined by law. The Commander of the unit, with the prosecutor’s motion, showed up at thecourt and announced that all the soldiers were imprisoned for 5-23 days by his order be-cause all of them violated the combat duty rules.In response to the aggrieved party’s question regarding what exact rules were violated bythem and where were the military investigation documents based on which the soldierswere detained, the Commander answered that he had carried out a verbal investigation andthere were no documents. In fact, the police arrested people without a written order, whichis a criminal offence.-8- The testimonies were obtained from witnesses with violations of the law. The witnesseswere kept in the Berd MP. To conceal this fact, the investigators wrote that they questionedthe witnesses in Berd. But they did not mention where exactly this happened, which is ille-gal. Moreover, the investigator wrote the witness’s testimony himself and then made the sol-diers sign it.-2- Sevak Avannesyan, who was questioned at the court as a witness, renounced his pretrialtestimony, announcing that the testimonies were extorted from him through violence and in-timidation. According to S. Avanesyan’s testimonty, all the 24 soldiers from T. Sarukhanyan’splatoon were taken to Stepanakert MP Division and he and his fellow soldiers were keptunder detention for ten days in the MP station. During the first four or five days, he wasquestioned by eight to ten unknown people who forced him to give false testimony against
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his innocent friends. During this time, some unknown people extorted four or five testi-monies from him.However, it is important to mention that there is only one testimony from S. Avanesyan pres-ent in criminal case number 91000511. Still, at the Trial Court, the aggrieved party relyingon S. Avanesyan’s testimony made the following claims:
a) illegal deprivation of a person’s liberty;
b) forcing the witness to give false testimony;
c) intimidation, beating, and torture of a witness;
d) concealment and destruction of documents; and
e) group interrogation, where the interrogators do not 

reveal their identity to the interrogated person.According to Article 190, Part 6 of the Criminal Procedure Code, as well as Articles 149, 150,1541, and 1542 of the RA Criminal Code, the Investigation Service investigators conduct thepreliminary investigation of crimes committed by the legislative, executive, and judicial ad-ministrative workers, persons conducting special service in regards to their official position,or any other crimes. However, the investigation of this case was illegally assigned to the Number One Garrison In-vestigation Department of the RA MoD Investigation Service. According to note N1287, written on October 5, 2012, an investigation was carried out re-garding the announcement of the aggrieved party by Investigator N. Avetisyan from the RAMoD Number One Garrison Investigation Department and the Investigator, with his decision,rejected the initiation of a criminal case for the absence of a crime scene. InvestigatorAvetisyan wrote the following on the third page of his decision, “…on February 12, 2011, bythe unit Commander’s order, number 46677, he was subjected to a disciplinary penalty often day detention for violating the rules of guard service and was transferred to the deten-tion cells of the Stepanakert MP department.” This was in reference to Sevak Avanesyan.But Sevak Avanesyan mentioned in his testimony that all the 24 soldiers of his platoon werealso taken to the MP station with him and kept in the cells for 10 days. Nothing is said aboutthis fact in the documents. Question: Did all 24 soldiers violate the guard service rules on
the same day at the same time?-1- According to (1) the extracts from Unit Number 21127's Commander Seyran Ghazaryan’sorders, (2) the notes of the imprisonment, (3) order book number 91, (4) registration booknumber 123 of the prison’s detainees, and (5) the RA MoD 21127 unit commander, colonelH. Amirkhanyan’s notice number 0174 (20.10.2012), addressed to the court and marked as“confidential,” after A. Nazaryan’s death, 14 soldiers were arrested for 6-23 days “for violat-ing the rules of internal service” based on the Commander’s order.
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Based on the RA MoD Unit Number 21127 Commander S. Ghazaryan’s order, these soldierswere subjected to the disciplinary penalty of “isolation and detention in the disciplinaryprison,” based on the Disciplinary Statute of the RA Armed Forces as confirmed by the RAGovernment’s decision number 247 on August 12, 1996.According to Article 18, Part 1 of the RA Constitution, “[e]very one is entitled to freedom andthe right to the security of their person. A person maybe detained only by court order and inaccordance with legally prescribed procedures.”The same guarantees are also provided by Article 5 of the European Convention on HumanRights and Fundamental Freedoms. According to Article 5, Part 2 of the RA Constitution,state and local self-governing bodies and public officials are competent to perform only suchacts for which they are authorized by the Constitution or laws.S. Ghazaryan, the commander of RA Unit Number 21127, was not authorized by law to de-prive the soldiers of their liberty by keeping them in the prison cells. He did not act accord-ing to the law and within his powers as prescribed by law, as it is stated in the RAConstitution and international treaties of the RA. Instead he was guided by the RA law onMilitary Duty, which does not comply with the mentioned laws.
COMPULSION TO GIVE FALSE TESTIMONIES, 
EXTORTION OF FALSE TESTIMONIESVery often, the investigators extort false testimonies from the witnesses by deception,mostly in two ways:
a) The witness tells something while the investigator writes down something else and then he 

orders the witness to write down that he is aware of what is written there, that everything 
written there is true, and to sign it without letting him really read what was written there. 

b) In some cases, the investigator destroys the testimonies of the witness and 
writes down a new testimony and,falsifying the witness’s handwriting, writes and signs the 
documents himself and attaches it to the case.Usually, such witnesses are not called by the investigator to show up at court.-13- It has been proven that 30-60 minutes before his death,Narek Galstyan called his sisterand informed her that at that moment he was arguing with a group of young men togetherwith his friend Vladimir Alaverdyan.Shortly after, Narek asked his sister to give him their neighbor Valodik’s phone number (SeeArevik Galstyan’s testimony, c.v. 2, p 15-17).From her brother’s words,Arevik realized that he was in danger and suggested to wake their
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father up so that the brother would tell him about his problems. But Narek refused and toldher to wake their father up only if he would not call again in half an hour.  However Narek never called again. Narek Galstyan was physically very strong. He was awrestler and a master of Eastern Martial Arts. He was aggressive and was ready to slit any-body’s throat if anyone would try to abuse him. No wonder that he was known in the unit asKhakht (Headless). The fact that Narek had to call home and tell about his problem indicatesthat he was unable to confront his opponents, who were many in number (more than four).The pieces of evidence of the case indicate that the dispute (alteraction) mentioned by Narekwas connected with his sister Arevik. All the participants of the dispute were from Vanadzorand, referring to Arevik’s morality, they were trying to humiliate Narek and bring him down. Most probably, those from Vanadzor had exact information that somehow (this must be re-vealed by a new investigation) they received from Narek’s neighbor Valodik. Learning aboutthis,Investigator Hakobjanyan blackmailed Arevik during her testimony and demanded herto renounce everything she told her father. In her testimony, Arevik Galstyan mentioned thather brother did not tell her anything about the dispute and all that was made up by her rela-tives. This is a vivid manifestation of cynicism from Hakobjanyan, abuse of his official power,and compelled falsification in order to conceal the undeniable fact of the murder. When dictating the testimony to Arevik Galstyan, the investigator did not take into consider-ation the fact that Narek Galstyan’s parents learned everything from their daughter. At themoment of the conversation, they were asleep and, if Arevik had not told them about herbrother’s phone call, they would not even have known that Narek called home before themurder.Narek’s relatives informed the Military Prosecutor’s office in numerous complaints that afew hours after the murder, in the morning of May 10,Narek’s friend Vladimir Alaverdyancalled them and asked Sasun Galstyan to help him to come home to Alaverdi for two or threedays because he had a lot of things to tell him about the incident. Instead of revealing themurder, the investigator tried to discredit Narek Galstyan’s parents by presenting them asliars and blackmailers. Despite the investigator’s efforts, three important questions still re-main unanswered:
a) If Narek Galstyan did not have any problems, then why was 

he not asleep at that late hour?
b) Why did he want to call Valodik at that late hour?
c) Why did he not call Valodik?From all this, it is clear that Vladimir Alaverdyan was an eye-witness of the incident andcould reveal crucial facts about the incident. However, Hakobjanyan questioned him onlyone month and eight days after the incident, forcing him to give false testimony that
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a) he was not next to Narek when the incident happened,
b) he does not know anything about the incident,
c) he does not have a cell phone, and
d) he called Narek Galstyan’s father only to express his condolences.The investigator does not ask a very clear question. If Vladimir Alaverdyan did not have acell phone then how and from whose phone did he call Narek’s father? After numerous complaints from relatives, the preliminary investigative body had to decodephone number 094-61-XX-XX and the witness’s falsification was revealed.  He had that phone number both before and after the incident.From that phone number, he called Sasun, Narek’s father, and then Sasun and his daughtercalled Vladimir on that same phone number. Particularly, on May 10, 2008 at 4:54 p.m., hecalled Arevik Galstyan (c. v. 1, p. 130).Before and after the incident, Arevik called Vladimirthree times from phone number 094-61-XX-XX.The criminal code provides criminal liability for giving false testimony.But the investigatordid not punish Alaverdyan. Therefore, we may suppose that the latter gave false testimonyon the order of the investigator.While questioning Vladimir for the second time (c.v. 2, p 18-20), the investigator did noteven refer to the fact that he had given false testimony last time. From the second testimony,it became clear that, besides phone number 094-61-XX-XX, on the day of the incident he hadtwo more phone numbers 091-76-XX-XX and 091-84-XX-XX. -20- The forensic examination of the body revealed scratches and bruises on Melikyan’shands, legs, chest, and back that were caused no more than ten minutes before his death.Not willing to report an obvious beating and torture, the investigator took testimonies fromthe witnesses according to which
a) none of the soldiers would be able to beat Melikyan because he was 

a wrestler, master of sports, and physically stronger than everyone, and
b) the injuries could be caused while hurriedly carrying Melikyan from the 

watchtower to the trench as he was dying, as a result of hitting the walls of the trench.-1- Witnesses Rafael Evoyan and Smbat Sargsyan renounced their preliminary testimonyand announced that investigator Levon Petrosyan extorted false testimonies from them bydeception. They announced to the court that the investigator did not record the things thatthey said. Instead he allegedly recorded things that they did not say. In the testimonies, the investigator presented falsified facts about which the witnesses hadno clue. The investigator ordered them to write and sign at the end of the testimonies that
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they read the testimony, that it was written from their words, and everything was correct.However, in reality the investigator did not present to them the written testimony to read. The aggrieved party filed a petition to have all the documents related to the testimonies sentto the Special Investigative Service and an investigation prescribed by law carried out. How-ever, Prosecutor S. Mardanyan, postponing the discussion of this petition,never referred tothe possible crime and, without any basis, made a decision that the testimonies of the twowitnesses were not credible. This decision is already illegal because the witnesses testifiedin court that they would be subjected to criminal liability for giving false testimonies. JudgeMardanyan, abusing his official position, referred to the fact without regard to the law. In thiscase, we were talking about a concrete fact and if the testimony of the witness is true thenthe investigator should be subjected to criminal liability. If not, then the same should be ap-plied to the witness. 
SERVICE INVESTIGATIONAs a rule, after each incident a service investigation is carried out by the lawyer or anotherresponsible officer of that unit. However, those are merely formalities.The investigation re-ports are either copied from the testimonies of the same soldier given to the police or the in-vestigation is carried out very carefully and superficially so that there will not be anycontradiction between it and the investigation carried out by the investigator.It should be noted that, in case of any intentional murder during an objective investigation,the possibility is greater that the officers of a specific unit have their share of guilt.-1- After Artak Nazaryan's murder, on the same day, the senior staff of the Headquarters car-ried out a service investigation. At that moment, they had a document with them given bythe unit's Commander saying that Nazaryan committed suicide in the trench. However, theplace of the incident was later moved to the rock by some unidentified people. The employ-ees of the Headquarters who were carrying out the investigation did not refer to this contra-diction in any way. Neither during the preliminary investigation nor during the trial was thiscontradiction clarified. The Commander of the unit, testifying at court as a witness, an-nounced that he was just mistaken although he had sent two telegrams forty minutes apartto the Headquarters with that information. 
TORTURE OF THE DEFENDANTS AND THE WITNESSES-1- Witnesses Adibek Hovhannisyan and Harutik Kirakosyan testified at court that they andthe other soldiers taken to the Berd Military Police were subjected to regular beatings andtorture and forced to give testimonies not corresponding to reality against their friends.
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-2- Immediately after Torgom Sarukhanyan’s murder, all 24 soldiers of his platoon weretransferred to Stepanakert’s Military Police department. Witness Sevak Arzumanyan men-tioned this in his trial testimony. To the aggrieved party’s questioning, the NK DA Com-mander said that 17 soldiers were taken to the police in connection with Sarukhanyan'smurder.-8- In a later testimony, Ignat Yengibaryan renounced his previous testimony, presentingconcrete facts that, after he was taken to the Berd Military Police department, he was beatenand forced to write a confession. During a preliminary investigation, Ignat Yengibaryan mentioned that he was beaten, tor-tured, and forced to say and write that he killed A. Adibekyan. Ignat gave the names of thepeople who beat and tortured him. Those are Captain Edmon Mehrabyan and Captain Arme-nak Ghazaryan.The investigator considered proven that nothing like that happened and that the officers didtheir job with Yengibaryan, not beat or tortured him. However, there is a report in the casecompleted by doctor V. Dovlatyan at Ijevan Military Police department stating that, whenbeing accepted at Ijevan MP, the external investigation of Yengibaryan's body revealed scarson his back and not yet unhealed wounds on the upper parts of the shoulder blades, leftarm, right arm area, and lower back area on the right and left sides (c.v.3, p.129). Thus, thisis proof that the soldier was really beaten up and tortured.
THE TESTIMONIES OF THE WITNESSES ARE NOT TAKEN INTO 
CONSIDERATION AND SOME WITNESSES ARE NOT EVEN 
QUESTIONEDVery often, the investigators in their accusatory conclusions close their eyes to crucial factspresent in the witness testimonies. Very often, no investigation is carried out in relation tothem or a false, biased, and superficial investigation is carried out with the help of which acrucial fact is destroyed or, for different reasons, an important witness is not questioned.-13-  Narek Galstyan’s frightened friends and co-servicemen secretly informed his fatherthat the soldiers of the same battalion,Vanadzor citizens Sargis (Armen) Ghushabyan, Ham-let Ghazaryan, and some civilian, had an argument with Narek Galstyan.According to the case files, witness Sargis Ghushabyan really served at unit number 50869,in the same unit with Narek Galstyan. In his four-line testimony (c.v.1, p154),Ghushabyandenied that he had a dispute with Narek Galstyan and mentioned that he was lying in theunit clinic during the days before the incident and on the day of the incident.Investigator Hakobjanyan considered that so-called testimony completely satisfying. He did
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not check the register of the unit clinic and did not question the doctor or the hospitalizedsoldiers to find out where exactly Ghushabyan was before and after the incident. It seems asthough, in a unit where everyone does whatever he wants and goes wherever he wants,nothing stopped Ghushabyan from going to the parking lot and having a dispute. A vivid proof of this is the presence of an unknown civilian in a strictly guarded area of theunit, the parking area.In addition to that, witness Ashot Poghosyan, a noncommissioned officer, mentioned in histestimonies (c.v.1, p 32-35), (c.v. 1, p. 201-204) that he saw doctors Vardan and Levon, ap-proximately ten soldiers and a person in civilian clothes in the place of the incident. Throughout the investigation, the investigator was supposedly unable to find the identity ofthe unknown civilian. He did not want to clarify when that person entered the unit area orwhy at that late hour he was standing in front of the empty pit of gasoline and watchingNarek Galstyan being taken out of the pit. Nothing was done by the Military Police, either, todiscover the identity of that person. In an answer to the investigator’s inquiry, A. Vanyan, thehead of the Goris Police Garrison’s Military Department, mentioned in his letter (c.v.2, p41)that the search for that unknown civilian gave no results. And this in a case where,only in theparking area, more than ten people saw that unknown civilian.The investigator managed to find neither the person in civilian clothes nor Hamlet Ghaz-aryan. In response to the investigator’s inquiry,the Commander of unit number 50869,V. Var-danyan, informs in his note dated 01.07.2008 that there is no “soldier named HamletGhazaryan” in the unit (c.v. 1, p. 153). Naturally, there was no soldier like that because sol-dier Hamlet Ghazaryan from second battalion had been discharged before that (according tothe aggrieved party). Not willing to solve the murder, the investigator helped Ghazaryan tobe discharged from army and then started to search for him and did not find him.  The legitimacy of the preliminary investigation is put under suspicion not only by the ag-grieved party but also by the Commander of unit number 50869. Based on the service inves-tigation carried out by the unit’s Deputy Commander, the Commander of the unit, V.Vardanyan,mentions in his note (c.v. 2, p.195) “… concerning Goris garrison investigativebody’s investigative decision, it should be noted that it has not been objective and does notcorrespond to reality. This is proven by the explanations of Lieutenant G. Malkhasyan andthe soldiers S. Dallakyan and R. Misakyan.” The service investigation files consisting of sixpages were sent to Gorris garrison’s Military Prosecutor Manushakyan, but the latter did notattach them to the criminal case because Hakobjanyan was acting under his instructions.-13- On the days following the incident, the witnesses testified that Narek Galstyan “fell into”the gasoline pit. Witness A. Avanesyan mentions in his testimony (c.v. 1, p. 24) that he toldthe corporal of the company that “Narek fell into the gasoline pit….” According to witness Ed-
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uard Avagyan (c.v. 1, p. 26-27), Narek Galstyan “fell into a gasoline container.” According towitness A. Poghosyan (c.v. 1, p. 32-35), A. Avetisyan told him that “Khakht fell into the barrelof gasoline.” Similar testimonies were also given by a number of other soldiers. The gasolinepit was not some hole somewhere near the road where Narek Galstyan could carelessly fall.-12- Andranik’s parents mentioned in their complaints and testimonies that their son An-dranik Sargsyan had a conflict during the last months of his service with the commander ofhis company,Vardanyan, who constantly persecuted, humiliated, and harassed Andranik.However, investigator Khalatyan did not discover the truth and did not reveal the person orpeople who caused injuries to Andranik Sargsyan.-7- Right after the incident,Muradyan’s mother informed the preliminary investigative bodythat her son witnessed some illegalities a few days before his death, particularly fuel steal-ing. She learned about this during a phone call with her son four or five days before the inci-dent. According to the prosecutor’s speech on TV, the investigation revealed that deceasedValerik Muradyan witnessed numerious violations in the unit,the investigation was still un-derway, and those guilty would certainly be punished. However, nobody has been found yetand nothing has been revealed. -5- From the testimonies given during the preliminary investigation, it was revealed that,after the incident, Sargis Ohanyan and Simon Muradyan had an argument regarding the inci-dent. During this argument, Muradyan suggested Ohanyan go and “fess up”. In other words,Muradyan suggested Ohanyan confess their crime, the murder of Arman Hakobyan. Butagain having interest in the case, the preliminary investigation body did not carry out a pro-found investigation regarding this fact. Besides that, according to H. Mejlumyan’s testimony,about half an hour before the incident he saw Hakobyan standing under the rain in thecrossroads between the toilet, control point, and canteen. The preliminary investigationfailed to discover or, to be more clear, was not willing to discover why Hakobyan was stand-ing alone under the rain at that late hour.-5- There are essential contradictions in the testimonies given during the preliminary inves-tigation by many witnesses and those contradictions have never been resolved.  The wit-nesses were not questioned further. A face-to-face interrogation was not carried out whennecessary. The registers of the platoon, the company, and the battalion were not checked.And when  it was revealed that the duty registers were falsified, the falsifiers were not pun-ished according to the law, and no legal account was given for their actions. -4- According to the witnesses (particularly A. Poghosyan’s testimony), on December 15 at12:00p.m., Ghazaryan was at combat base number 134, felt sick, and asked for a headachepill from the soldiers of the base but they did not have it and did not give it to him. Later onthe same day, a soldier at base number 133 gave medicine to A. Ghazaryan (c.v. p. 17). Thepreliminary investigative body did not question the soldiers at bases number 134 and 133 tofind out what complaints A. Ghazaryan had, what he told them about his health condition,
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what they saw and what they knew about the incident, what kind of medicine was given toGhazaryan and by whom, etc.-4- According to the records (c.v. 1, p.12), while leaving for combat duty, A. Ghazaryan re-ceived AK-74 rifle model N9276. In the military booklet it is mentioned that AK-74 rifleN31143503 was attached to him (c.v. 1, p56). It was not revealed what exact number rifleGhazaryan had in the base, what was the rule for carrying the weapon, whether the weaponwas always with him or not, and, if not, then where it was kept and what happened to theweapon after Artur Ghazaryan was hospitalized. -4- According to a record at Hadrut hospital (c.v.1, p. 157), A. Ghazaryan not only hadheadache complaints but also stomach ache complaints during the shift. Witness and doctorNonna Vardanyan mentioned in her testimony (c.v. 1, p. 162) that Ghazaryan had thrown upin the hospital. According to witness Tonoyan's testimony (c.v. 1, p.58), A. Ghazaryan alsothrew up in the combat base in the evening of December 12, 2010.  According to the unitdoctors' testimonies, the boy also threw up in the car on the way to Hadrut hospital. Despitethat, the investigator did not mention this fact in the preliminary investigation decision anddid not question the expert about the reason behind such frequent vomiting.  Could it nothappen as a result of a strong blow to the head? The forensic doctor recorded the facts butdid not explain them. The murder hypothesis has either not been investigated or the investi-gation was just a formality. The question was not addressed to the members of the examina-tion committee and, to this day, an answer has not been given to that question.-8- During A. Nazaryan’s testimony, the investigator deliberately did not ask the witness anumber of crucial questions that would have illuminated the real circumstances of the case.There is a contradiction between Captain Namalyan’s and Taron Martikyan’s testimonies.Thus, according to T.Martikyan’s testimony (c.v. 1, p. 65-66), he was on duty in the watch-tower from 11:00a.m. - 1:00p.m. At 1:00p.m., he finished his shift, put the weapon in itsplace and went to the water to clean his military uniform. The witness saw Captain Na-malyan only after hearing the shots and returning to the combat base. But according to Na-malyan’s testimony (c.v. 3, p.115-117), he came to the military base at 12:50p.m.,immediately went to the bunker, checked the documents and the order, and, at last, aftermaking some notes in the check book,he left the area at 1:10 p.m. The most important thingin this contradiction is that the preliminary investigative body considered proven that,rightafter Namalyan went to the watchtower, A. Adibekyan quickly took T. Margaryan’s rifle andsecretly went to the watchtower. This lie shows that
a) T.  Margaryan’s rifle that was found at the crime scene did not belong to A. Adibekyan at all,
b) at the time of the murder, A. Adibekyan was not on duty and did not have a weapon with him,
c) the weapon was taken to the watchtower not by the deceased soldier but by some other party.The preliminary investigative body did not carry out an investigation regarding this contra-diction either. There is also another contradiction: in his first testimony (c.v.1, p.65-66), T.
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Margaryan mentioned that, while cleaning his uniform near the water at 11:20a.m., he heardone single shot and then, 20 minutes later, another single shot. Five minutes later, he heardthe third shot, after which he hurried to the base. During Martikyan’s second testimony (c.v.2, p. 74-75), the investigator asked whether the witness had heard two shots, a leading ques-tion. At the same time, he demanded that the witness proves that those two shots wereheard from their base. Naturally, the witness backed up,according to the case report, sayingthat “he compared the sounds of the two shots to each other, assuming that both were heardfrom his base. But since he was far from the post he could not say clearly where exactly itwas heard from.” That is to say, the investigator obviously made the witness say that onlyone shot was heard. It should be noted that the other witnesses who were serving in thesame post mentioned that they heard “one or two” shots and that they were not sure aboutit, which is simply absurd.-8- In his following testimonies,Ignat Yengibaryan mentioned that,on the evening precedingthe incident (he did not remember the time), when he was playing checkers with Adibekyanin the bunker, a message was received on Gor Khachatryan’s cell phone. It should be notedthat, according to Yengibaryan, Gor and Albert had a mutual page on the odnoklassniki.ruwebsite that they were using from Gor’s cell phone. After receiving the message, Albert toldGor that the message was sent for him and asked Gor to give him the cell phone. Gor did not give him the cell phone and they had an argument and then a fight, as a result ofwhich numerous injuries were caused on different parts of A. Adibekyan’s body.It becomes clear that Gor’s cell phone is important evidence in this case. Perhaps Investiga-tor Madatyan also realized this and that is why he instructed to have all the cell phones con-fiscated from the soldiers of the base. However, neither Gor Khachatryan’s nor Albert’s cellphones were confiscated. Moreover, in his testimony (c.v. 1, p. 11-15), Gor mentioned that hedid not have a cell phone during the period from February 10-23. This is an obvious liesince, according to the deceased soldier’s brother Vardan, who knew Gor during his service,Gor called him from his cell phone during that period. For this reason, the face to face interrogation report of Ignat Yengibaryan and Gor Khacha-tryan (c.v. 3, p.101-102) is very important because Ignat affirms his previous testimony. In response to Vardan’s testimony, he no longer claimed that he did not have a cell phone butonly said that they were very close with Abo. A quote from his speech: “It is impossible thatwe would argue about some sms or even hit each other. Nothing like that happened”The investigator was obliged to carry out a deep and comprehensive investigation regardingthis crucial aspect. But he did not do that, thus explicitly showing his interest in the case.-1- It should be noted that the criminal case was sent to court without scrutiny of the foren-sic examination of the injuries that A.Nazaryan received after his death, six hours preceding
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his death, and right before the murder. It means that an unsolved murder was sent to court.The investigators did not answer such important questions as who severely bet up A.Nazaryan on the night of the murder at approximately 2:00a.m. and, before the murder, from7:00a.m.-7:40a.m. They did not investigate them because they did not want to reveal thetrue murderers. Moreover, according to forensic examination report number 704/34, 1.8pmethyl alcohol was found in the blood and urine of the deceased. That indicates a medium de-gree of drunkenness. According to the expert, the deceased soldier consumed alcohol 1-1.5hours before his death. The preliminary investigative body was not willing and did not findout where and with whom Lieutenant A. Nazaryan drank before his death. It makes sencebecause this information would lead to murderers, likely the officers. It should be noted thatthe deceased soldier had a liver disease and did not drink alcohol at all. This is confirmed byall the officer witnesses who testified that A. Nazaryan did not take part in their parties.Moreover, some of them were describing it as a sign of A. Nazaryan's inferior and disrespect-ful attitude towards them. From all this we may draw a conclusion that A. Nazaryan was sim-ply forced to drink. This is indicated also by the fact that, in forensic examination reportnumber 704/34, it is mentioned that the deceased soldier's stomach was empty and no foodresidues were found. Only two of the servicemen at Ghozlu 12 combat base were questionedregarding this fact.They(we claim) wrote that such things did not happen and Nazaryan didnot drink at the instruction of the investigator. Consequently, they rejected the undeniablefact. But the investigator accepted their testimony because it was beneficial for him. Insteadof questioning the soldiers at the base, the investigator deviated from the topic and investi-gated Chinar vilage’s two shop assistants who mentioned that A. Nazaryan did not buyvodka from their shops. In reality, after the incidents of 19.07.2010, A. Nazaryan was underthe control of Captain H. Manukyan and other soldiers instructed by the Captain could notleave the area of the combat base or,to say the least, buy vodka. And why would he buyvodka if he did not drink alcohol? The investigators supposedly did not even realize that thevodka could be brought to Ghozlu 12 combat base by other people. The investigator did noteven find out what the battalion’s or the regiment’s officers were celebrating. In reality, if thedrinking issue comes up, along with it will be discovered a group of murderers who, aftergetting drunk, brutally beat and then murdered A. Nazaryan. There is even no need to saythat a preliminary investigation should deeply investigate and reveal these episodes as wellas the last two episodes of the beatings. -2- According to the criminal case,Torgom Sarukhanyan allegedly disclosed the secrets of thebattalion to the “upper bodies.” That is why he was beaten, cursed at, and humiliated; as aresult of which, he committed suicide. However, the preliminary investigative body does notanswer the questions of who exactly Sarukhanyan disclosed the secrets to, what concrete se-crets he disclosed, who exactly those secrets were connected with, and where and when thesecrets were disclosed. Moreover, it is not clear exactly whose secrets he disclosed. Whereas,according to Hrant Karapetyan’s testimony (c.v.2, p.19-24), the Commander of the battalion,Feliks Yengibaryan, called him to his office on February 7 and informed him that there is aspy in the battalion who provides the “top”with information about the battalion’s secrets. He
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instructed Karapetyan as a soldier with “authority” to find the spy. Later, Feliks informedH.Karapetyan that he found out who the spy was without Karapetyan’s help. RobertBadalyan also mentioned these episodes in his testimony (c.v. 2, p. 1-4).It turns out that, ifthe soldiers drove Torgom Sarukhanyan to commit suicide, then they did it with an instruc-tion, order, or demand from the Commander. In other words, if we consider the hypothesisof suicide then it is the battalion’s Commander who is the first one to blame. According tothe Stepanakert Military Police note (c.v. 2, p. 148-150) available in the criminal case, “onFebruary 2, 2010 Major Yengibaryan called Karapetyan and said that although Karapetyancould not find out who the ’whore’ was in their company he found out. But he did not men-tion any name.” In the same note Military Police Colonel A. Bagratyan mentioned that, onJanuary 16, Feliks Yengibaryan beat up Hovik Barseghyan and, a few days later, “Major Yen-gibaryan called soldier Hrant Karapetyan from 3rd Company to his office and said that thecommanders and the law enforcement authorities learned about the beating of Barseghyan.Therefore, there was a ’whore’ in their company. At the same time, Major Yengibaryan in-structed Karapetyan to find out and inform him who that soldier was.”Thus, it turns out that the preliminary investigative body had evidence regarding Com-mander Feliks Yengibaryan’s crimes. Yengibaryan induced his soldier to commit a crime: tofind the “spy.” Yengibaryan abused his official position and beat up his subordinate, SergeantHovik Barseghyan. However, the preliminary investigative body did not initiate a criminalcase against F. Yengibaryan in relation to these facts. According to the aggrieved party’s in-formation, Feliks Yengibaryan constantly harassed and humiliated Torgom Sarukhanyanduring the one or two months preceding his death. However, despite the aggrieved party’snumerous complaints so that all the case witnesses were present at court and testified,Judge Davtyan, explicitly acting with the instructions of the preliminary investigative body,did not call Major Yengibaryan to court. He only read Yengibaryan’s note, in which he men-tioned that he did not consider it expedient to give testimony. Referring to the note by theMP Department’s head, it should be noted that it is incomplete (at least one page is missing).Another note attached to it that should mention how many pages the document contains isalso missing.
UNBELIEVABLE CONFESSIONSExtortion of unbelievable confessions from witnesses and suspects who later renouncethem:-15- The preliminary investigative body considered proven that Vahe Harutyunyan couldcause 84 injuries to A. Abrahamyan with a maximum of five blows. In addition to that, it wasproven that the moment he was beating A. Abrahamyan, he was wearing an eight- to ten-kgbulletproof vest, a three- or four-kg helmet on his head, a rifle on his shoulder, and a bag fullof bullets and military objects hanging from his side. Thus, it turns out that Vahe Harutyun-yan, in these conditions, could neither move freely nor cause fatal injuries to Abrahamyan.
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Although Vahe mentioned in his testimony that A.Abrahamyan also caused him injuries,there were no injuries revealed on him. Besides that, the suspect is certain that nobody sawhim because he did not see anyone passing by them at that moment and they were notshouting or making noise.They were just hitting each other in silence. He is also sure that itwas because of his punches that Abrahamyan felt worse because 10-15 minutes followinghis beating, Vahe was taken to the battalion's health center and during those minutes no-body hit him. In his testimony (c.v. 3, p. 238-241) given approximately one month after theincident, defendant Vahe Harutyunyan categorically renounced his prior testimony and an-nounced that he had no conflict with the deceased and did not hit him. In response to the in-vestigator's question why in that case he testified against himself, Vahe answered that hewas in Stepanakert's MP department, the police officers suspected only him, and he gavesuch a testimony “to avoid future problems.”-1- All the witnesses in this case unanimously testify that when they came to Ghozlu combatbase on July 19, 2010 and saw Captain Manukyan and A. Nazaryan fighting, Senior Lieu-tenant Vahagn Hayrapetyan from Luys combat base broke up the fight and did not let it con-tinue. However, approximately six months after the incident, when the mothers of murderedsoldiers organized a protest in front of S. Sargsyan's residence and the latter promised themthat he will instruct the newly appointed military prosecutor G. Kostanyan to carry out a fairinvestigation of their cases, V. Hayrapetyan was arrested. The investigator supposedly re-vealed that all the witnesses of the case gave false testimony regarding this episode.In real-ity; V. Hayrapetyan not only did not break up the fight but hit A.Nazaryan once. However, itwas revealed at court that the witnesses gave false testimonies the second time, saying thateach of them was positioned so that he could not see the blow. Although some of the wit-nesses renounced that testimony, Judge Mardanyan considered the episode settled andcharged V.Hayrapetyan with four years imprisonment.
OBVIOUS GUIDANCE OF WITNESS TESTIMONIESAs a rule, the investigators guide the witnesses in their efforts to conceal the facts behindcriminal cases. They do this by asking them questions that clearly voice or at least hint at theanswer—leading questions.The most frequently asked question is the following: “Why didyour co-serviceman commit suicide?” This is in a case where there are no such facts. In rarecases when the witness says that it was not a suicide the next question is asked: “In that casewho murdered him? Present the facts.” The witness quickly gets the intention of the investi-gator and realizes that even if he knows who the murderer is it is very dangerous to say hisname. There were some cases when the investigator leaves the innocent witness and themurderer together so that they would “understand each other.” Unfortunately, in such casesthe witnesses announce this only orally, refusing to testify. The essential aspect is that the in-vestigator manages to somehow silence the witness forever.-13- It is obvious from the case that the witnesses were guided by the investigator to say that
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Narek Galstyan “did not have any problems” in the unit, did not have any enemies, and no-body would kill him despite the numerous complaints from the aggrieved party concerningfacts that were provided about the relationships between Narek and different officers of theunit.At the beginning of 2007, two officers (one of them Volodya Hakobyan) beat Narek Galstyanfor leaving the unit. In Spring of 2007, the Commander of the company, Bakhtik Stepanyan,subjected Narek Galstyan to several beatings. Stepanyan was blackmailing Narek, accusinghim of stealing gasoline and demanding 18,000 dram from him. Narek Galstyan did not stealgasoline and refused to pay the money to B. Stepanyan. Out of urgency, Narek’s father andgrandfather, Javad had to travel to the unit. The latter slapped Bakhtik on the face a fewtimes, tore his epaulettes, and threatened to inform the appropriate bodies about his crime.Bakhtik cried, apologized to Javad, and promised that he will never touch Narek again. In hiscriminal case testimony (c.v.1, p122-123), B. Stepanyan confessed that he apologized toJavad Galstyan. But he claims that he did not do it because he felt guilty but because he wasscared. According to him, he was not guilty and he had never touched Narek. In other words,investigator Hakobjanyan, once again demonstrating his interest in the case, concealed thiscrime too.-8- In his testimony, I. Yengibaryan insisted that the combat base Corporal, Petrosyan, askedafter A.Adibekyan's death for a bullet from the soldiers and, particularly, from him. Then Pri-vate Seyran Jndiyev gave him the bullet. Both of these soldiers testified that Yengibaryan waslying and nothing like that happened. But their testimonies do not correspond to realitysince it has not been clarified to this day where the missing bullets are. Thus, the investiga-tor considers proven both the fact that shots were heard in front of the bunker and the factthat only one bullet is missing from the combat base–the bullet with which A.Adibekyan waskilled.-1- The investigator examined in detail the episode of beatings against A. Nazaryan three tofive days before his death. The witnesses gave comprehensive testimonies that A. Nazaryanwas beaten on July 29, 2010 by the battalion’s Deputy Commander, Hakob Manukyan, andduring the days following it by three other soldiers: Adibek Hovhannisyan, Mkhitar Mkhi-taryan, and Harutik Kirakosyan. The witnesses remembered one by one all the punchescaused by defendant H. Manukyan to A. Nazaryan and quoted all of H. Manukyan’s swearwords, flooding the whole criminal case with these swear words. But they said nothingabout the injuries that the deceased received during the six hours before the murder(whichare much greater in number and severity than the injuries received five days prior).In otherwords, the investigator artificially exaggerated the incidents and swear words that occurredthree to seven days before the murder and tried to present them as heavy crimes. Thus heobscures the real heavy crimes: beatings and torture against A. Nazaryan resulting in nu-merous hematomas, bruises,and scratches. If we take into consideration that the last beatingand torture ended in murder then we can understand the preliminary investigative body’s
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intention to conceal the violence that happened a few minutes or a few seconds before thedeath. Without investigating the horrible, unthinkable, brutal events of the six hours preced-ing the murder, the investigators artificially put forward the events of the previous days andcome to a falsified conclusion that those were allegedly the reason A.Nazaryan committedsuicide a few days later. It is obvious from the preliminary investigation that all the testi-monies of soldiers at Ghozlu 12 combat base were guided and dictated by the investigators. All these testimonies are in fact too similar to each other. In their aspiration, the investiga-tors cross the line and look ridiculous. Supposedly each of the defendant soldiers beat andcursed at Lieutenant Nazaryan one-by-one. But Nazaryan did not dare to respond to theseviolations in any way. It should be noted that all this happened in the presence of CaptainHakob Manukyan, who was serving in the combat base. Realizing that they had crossed theline, the investigators changed the testimonies of the witnesses and made them write that A.Nazaryan did not respond because the soldiers were beating him “as a joke.” The fact that allthe testimonies were dictated by the investigator are clearly visible from the following:seven months after the incident, all the witnesses suddenly remembered that they had pre-viously given false testimonies mentioning that, on July 19, 2010, Senior Lieutenant VahagHayrapetyan, who was called from Luys combat base to Gozlu 12 by H. Manukyan, saw thatA. Nazaryan and H. Manukyan were beating each other and broke them up. In their new tes-timony, they “honestly” informed the investigator that V. Hayrapetyan, together withH.Manukyan, took part in the beating of A. Nazaryan. This way, the investigators sacrificeone more soldier to create the fake hypothesis of A. Nazaryan's suicide more convincing. Toreach this aim, the witnesses of the case, guided by the investigator, often relevantly or irrel-evantly repeat the same sentence: “After this incident, A. Nazaryan was always depressed,sad, and broken down. I cannot even explain how broken down he was.” After that, all thewitnesses without exception mention the following: “We were sure that A. Nazaryan wouldcommit suicide.” However, in reality, there was no ground for making such assumptions.While telling about the fight between H. Manukyan and A.Nazaryan on July 19, 2010,ArmanMnatsakanyan mentions in his testimony (c.v. 1, p 89-103) that, during the fight, A. Nazaryanstarted to bleed from the nose. The fight stopped at that moment and the injured went to thewater fountain to wash the blood from his face. A.Nazaryan returned from the fountain witha stone in his hands and tried to hit H. Manukyan.But the soldiers and Lieutenant VahagHayrapetyan prevented him. This episode clearly shows that A. Nazaryan had no intention tocommit suicide. Instead, he was ready to defend himself with his hands, a stone, or why noteven with a weapon.This is proven also by the fact that, on July 16, 2010, Captain H.Manukyan instructed his stooge,Garegin Sayadyan, to take the firing pin out of A. Nazaryan’srifle. H. Manukyan explained that he gave such an instruction because A.Nazaryan was al-legedly very sad and depressed and might commit suicide (c.v. 6, p. 149-157).H. Manukyanwas able to explain the action in such a way because the preliminary investigative bodyclearly does not highlight the important events and clashes that preceded the instruction totake the firing pin out of A. Nazaryan's weapon, which was actually done because of thoseclashes. In reality, the sequence of events and A. Nazaryan's unbending character clearly
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show that captain H. Manukyan was afraid of A. Nazaryan because he thought that the latterwould take his rifle and take revenge on him. As we can see, the preliminary investigativebody, guided not by the reality but out of its own motives, once again turns the facts upsidedown and gives an explanation that significantly contradicts reality. -2- The preliminary investigative body questioned the witnesses, directing them. It did notstress the question of what happened to Torgom Sarukhanyan but, instead, why Torgom-Sarukhanyan committed suicide. In other words, the investigators initially consideredproven the fact that Torgom Sarukhanyan committed suicide. The investigators addressedthis question to all the witnesses. In this regard, witness Narek Avanesyan (verdict, p.8-9)said that “he cannot say exactly why Torgom Sarukhanyan commited suicide because the lat-ter was on good terms with his co-servicemen, including R. Badalyan, H. Karapetyan and, theCorporal of the company, V. Yengibaryan.”
DESTRUCTION OF WITNESS TESTIMONIES

-2- NK DA Commander M. Hakobyan mentioned in his note number N 333, dated21.11.2012,that 17 soldiers were taken to the Stepanakert's MP department of the RA MoDin connection with T. Sarukanyan’s murder. But it turns out that the testimonies of two sol-diers are missing from criminal case number 91000511. Those soldiers are Lieutenant An-dranik Sargis Yeghyan and Private Hrant Gagik Gasparyan. From this information, it isobvious that the preliminary investigative body, specifically investigator A. Apresyan fromthe RA MoD First Garrison Investigative Department and his superiors, committed a crimeby destroying the soldiers' testimonies that were unacceptable for them.
BLACKMAIL OF SOLDIERSThe majority of the murders in the army are committed with rifles. After any gunshot mur-der that happens in a combat base, the soldiers naturally run in the direction of the sound ifthey were not already in the place of the incident. Most often, they happen to be in the placeof the incident before the murder because the majority of the murders in the army are a re-sult of a “razborka” (a Russian word signifying a conflict that often, but not always, turns vio-lent).Whereas, according to the current combat duty conduct that penetrated into the RAArmy from the Soviet Union Army and is already time worn, the movement of the soldierswithin the base is clearly and strictly regulated. According to the law, the combat dutyshould be conducted in three shifts, each of them including a certain number of soldiers. Thefirst shift, after being on duty for two hours in the watchtower, is obliged to return to thebunker, escorted by the Corporal of the base, turn in their weapons, and have a rest. The sec-ond shift replaces the first one. During this period, the third shift is awake and prepares forits two-hour duty. Except for the group on duty in the watchtower, the soldiers of the othertwo shifts are not allowed to be outside. They may only exit the bunker with the permission
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of the Corporal of the base if they want to go to the toilet. During the rest of the time, theymust stay in the bunker. Violations of this rule can result it criminal punishment. Thus, start-ing the preliminary investigation regarding the murder case, each investigator first of allfinds out who was where before, during, and after the murder. As a result, it turns out that allthe soldiers in the combat base violated the law because some of them were in the area ofthe incident before the incident while the others went there after the shot. From that mo-ment on, the investigator has leverage against the soldiers. As a rule, he threatens to havethe soldiers convicted, after which he calls the parents of that soldier and describes the situ-ation to them, hinting that he can forgive the supposedly guilty soldier under one of two con-ditions: either the parents should show appropriate treatment towards him or the soldiershould obey all his orders and give testimonies that the investigator needs. Since this is applied to all the murder cases, there is no need to discuss each case separately.This can be seen from the testimony. But almost no soldier confesses this fact. Even if thesoldier testifies about this at court, the judge ignores the fact by all means since, otherwise,he will be obliged to order the prosecution of the investigators and their controlling authori-ties, who committed serious crimes. In addition to that, the soldiers realize that they will notbe able to prove that the investigators induced them to give falsified testimonies or theyhave already been threatened by the investigator that if he renounces his testimony and anew criminal case is initiated then he will be subjected to criminal liability for violating thecombat duty rules. Although, according to the criminal code, the court can take testimonyinto consideration only if the witness was not constrained both during the preliminary in-vestigation and in court, in reality all the witnesses are constrained during all the phases.The soldier who is taken to the MP and kept under detention either does not know his rightsor cannot protect those rights. It should be noted that the awareness of one’s own rights infact does not play any role. If the parents of any soldier try to hire a lawyer who will appealagainst the preliminary investigative body then the investigator, having all the soldiers underhis control (he has all the opportunities to force them do anything he wants), can punish thatrebellious soldier and his lawyer. The soldier will change from a witness to a defendant and,if an accusation has already been brought against him, then some other accusations will beadded to it.  Thus, the person is illegally deprived of his freedom when he is brought to theMP department. But that does not give him any guarantee of avoiding torture or inhumanand degrading treatment or of realizing his right to liberty and security. During the prelimi-nary investigation, the rights of each witness or defendant are violated so many times that itis not even possible to enumerate them.
NOT BEING INVOLVED AS DEFENDANTSIn all the cases without exception, there are soldiers, and primarily officers, whose guilt isobvious. But they are not subjected to criminal liability.In general, there are two reasons for that:
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a) The financial interest of the investigator.
b) With an instruction from the investigator, the soldier who committed the 

crime gives falsified testimony against an innocent soldier.Most often, the investigators combine both of these interests. There are cases when the in-vestigators force the witnesses to confess crimes of other soldiers by guaranteeing them thatthose they are accusing of crimes will not be convicted for them.-5- The preliminary investigative body considered proven that Hakobyan was subjected tobeatings by soldiers Garik Hovhannisyan, Arshak Shahbazyan, and Sergey Solovyov. Referingto the incident as a suicide, the preliminary investigative body has not seen the obvious linkbetween the actions of these people and Arman Hakobyan’s death. In these circumstances,the preliminary investigative body was obliged to charge these people under Article 110 ofthe RA Criminal Code (encouraging to commit suicide), which was not done.
THE PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIVE BODY TOOK TESTIMONIES
FROM THE WITNESS AFTER THE SUSPENSION OF THE CASE.-5- Andranik Simonyan,a witness in the criminal case, testified that he saw soldier SimonMuradyan before the incident in the area of the incident. Later, after the suspension of thecriminal case on August 7, 2006, Andranik Simonyan gave additional testimony renouncinghis previous testimony. The fact that the preliminary investigative body took testimoniesfrom the witness after the suspension of the criminal case is a gross violation of the criminalprocedure code and abuse of official power. But the guilty officials are not subjected to crim-inal liability.
FALSIFICATION OF FORENSIC EXAMINATION REPORTSIn almost all the cases, the forensic investigators make completely truthful conclusions.Later, as the crime is concealed, while testifying as witnesses,they explicitly distort or fabri-cate the facts. Very often, they consider possible hypotheses that are impossible in reality.This is possible simply because there is no alternative medical body that would accuse themof giving false testimony or refute their words.-19- Forensic examination Number 90433199, available in the criminal case, was destroyedand replaced by a new, fake report that justifies the fake hypothesis. As a result, the criminalcase remains suspended and the murder unsolved to this day.-4- According to the parent, “[t]aking my son from the morgue, we noticed that the fingerson his right hand were bruised. We have photographed that and can provide it to your em-ployees. But the forensic doctor mentions in his conclusion that there were no swellings dis-covered on my son’s limbs.”
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-1- The forensic examination revealed a number of hematoma bruises, and scratches on dif-ferent parts of A. Nazaryan’s body that, according to the doctor, are divided in three groupsbased on their timing:
a) three to five days preceding the murder;
b) six hours preceding the murder; and
c) right before the murder.The investigator examined in detail the incident of violence against A. Nazaryan three to fivedays before the murder. But he did not say anything regarding the injuries caused six hoursbefore the murder or right before the murder (which are much greater in number and sever-ity than the injuries received five days prior).During the trial on November 14, the expert and the author of forensic investigation report-number 704/34 was invited by the prosecutor to testify as a witness.
a) Before testifying the expert announced that the part in the examination report where he 

mentioned that three to five days before his death, A. Nazaryan  received “a scratch on the fifth 
finger of his right hand” should be taken out from the report because he wrote that by mistake.

b) The forensic doctor announced that he received 16 photos from the photographer but he wrote 
19 by mistake.

c) About the injuries such as the “scratches on lower jaw and in the regions of the papillary 
tubercle, and  hematoma on the right arm that A. Nazaryan received “almost six hours before
death,” the doctor announced that the deceased could have received them eight hours or one 
minute before death, as well. In response to R. Martirosyan’s question what the word “before” 
meant and an objection that the expert in fact was giving a testimony contradicting his own 
conclusion,  Adamyan announced that Martirosyan was just arguing over semantics.

d) This was followed by another shocking announcement: the phrase “not long before the 
murder” meant three to five days before the murder.In all the criminal cases where the phrase “not long before the murder” is used, the forensicdoctor in his later testimony given to the investigator gives the same explanation: a few min-utes before death. The representative of the victim’s successor, R. Martirosyan, made an in-quiry regarding this phrase to the director of the Russian Federation Forensic examinationbureau, Professor Tomolin, and the latter generously responded to the query as follows:

a) The phrase is not a medical term.
b) Experts who are trying to avoid giving concrete answers give such answer in this way.
c) In his opinion, that phrase means 0-30 minutes before death.When Tomolin’s letter was presented by the aggrieved party to Judge Samvel Mardanyan, thelatter categorically refused to accept it. He also refused to make an official inquiry about thatto the Russain or any Armenian center. It should be noted that the aggrieved party had tomake such an inquiry on his own and,to this day, although the time period prescribed by lawhas expired, no answer has been received from the head of the Armenian center, MherBisharyan.
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THE FORENSIC EXAMINATION REPORTS ARE NOT TAKEN INTO 
CONSIDERATION AND AN INVESTIGATION IS NOT CARRIED OUT
ABOUT THEMIn all those cases when intentional murders are presented as suicides, homicide by negli-gence, or accidents, a contradiction arises between the witness testimonies guided by the in-vestigator and the forensic examination reports. In such cases, the investigator eitherassigns a re-investigation, instructing the expert to change the report, or, more often, simplyignores the conclusions of the expert.-20- Although the forensic examination of the body revealed that the deceased consumed al-cohol before death, the investigator considered proven that there was no alcohol in the com-bat base and nobody drank alcohol. Although the forensic doctor confirmed that part of thereport while being questioned and mentioned that he is ready to provide it to any independ-ent expert because he is sure that the result would be the same, it was not taken into consid-eration.-13- There is an obvious contradiction between the location of the incident and the injuriesrevealed on Narek Galstyan’s body. In forensic examination report number 461/21 it is men-tioned that the “forensic examination of the body revealed sections of peeled skin on theface, the neck, and the limbs that are chemical burns caused by an immediate impact ofgasoline and its vapors.”On the posterior/lateral region of the body, a 45x23.5cm section of peeled skin was revealed.It is unlikely that such an extensive injury was caused from falling into a gasoline barrel with“2.5cm of gasoline in some places.” It is also strange that Narek Galstyan’s body was burned-both on the front and the back. An addition to this is the testimony of Vardan Sahakyan, thehead of the medical service (c.v. 1, p.98-90).After taking Narek Galstyan out of the barrel, the witness applied indirect heart massage asa result of which,“gasoline poured out the victim’s mouth (airways).” It is unlikely that gaso-line would enter Narek Galstyan’s airways when he was in an empty gasoline barrel. Was itpossible that Narek Galstyan would receive the injuries mentioned in the forensic examina-tion report while he was in an empty gasoline barrel? Moreover, according to witness A.Avetisyan, Narek had a respirator on his head. Taking into consideration the deep abrasionof inner organs (airways, lungs, and stomach) from gasoline and its vapors, we may assumethat, after dropping Narek Galstyan into the gasoline barrel, the lid of the barrel was closed.There is also no answer given to the question of how long Narek should have stayed in thegasoline barrel to receive such serious injuries, incompatible with life,that were mentionedin the first forensic examination report.-12- With an order from the head of the Headquarters, General Yuri Khachaturov, Colonels S. 
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Aghasyan and Lieutenant Colonel A. Sargsyan carried out a service investigation and “foundout” that “no traces of violence or injuries” were revealed as a result of the forensic examina-tion on Andranik Sargsyan’s body. However, the body’s external investigation report, con-ducted the first day of the murder on February 1 in Goris, describes all those injuries thatwere later confirmed by the forensic investigation. No investigation was carried out regard-ing this contradiction.-12- According to forensic investigation report number 112/7, the forensic investigation re-vealed the following injuries on Sargsyan’s body: scratches on the right upper brow andforehead regions, scratches on the right chest and waist regions, and scratches on the rightand left sides of the buttocks. These injuries were caused by striking with a blunt objectwhile the person was still alive, not long before the death. Investigator Khalatyan, unwillingto find out by whom, where, when, and why Andranik Sargsyan received these injuries, car-ried out the investigation with falsifications. He tried to prove that the causes of the injurieswere the rough parts of the UAZ model vehicle that the boy bumped into while he was takento hospital. The investigator did not take into consideration that Andranik Sargsyan waswearing winter trousers and a pea coat.The investigator did not send Andranik Sargsyan’sclothes for examination. Instead, he persuaded forensic doctor Bisharyan to testify that in-juries caused by the vehicle was a possible hypothesis. In this way, the unlawful group of theinvestigator and the doctor concealed the origin of the injuries. It should be noted that An-dranik Minasyan could not receive injuries from the rough parts of the car because he waswearing winter cotton trousers and a similar coat. In order for the sharp cutting object tocause scratches on his back,it first should have cut the clothes. However, the clothes havesupposedly disappeared. Most probably, there were blood traces on the outer side of themissing trousers. In addition, MoH State Forensic Scientific Center’s employee Bisharyanmentioned in the forensic report that internal bleeding was revealed in the abdomen.  How-ever the doctor says nothing about its causes. -7- In the forensic examination report it is mentioned that the examination of the body re-vealed two injuries that were caused three or four days before the death from striking with ablunt object. The preliminary investigation, unwilling to say who beat up Muradyan withoutappropriate actions, announced that it was caused as a result of his work activities.-5-Violating Articles 196-197 of the Criminal Code, forensic doctor A. Babayan did not an-swer question number four in the investigator’s report: “How long was the period betweenthe cause of the injures and the death?” “How long after the injuries was the deathrecorded?” However, the preliminary investigative body did not respond to this illegality,taking into consideration the testimonies of the witnesses that A. Hakobyan’s death wasrecorded on the way to the hospital. But according to the forensic doctor the cause ofHakobyan’s death was a single gunshot from front to the back, on a downward and leftwardtrajectory, as a result of which, Hakobyan received a “skull cap fracture and numerous bonefractures of the main skull, pulvarization of the brain matter, which was distributed throughthe path of the bullet, subdural and leptomeningal hematoma,amd liquid blood in the brain
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ventricle.” Judging from these heavy injuries, Arman Hakobyan’s death should have beenrecorded right after they were caused.However, for some reason, the fake hypothesis wasmore convenient for the preliminary investigation body.-5- In his decision to carry out a forensic examination of the body, investigator Khachatryan,while presenting the circumstances of the case, mentioned that guard Arman Hakobyan“fired a shot from a rifle as a result of which he immediately died.”But in his 11.11.2008 decision, A. H. Sargsyan, an employee of the RA MoD Investigative De-partment, mentioned that A. Hakobyan received a gunshot wound to his head and died onthe way to the hospital. The investigative body did not carry out a deep investigation regard-ing this important contradiction, either.  A. Hakobyan’s head injuries indicate that he died onthe spot, seconds after being shot. It is unclear why and by whom fake testimonies weregiven that Hakobyan died later, on the way to the hospital. To clarify this question, the inves-tigator was supposed to address one more question to the expert: “How long after receivingthe gunshot injury did A. Hakobyan die?” However, the investigator did not mention this cru-cial question in his report and did not question forensic doctor Babayan about this issue.This contradiction implies that the control point was not the location of the incident and,giving false testimonies, the witnesses tried to justify moving the body from the crime sceneand destroying the scene. Through an additional investigation it is necessary to clarify thiscontradiction and, additionally, question both the witnesses and the forensic doctor.
THE FORENSIC DOCTOR DID NOT CARRY OUT 
NECESSARY ACTIONSThere are some cases where, out of necessity to conceal the criminal case, the forensic doc-tors, violating the law, give incomplete testimonies or bypass and do not answer the ques-tions addressed to them by the investigator. Naturally, this is done with the investigator’sdesire and demand. In some cases, they do not conduct necessary actions, again with an in-struction from the investigator.-4- According to the report, a tumor was discovered in the boy’s brain but
a) in the photograph attached to the forensic report no such tumor is seen, and
b) if there really was a tumor, then the forensic doctor was required to take a 

sample from that tumor and send it to laboratory for an examination to 
reveal the character of the tumor, which the doctor did not do.-1- In forensic report number 704-34, it is mentioned that different parts of A. Nazaryan’sbody were missing the outer layers of skin. In the conclusions section of his report, forensicdoctor Adamyan avoided giving a concrete answer to question number 13. He wrote that itwas possible that those injuries were caused while the body was transported. It should benoted that those injuries were also revealed during the external examination of the body
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(c.v.1, p 66-73). They were recorded by David Harutyunyan, an employee of the forensic cen-ter attached to Berd Hospital.It is obvious that forensic doctor Adamyan’s answer related to the missing skin was not onlyincomplete but also totally unclear. This is done despite the fact that,according to the law,the doctor does not have the right to avoid the questions in the report. To fill this gap, the in-vestigator questioned Adamyan.Adamyan wrote in his testimony (c.v. 6, p. 20-25) regarding this contradiction that “[t]hemissing skin could be caused by A. Nazaryan’s body being put on the stretcher, taken from it,or other similar actions such as holding from the limbs, lifting, or moving the body.”Continuing this brilliant idea, Adamyan says, “these were caused by a blunt object, particu-larly from handling and pressing the mentioned areas while lifting the corpse. I may add thatA. Nazaryan’s body was discovered on July 27, 2010, after sunrise at 7:50 a.m., and, until theend of the crime scene investigation (1:55p.m.), it was under the sun for six hours, whichwould definitely cause the skin to peel.” It should be noted that these brilliant thoughts arenot only unconvincing but are also obviously fictitious. The aggrieved party applied to anumber of experienced doctors working in Armenia regarding this issue, including a patho-logical specialist who categorically denied the possibility of the occurrence of such injuriesin the conditions and within the time period described.To clarify this issue, the aggrieved party studied a number of forensic handbooks, includingthe “Forensic Medicine” manual by academician and head of the V. Adamyan Center, ShotaVardanyan. This manual describes post mortem corpse changes, along with some otherchanges. Nothing is said in the book about theoccurrence of skin peeling on the body in cer-tain conditions after one, two, or even three days.Thus, the hypothesis presented by V. Adamyan has no scientific justification. Based on thisinformation, we may conclude that, although areas of peeling skin described by the forensicexamination were caused after A. Nazaryan’s death, the reasons for that should be explorednot in the context of the body’s naturalchanges. Those changes had causes unknown to thepreliminary investigation body (perhaps known but not defined) and should be classified asbodily injuries. 
FALSIFICATION OF FORENSIC REPORTS-12- In his testimonies, the doctor of the unit, A.B. Avayan (files p.26-30), confesses that hisdiagnosis and the medical treatment of two days were wrong. This is also proved by the“Conclusions”section of the forensic report, where atherosclerosis is mentioned as the causeof death. Despite this fact, investigator Khalatyan again did not see criminal intent in A. B.Avayan’s actions. Then, G.K. Harutyunyan, an associate professor at the RA MoH RepublicanScientific-Practical Center for Forensic Medicine, together with an expert of the same insti-tute, R.K. Vardanyan,and an associate professor at the RA MoH Department of Clinical Cardi-
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ology, A.V. Davtyan, wrote the forensic examination report number 45. According to the re-port unit’s doctor, A.B. Avayan in fact misdiagnosed Andraniks’ disease and carried out animproper treatment. In addition, it was mentioned that it was not Avayan’s fault but An-dranik Sargsyan’s fault because Andranik misdirected the doctor with his complaints ofpains in the abdomen. Based on this report, Khalatyan Khalatyan refused to initiate a crimi-nal case against the doctor.
DISREGARDING THE CONCLUSIONS OF THE FORENSIC REPORTSIn all the cases where the facts available in the case contradict a fake preliminary investiga-tion but they are so obvious that it is already impossible to change or conceal them, the pre-liminary investigative and judicial bodies, as a rule, ignore them. As a result, no investigationis carried out and those conclusions are not put as the basis of a charge or a trial.-4- In the “Internal examination of the body” section of Forensic Examination Report num-ber 1159/54 of Arthur Khazaryan’s body, the forensic doctor mentioned that some injurieswere revealed in the top and parietal ridge areas of the deceased person’s head.Under the head's skin, in the top areas, including the surgical wound projections, there is anirregularly shaped dark and light hematoma.On the parietal ridge area there is a dark red-dish, inhomogeneous hematoma with a total size of 15.5×9.0 cm that,in some places, takesup the whole thickness of the aponeurosis (c.v. 1, 189). There is an irregularly shaped redhematoma with a size of 1.2×0.8×0.21cm from the backside of the kidney on the hilum,under the shell without destroying its integrity.Despite this, it is written in the report’s “Conclusions” section, “[t]here were no objectivescharacteristics of injuries revealed during A. Ghazaryan’s forensic examination.” In addition,no explanation is given on this respect in the report. -4- Avoiding answering question number three, “[w]hen did A. Ghazaryan die?” addressedby the investigator, the forensic doctor wrote in the “Conclusions” section the following:“Based on A. Ghazaryan’s disease history data he died at 00:30 a.m. on December 21, 2010.”If it was allowed by law to base time of death on the disease history data, then there wouldbe no necessity for performing a forensic examination of the body or addressing a questionto the doctor.”
DISREGARDING THE DIAGNOSIS GIVEN BY THE MILITARY 
DOCTORS WHILE WRITING FORENSIC EXPERT OPINIONS

-17- The doctors at Stepanakert’s military hospital revealed a jaw fraction on Gegham Ser-goyan.But in the institution, before the former Director of the SCFM (Scientific-Practical Cen-ter for Forensic Medicine), Shota Vardanyan, the fraction “disappeared.”
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THE TERRIBLE HR POLICY OF THE RA MOH SCIENTIFIC-
PRACTICAL CENTER FOR FORENSIC MEDICINEIn a state institution, it is not acceptable and not promoted to have people with close rela-tions working together.ButShotaVardanyanworks alongside his nephew, Ashot Dallakyan, asa forensic doctor.His daughter works in the laboratory and his son-in-law, ArsenBabayan,works as a forensic doctor. Naturally, this situation greatly promotes the risk of cor-ruption.
THE INVOLVEMENT OF THE DOCTOR WHO CARRIED OUT THE
MEDICAL TREATMENT IN THE COMMITTEE INVESTIGATIONIf, according to the investigator’s hypothesis, the person died as a result of a disease, then, asa rule, a committeeinvestigation is carried out. According to the law, the best and most wellknown doctors in Armenia with specific medical specializations should be involved in thiscommittee.In this case, it is unacceptable to involve the doctor or the doctors (who at least intheory can be guilty in the death of that person) who carried out the treatment of the patientafter which the patient died. The treating doctor can only act as a witness in the case.-4- The employees of the Central Military Garrison Recruiting Commission, A. Hakobyan, H.Melikyan, and G. Anjelov, were recognized as co-authors of the forensic examination reportbecause they had carried out the surgery and are considered to be interested parties. At thesame time, it is unclear what exact role they had in the report. It is not mentioned by theforensic doctor exactly which parts of the report they are responsible for.Their opinion andpoint of view were not presented separately.-4- We may clearly state that, in this case, the doctor violated Article 85 of the Criminal Pro-cedure Code and Article 338 of the Criminal Code.This is the reason why novice expert I.F.Melkonyan, with two years of working experience, and his boss, criminal Shota Vardanyan,did not want to sign the falsified report. In this regard, it should be considered that I. Ghaz-aryan, the mother of the deceased soldier, is Sh. Vardanyan’s relative and the latter knewvery well about the woman’s just character. Therefore, he was sure that he would stay un-punished. He was additionally confirmed in this when, a few days following the incident, themother went to the forensic examination center and made a great commotion there. This isthe exact reason why Sh.Vardanayn, not wanting to have the blemish on his institution, in-volved the following people as experts:the head of the Department of Neurosurgery at MoDCentral Clinic Military Hospital, A. Hakobyan, MoD Central Clinic Military Hospital’s neuro-surgeon, H. Melikyan, and the chief anesthesiologist-resuscitator of the MoD Military Med-ical Department, G. Anjelov.Vardanyan made them sign the report even though he did nothave the right to do that.If he wanted to receive the decisions of the experts, then he couldand was obliged to assign a committee investigation and, meanwhile, assign the primary in-
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vestigation only to expert E. F. Melikyan. According to the expert in this sphere, this was thefirst time that the primary investigation was turned into a committee investigation. Thus,most probably, the doctor was initially not willing or refused to take the responsibility for afalsified report (we have already mentioned the reason for this) and, violating the law, cre-ated a fake committee in order to share the responsibility with those on it.
NOT ALL THE INJURIES ARE MENTIONED IN THE FORENSIC 
EXAMINATION REPORT-3- Forensic doctor S. F. Sevoyan did not reveal in his examination even the injuries that wererevealed by the external investigation of the body.-1- The forensic examination of the body revealed numerous fractures and cracks on A.Nazaryan’s head. In addition, the majority of them are located in those areas of the head thathave nothing to do with the path of the gunshot wound and could not be produced as a re-sult of pressure from the gases associated with the gunshot.In other words, there were blunt injuries revealed on Nazaryan’s head that were not causedby gunshot but by the mechanical damages caused in those areas. Together with the otherfacts, this proved that, before the gunshot, Artak Nazaryan was subjected to beatings andtorture, includingstriking with a blunt object on the head as a result of which he was mori-bund and stayed in coma. If the perpetrators let him die of those injuries, their punishmentwould have been inevitable. That is why, seeing that Artak Nazaryan was dying, they shothim in the mouth to create an illusion of suicide.This shows the seriousness of the issue andalso the interested doctor Adamyan’s reaction to the fractures and cracks on the head. Hepresented all these injuries as a result of the additional factors of the gunshot. Taking intoconsideration that the aggrieved party would not be able to justify its announcements be-cause, according to the law, Adamyan was the expert and only he could give conclusions re-garding the injuries, the aggrieved party decided not to refer to them, being sure that itwould have no effect.-21- Not all the injuries on the body were reported by the forensic examination. It was men-tioned that Ohanjanyan’s left ear was injured, swollen, red, and looked different then theright ear. It was also not mentioned that the fingers of the deceased were bruised on thepalm side. In addition, when Ohanjanyan was drafted to the army, one of his front teeth wasmissing. But the forensic doctor reported that the upper denture was complete.
REJECTION OF THE INDEPENDENT EXAMINATION BY THE 
PRELIMINARYINVESTIGATIVE AND JUDICIAL BODIESIt should be noted that, according to the law, the parties have the right to independent foren-
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sic ballistic, chemical, biological, and trace evidence examinations. Most often, there is aneed for independent examinations. But such pleas have been categorically rejected by thecourt to this day if they did not come from within the judicial system. This way, the prelimi-nary investigative bodies and the court grossly violate the rights of the parties.
THE FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGICAL CONCLUSION IS 
CONTRADICTORY AND NO REEXAMINATION IS ORDEREDIt should be mentioned that it is already 15 years since the Forensic Psychological ExpertiseCenter, founded by Elda Grin, has been working in Armenia. During this time, it has given nu-merous postmortem forensic psychological conclusions. There has been no single case whenthe conclusions given by this center would contradict with the preliminary investigativebody’s decisions. Thus, all the hypothesises given by the preliminary investigative body are“confirmed” by Elda Grin. For three cases under investigation, regarding Artak Nazaryan,Torgom Sarukhanyan, and Valerik Muradyan,this expert gave positive conclusions with thesame content.-1- According to point 11 in the “Conclusions” section of Artak Nazaryan’s forensic examina-tion, “[i]t was revealed by the forensic chemical examination that 1.8 promile ethyl alcoholwas revealed in the blood sample and 1.7 promile in the urine sample taken fromA.Nazaryan’s body. That is equal to medium drunkenness. Based on the quantitative ratio ofthe ethyl alcohol in the blood and the urine, it was in the elimination/ecretionstage and thedeceased consumed it 1-1.5 hours before death. Both the aggrieved and the defending par-ties made a joint motion regarding this examination:
a) Invite E. Grin to court as a witness and question her.
b) Order a double postmortem forensic psychological examination.Judge Mardanyan rejected the motions from both of these parties. Simultaneously, the par-ties drew the Court’s attention to the fact that it is not possible to determine the psychologi-cal condition of a person, in this case A. Nazaryan’s psychological condition, because of theabsence of appropriate scientific methodology.Defendant H.Manukyan’s lawyer, Mr. Gevorgyan, presented to the court a document from an-other examination center confirming the facts mentioned above. After receiving the Judge’srejection, attorneys Gevorgyan and Ghasaboghlyan applied to Elda Grin with the same issue:
“Guided by Article 18 of the RA Law on Advocacy and taking into consideration your scientific
experience and your authority in the sphere I kindly ask you to tell if it is possible to determine
the psychological condition of a person who is in the state of average or heavy drunkenness and
whether there is any scientific methodology for that.”In response to the inquiry the following answer was given:
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“In response to your inquiry number 1/1 dated 19.03.2013, I announce the following: The diag-
nosis of the psychological condition of a person in a state of average or heavy drunkenness is
impossible because the dynamics of the influence of alcohol tend to change. If the crime was
committed in a condition of medium or high drunkenness, it is simply naive to discuss a diagno-
sis of that condition.”The aggrieved party’s representative, R. Martirosyan, officially announced at court that EldaGrin gave an obviously illegal conclusion regarding this case. This was announced also dur-ing a press conference. To this day, Elda Grin has responded neither to the accusations nor toher own note regarding her ignorance.E. Grin’s decision is a central, ratifying document in this case based on which the court con-sidered proven the logical link between the actions of the five defendants and Artak-Nazaryan’s alleged suicide and sentenced them to imprisonments of different periods.In this case, the Judge’s reluctance to hear expert E.Grin as a witness is an example of fla-grant illegality and injustice. At the same time, this shows that the Judge was well aware ofthe document’s falsification and that everything would fail if the expert was invited to thecourt.
OTHER EXTREMELY ESSENTIAL EXAMINATIONS TO REVEAL THE
NATURE OF THE CRIME HAVE NOT BEEN CARRIED OUT WITHIN
THE INVESTIGATION BECAUSE THEIR RESULTS COULD 
CONSIDERABLY CONTRADICT THE FALSIFIED PRELIMINARY 
INVESTIGATION.-3- While determining the degree of Tigran Hambardzumyan’s drunkenness, the expertsconsiderably departed from the accepted order. Instead of sending the blood and the urineof the deceased for a forensic chemical examination, only the muscle, in which 0.7 promileethyl alcohol was discovered,was sent to examination. Based on this, an average degree ofdrunkenness was recorded. Such conclusion does not answer the following question: if suchamount of alcohol was revealed in the muscle then how much alcohol was in the blood andthe urine? It is unclear why the SFS Center’s employees, having the necessary amount ofblood, departed from the accepted rules and took analysis from the muscle. -1- During the preliminary investigation, which lasted almost one year, one of the most es-sential examinations was not done. A.Nazaryan’s clothes were not sent for forensic chemicaland forensic biological examinations. This deliberate omission must be corrected immedi-ately. Nazaryan’s clothes, including his underwear, shoes, cap, and sock, should be sent to theexamination expert in order to reveal:
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a) Whether there are blood traces on the clothes or not. If yes, then what blood type do they 
belong to? Is it possible that they belong to A. Nazaryan? Where exactly on the clothes are the 
traces located? Are there traces of blood that do not belong to A. Nazaryan?

b) Are there traces of vomit on the clothes?
c) Are there traces of brain matter?
d) Are there traces on Nazaryan’s socks that indicate contact with grass?
e) What other traces are there on Nazaryan’s clothes?In addition, according to the testimony of unit lawyer Lieutenant H. Udumyan (c.v.8, 2.4), A.Nazaryan always wore a bulletproof vest while going to the watchtower. It is strange for thewitness that the body was found without the bulletproof vest. Taking this into consideration,the aggrieved party’s motion to have the bulletproof vest confiscated, investigated, and sentto forensic ballistic-chemical-biological examinations should have been accepted.But it wasnot. -2- Examination reports number 07941103 (weapon) and 07731103(ballistic examinationof the clothes) were written over a period of four months, quite a long period of time. Theyhave some contradictions in them:
a) In the crime scene, not far from the body, a blood type emblem was found. This indicated that 

the deceased soldier had type A blood .But according to the conclusion given by the forensic 
center, T. Sarukhanyan had type B blood.

b) It is unclear how the emblem for the blood type happened to be away from the 
body. Who would tear it off the clothes of the deceased? In his testimony, ballistic expert Hrayr 
Ghukasyan assumed that the emblem could be tornoff  because of the pressure produced by the
gases as a result of the shot. However, expert Ghukasyan was not allowed to answer that 
question because the answer to it is within the competence of a trace evidence expert. In that 
case, the investigator was obliged to send Torgom Sarukhanyan’s alleged clothes to trace 
evidence examination to find out not only the answer to this question but also to some other 
questions : Were there damagestothe clothes? What was their origin? How old were these 
damages? All these, however, were not done.

c) Despite the aggrieved party’s motion, Torgom Sarukhanyan’s clothes were not sent to forensic 
chemical and biological examinations in order to reveal: whether there were blood traces on 
the deceased; whether they belonged to a person or an animal;in case they belonged to a 
person, then of what blood type they were; whether they could belong to Torgom Sarukhanyan; 
where exactly they were located; whether they prove that Sarukhanyan’s body was moved after
the murder; whether there are traces of other blood types on Sarukhanyan’s clothes; what 
blood type they belong to; whether these blood types correspond to the blood type of any 
soldier involved in the case or other soldiers in the battalion.

THE TESTIMONIES OF NUMEROUS WITNESSES ARE TAKEN TO
CONCEAL THE OBVIOUS TRACES OF BEATINGSIn almost all murder cases, the forensic doctor reveals bodily injuries during the examina-tion of the body: scratches, bruises, and hematomas that were caused to the deceased whilehe was alive with blunt objects (we need to discuss this part and find the correct word)(wrist, stone, wood, metal piece, etc)
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These injuries almost always contradict the fake investigation carried out by the preliminaryinvestigative body.That is why the investigators get rid of those facts by all means.In some cases, they write that those injuries could supposedly be caused the moment theperson falls down after the shot. In some other cases, they assume that the injuries can becaused during work. In other cases, the injuries were supposedly caused as a result of quickand negligent transportation while trying to help the soldier. And in cases when these hy-potheses cannot be used, the investigator merely does not carry out an investigation aboutthem.-12- In order to conceal the real causes of the injuries revealed on Andranik Sargsyan’s bodyby the forensic examination, the investigator extorted testimonies from the accompanyingsoldiers and the driver that there were numerous rough places on the seat and the walls ofthe car and such injuries could be caused while bumping into them. All the aggrieved party’sassertions and objections that such a thing could not happen and demands to have theforensic doctor interrogated on this issue and to have an independent medical committeecreated to clarify it, were refused by the investigator until the end.-20- According to many witnesses, the bruises were caused, for instance, while transportingthe body from the crime scene.
THE PROSECUTOR’S INSTRUCTIONS WERE NOT IMPLEMENTED
OR WERE IMPLEMENTED WITH DELAY.In reality, no investigator can fail to implement the instructions of the prosecutors or imple-ment them with delay. In the mentioned cases, the prosecutor simply chooses double stan-dards or pulls the wool over the victim’s eyes. He gives the investigator a written instructionbut orally orders him not to implement the instruction.  This is the reason why the prosecu-tors never punish the investigators for not implementing their instructions or for imple-menting them with delay.-8- Prosecutor Tevan Mirzabekyan rejected the lawyer’s motion without justification (c.v.2,p.151-152).But he later unofficially ordered to change the investigator. This was done bythe Head of Criminal Service Department Number 6, V. Smbatyan (c.v. 2, p.155). Realizingthat Ignat Yengibaryan’s testimonies may be very dangerous for them, T. Mirzabekyan, inorder to insure himself, gave instructions on May 14, 2012 to the preliminary investigation.Except for the point related to the bullets, the prosecutor referred to the following: “witnessR. Safaryan testifies that only 20 liters or less of diesel fuel was provided to VahramajairCombat Base and, after it was finished, they were compelled to bring fuel from another base.It is necessary to carry out an investigation on that issue too and to reveal how the fuel wassupplied and whether there were violations in that matter.” The investigator did not imple-ment this instruction of the prosecutor. The prosecutor also instructed the investigator to
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question the commander of the company, N. Namalyan, who “a few minutes before the mur-der case was in the Hakobasar Combat Base.” The investigator implemented the prosecutor’sinstruction only four months later, seven months after the murder, after the murder had al-ready been concealed.
THE ANNOUNCEMENTS OF THE PARTIES ABOUT THE CRIMINAL
ACTS ARE INVESTIGATED BY PEOPLE WHO COMMITTED THOSE
CRIMINAL ACTS. -13 – The relative was invited to the prosecutor’s office after filing a complaint.But instead ofthe prosecutor of the case, the Goris garrison military prosecutor, Mr. Manushakyan,receivedhim. According to the relatives, he is the one who concealed Narek Galstyan's murder. He ag-gressively attacked the applicants and tried to terrify them. After that, he had to leave theMilitary Prosecutor's Office. After demanding a few more meetings, Kostanyan refused todiscuss with the applicants the details of the murder, explaining that he was not familiarwith the criminal case.-11- Based on Article 190 of the Criminal Procedure Code, the declaration was supposed tobe investigated by the SIS. However, grossly violating the law, the RA Prosecutor Generalsent it to the military prosecutor at garrison number 2, A. Petrosyan, that is to say to a per-son under whose supervision the crime mentioned by the aggrieved party was carried out, aperson who is the co-author of the crime. -1- , -2- For these cases, a number of declarations about the crimes in the cases of Artak-Nazaryan (murdered in 2010) and Torgom Sarukhanyan sent by the aggrieved parties to theRA Prosecutor General were again illegally sent to the body that committed the crime or tothe court that was not entitled to file a criminal case.
IN ALMOST ALL CASES, THE PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIVE BODY
DISPLAYS ARBITRARINESS TOWARDS THE MOTIONS OF THE 
AGGRIEVED PARTY.In some cases, the appeal of the victim's successor to have the case investigated in Yerevanby the Cases of Special Importance department is satisfied. In some others, it is not. Some-times during the preliminary investigation all the documents, such as the forensic reports,decisions, testimonies, are actually provided to the aggrieved party. In some other cases,none of them are provided. This arbitrary approach is obviously connected with how muchthese documents reveal the falseness of the preliminary investigation and how they can getin the way of the preliminary investigative body’s fake investigation. For example, accordingto the Criminal Procedure Code, the investigator is obliged to provide the aggrieved partywith the copies of the decisions related to the aggrieved party.
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-6- In this case,Investigator H. Margaryan considered proven on October 18, 2012 that thesoldier was murdered by the enemy’s shot and terminated the criminal case. Since then, theaggrieved party’s successor has presented numerous pleas and complaints to the responsi-ble bodies demanding to have the copy of that decision provided to her so that she can havean opportunity to appeal it if necessary. Only eight months later, she finally managed to re-ceive that document. That illegality was so flagrant that even the Human Rights Defender’soffice referred to it in his announcement issued 18.07.2013: “Soldier Z. Margaryan’s mother,Alvina Margaryan, wanted to appeal the decision on the termination of the criminal proceed-ings of her son’s case.” The same day, instead of punishing the offending employee, Prosecu-tor General A. Hovsepyan signed an order about “providing the aggrieved party, itsrepresentative, the civic applicant/plaintiff, the civic defendant, and others with the copy ofthe decision on the termination of the case.” With this, he only repeated the law, which isgrossly and regularly violated by his employees. 
HARASSMENT WITH SEXUAL ABUSE OR SEXUAL ACTIONSOften trying to conceal the murder cases, the preliminary investigative body with the help ofcertain witness testimonies supposedly receives information about a certain soldier’s al-leged homosexuality or relations with another men. Taking to consideration the discrimina-tory attitudes that the majority of society holds towards sexual diversity, the preliminaryinvestigative body blackmails the parents of the deceased, making them keep silent aboutthe preliminary investigative body’s illegalities. In addition, in all these cases the investiga-tors base their blackmail only on an allegation.-5- Forensic doctor Babayan wrote, particularly in the conclusions section, that “as a resultof the forensic biological examination of the samples taken from A. Hakobyan’s mouth cavityand rectum,semen were not revealed. But the absence of semen does not exclude the possi-bility of the sexual actions.”Thus, the forensic doctor brings out a hypothesis without any facts,relying only on his unjus-tified assumptions.Moreover, for the investigative body the doctor’s phrase “does not exclude” turns into an in-disputable fact. One of the parents said, “[f]or 12 years already, the investigators and theirsuperiors have been trying to blackmail and humiliate me, silence my complaints against theillegal and continuing preliminary investigation, announcing that my son was supposedlysubjected to sexual abuse.But the same investigator did not reveal that sexual abuse specu-lated by them at any point during the 12-year investigation.”
NOBODY WAS RECOGNIZED AS THE VICTIM’S SUCCESSOR-13- Nobody from N. Galastyan’s relatives was recognized as successor 
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-12-In Andranik Sargsyan’s case, nobody was recognized as a successor. On July 22, 2010,Senior Investigator at the RA MoD 9th Garrison Investigative Department G. Kh. Khalatyanrejected the initiation of acriminal case based on the provided documents because of the ab-sence of a crime.
THE VICTIM’S SUCCESSOR WAS NOT INFORMED ABOUT THE 
COURSE OF THE CASE

-6- For one month, the parent has not received any official information about how, why, andby whom her son was murdered. She was also not informed about what kinds of examina-tions were assigned and did not receive the copy of the forensic examination report. In thebeginning of the preliminary investigation of criminal case N 90753912, Zorik Margaryan’sbrother was recognized as the victim’s successor. Since he is currently in the Russian Federa-tion, based on his request the deceased soldier’s mother, Alvina Ashot Margaryan, was rec-ognized the successor. Alvina petitioned to be provided with the copies of the forensic ballistic and biological exam-ination reports. The preliminary investigative body rejected this petition, explaining that herson had already been familiarized with them. In this case, the aggrieved party was presentduring Zarik Margaryan’s forensic autopsy. But the preliminary investigative body, violatingthe law, refused to provide even a copy of that document. Currently, there is an inextricablesituation with this case. Investigator Margaryan in his letter number 2384 (18.10.2012) in-formed the successor that, based on Article 31, part 1 of the Criminal Procedure Code, thecriminal case has been closed. At the same time, the investigator informed the aggrievedparty that she can appeal this decision. However, the aggrieved party cannot appeal the deci-sion because she does not have all the necessary information regarding the case, knowsnothing about it, and is in an inextricable situation.
THE VICTIM’S RELATIVES DID NOT HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY 
TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH THE CASE DOCUMENTS-13- The victim’s relatives did not have an opportunity to get acquainted with the forensicreport and with the other examination and investigative reports.-7- The pleas of the successor to receive the copies of the photographs in the case and tohold a complex committee examination were refused by the preliminary investigative body.-5- Violating the law, the investigator has not presented the copies of all the forensic exami-nation reports and the criminal documents to the victim’s father, thus depriving him of theopportunity to appeal his illegal suspensions.
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-4- The employees of the RA MD Investigative Service refuse to provide a copy of A. Ghaz-aryan’s computer examination CD. This is allegedly the same important examinaation withthe help of which the doctor discovered a tumor in the boy’s head and performed a surgeryafter which he died.The employees announce that, since the examination was conducted by Erebuni MedicalCenter’s employees, the mother should turn only to them. But, according to the criminal case(c.v. 2, p. 122), “[d]uring the preliminary investigation, all descriptions of the deceased A.Ghazaryan, the x-ray, and the computer tomography pictures were received from all themedical service operators and were attached to the  criminal case.”
THE VICTIM’S RELATIVES WERE NOT INFORMED ABOUT THE
COURT HEARINGS RELATED TO THE CASE.-13- On September 22nd 2008, an accusation was brought against captain Aram Haroyan,the commander of military unit No. 50869 under Article 314 of the RA Criminal Code. Butthe victim's relatives were not informed about the court hearings.
THE EMPLOYEES OF THE PROSECUTOR’S OFFICE OFFERED
MONEY TO THE VICTIM’S RELATIVES.-13- The employees of the Prosecutor’s Office demanded the victim’s relatives buy the crimi-nal case at a cost of 75,000 AMD for three volumes (750 pages).  
INTIMIDATION OF THE VICTIM’S SUCCESSORS-7- According to Valerik Muradyan’s mother, Nana Muradyan, when the senior prosecutor ofthe RA armed forces met her in the hall of the military prosecutor’s office, instead of assur-ing her that they were doing everything to solve the crime, he frightened her with therhetorical statement, “do not forget that you also have a daughter….”
THE USE OF VIOLENCE AGAINST THE AGGRIEVED PARTY-4- On November 11, 2012, the head of the Central Department of the RA MoD InvestigativeService,Yurik Badalyan, insulting the victim’s successor and using physical force against her,threw her out of the building of the Investigative Service. In response to this, the head of theRA MoD Investigative Service, A. Harutyunyan, wrote that a service investigation was sup-posedly carried out regarding the incident and Badalyan was subjected to disciplinary sanc-tions.
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But, abusing his official position, A. Harutyunyan refuses to provide the successor with anydocumentation of the sanctions. The victim’s successor stated, “[o]n April 20, 2013, I wentwith my husband to the RA MoH forensic center to receive information related to the deathof the soldier Raffi Marashlyan who died in the NK Defense Army one day prior. When thishooligan saw me he asked me in an aggressive and disrespectful way who called me to gothere, who the hell I was, and why I was there. We started arguing, he attacked me withswear words, and then he raised his hand to hit me. He was just held back by the others fromhitting me.”
REJECTION OF INITIATING A CRIMINAL CASE AGAINST 
THE INVESTIGATORIt is an indicator of corruption when the prosecutors never move for a criminal case to beinitiated against the investigators whose criminal actions in the preliminary investigationare obvious and absolutely proven. The reason is not that it is dishonorable according tosome unwritten law to start criminal proceedings against the employee of the same systembut because all the investigators, without exception, commit crimes only with the awarenessand instruction from the supervisor who, while giving illegal orders, guarantees that the in-vestigators will stay unpunished.
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JUDICIAL PROCESS STAGE

ATTORNEY INACTIONIn some cases, the lawyers disregard their direct duties, do not take part in the courthearings, do not make necessary motions in favor of their clients, do not take part in theimportant examinations related to the case, and allow anyone to frighten, insult, or hu-miliate their clients.-9- The lawyer did not plead for the clothes to be examined. The aggrieved party wassupposed to file a petition and receive copies of photographs of the body that would dis-play S. Manukyan’s injuries more clearly and illuminate the means of their origin. Thiswas not done.Instead, the deceased soldier’s mother, L. Manukyan, and her legal representative, bothin the Court of Appeals and Court of Cassation, pleaded for a maximum punishment forall three accused officers who allegedly caused S. Manukyan to commit suicide. Doingthis, they directly legitimized the fake hypothesis presented by the preliminary inves-tigative and judicial bodies. A new investigation should be carried out in regards to thiscase. But, according to the law, it is impossible at this moment because the case has un-dergone all its stages and the aggrieved party did not take the necessary actions. At themoment, this essential plea can be sent to the prosecutor’s office only if the aggrievedparty can present new evidence.-2- Lawyers from the NKR Office of the Public Defender, Azat Avagimyan and MarinaHakobyan, were illegally provided to represent defendants Hrant Karapetyan andRobert Badalyan in the case of Torgom Sarukhanyan, although they did not have theright to defend RA citizens.In fact, these are the lawyers who are involved in all the soldier murder cases by the RAMoD Investigation Service bodies operating in NKR. These individuals do not defendtheir clients at all.



Judicial Process Stage

There has not been a single case when these lawyers appealed against the illegalities com-mitted by the preliminary investigative body, despite the many illegalities. A vivid example isthe trial where the defendants announced that four important witnesses who avoided com-ing to court and giving evidence should be subpoenaed. At the same time, the defendants announced that those witnesses gave obviously false testi-monies against them and their presence at court is very important. It should be noted that,as a rule, it is the responsibility of the lawyers to make such motions. But in this case, thelawyers did not even join the motion of their defendants and announced that the question ofsubpoenaing the witnesses should be left to the discretion of the court.
UNWANTED WITNESSES NOT BEING SUBPOENAEDVery often, the judges do not subpoena the unwanted witnesses. The unwanted witnessesare those from whom necessary but false testimonies were obtained with the use of vio-lence, psychological pressure, or blackmail. Nevertheless, the sense of justice is noticeablyexpressed in them and, at court, they may partially or entirely tell the truth, which is danger-ous for those who conceal the case. Usually, the investigator informally orders them not toshow up at court after receiving the subpoena and also hinders the appearance of those wit-nesses in court prescribed as by law. Such witnesses did not show up at court duringA.Nazaryan's and Torgom Sarukhanyan's cases.-1- The court refused to subpoena as a witness Artur Mkrtchyan, who was kept under deten-tion within the scope of this case in the Military Police department of Berd, not serving inthe base or company. His interrogation could additionally confirm the unlawfulness of thesoldiers' deprivation.
THE JUDGMENT IS BASED SOLELY ON A CONFESSION 
TESTIMONY WITHOUT OTHER FACTS-8- When making the judgment, the court relies only on Ignat Yengibaryan’s confession testi-mony (c.v.1, p. 67-73) in which it is mentioned that, before the incident, A. Adibekyan cameto the watchtower with his clothes in a mess and his bulletproof vest unfastened. “He hadPrivate T. Martikyan’s rifle with him.” A. Adibekyan yelled in the direction of the bunker, de-manding that someone bring him bread and cigarettes. After that, “A. Adibekyan returned tothe firing point. He had a weird expression on his face, as if he was annoyed with something.But I did not understand why.” At that moment, he insulted Ignat, calling him Igulik. Ignatdemanded that Adibekyan stopped calling him that, after which Adibekyan started cursingat Ignat. After all this, according to Ignat, he shot and killed Adibekyan for mocking and in-sulting him. In his next testimony, Ignat Yengibaryan renounced his previous testimony, say-ing that on the day of the incident, after he was taken to the Berd Military Police department,
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he was beaten and forced to write a confession testimony.Before Yengibaryan’s testimony, his legal representative, lawyer Samvel Shabatyan, moved tochallenge investigator Madatyan. This was presented to prosecutor Mirzabekyan (c.v. 2, p.148-150) where it is mentioned that the defendant told the lawyer in a private conversationthat A. Adibakyan had an argument with the junior sergeant Gor Khachtryan a day beforethe incident. Then that argument turned into a fight. They physically attacked one another, during which Adibekyan received injuries on differentparts of his face. Sharbatyan told prosecutor Madatyan about this. Madatyan answered thatthe injuries were caused not as a result of a fight but of falling down after being shot. Here isquote from A. Adibekyan’s body examination report number 178/7: “The forensic examina-tion of A. Adibekyan’s body also revealed scratches on the right side of the forehead and thecheek, and on the first finger of the right hand that were also caused by a blunt object whilehe was alive.”On February 25, 2012, Sharbatyan called the investigator and informed him that, at the re-quest of Yengibaryan’s parents, he will defend Yengibaryan and he was going to meet his de-fendant the next day. The investigator answered that he was going to be in Berd and wouldonly be back the day after that. The next day, Sharbatyan was already in the Ijevan MilitaryPolice department at 1:00p.m., where he was informed that the same day, before hisarrival,the investigator had hastily questioned Yengibaryan as a suspect and took him to thecrime scene to recount the incident although he was supposed to be in Berd at that time.Presenting these facts, lawyer Sharbatyan challenged investigator Madatyan and motioned-for a criminal case to be filed based on the investigator’s proceedings.
STATEMENTS ABOUT THE CRIME ARE NOT INVESTIGATED 
DURING THE TRIAL.The aggrieved party sends statements about the crimes committed by the SIS. Instead ofverifying these statements in a manner prescribed by law and, in case there were groundsfor those statements, initiating a criminal case, the SIS sends them to the Prosecutor Gen-eral.  The latter sends them to the Prosecutor, and he, in turn, sends them to the Judge, whois not responsible for initiating a criminal case and is only supposed to send materials to theSIS. But the Judge never does anything like that and does not want to punish his colleagues.So the statements remain uninvestigated, which was prearranged from the very beginning.In other words, the statements come to a deadlock. -1- The aggrieved party, relying on Article 41, Part 2, point 4 , Article 184 of the RA CriminalProcedure Code, motioned the RA Prosecutor General to initiate a criminal case against theformer commander of RA MoD unit 21127, Seyran Ghazaryan, under Article 133, Part 2,
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point 6(Illegal deprivation of  freedom not concerned with kidnapping against two or morepersons, in this case against 14 persons) and Article 309, Part 1 of the RA Criminal Code.However, this was not done.-1- Witnesses Rafael Evoyan and Smbat Sargsyan renounced their preliminary testimonyand announced that investigator Levon Petrosyan extorted false testimonies from them bydeception. They announced to the court that the investigator did not record the things thatthey said. Instead, he recorded things that they did not say. In the testimonies, the investiga-tor presented falsified facts about which the witnesses had no clue.The investigator ordered them to write and sign that they read the testimony, that it waswritten from their words, and that everything was correct. However, in reality, the investiga-tor did not present to them the written testimony to read. According to Article 41, Part 2,point 4 and Article 184 of the Criminal Procedure Code, the presiding judge, A. Mardanyan,was supposed to motion the Prosecutor’s office to initiate a criminal case in regards to thesefacts. However, the judge did not do this, obviously trying to conceal the criminal acts com-mitted by the preliminary investigative body.For A. Nazaryan’s case, the aggrieved party sent about 20 statements about a crime to theSIS that were all sent to Judge Mardanyan. In response to the aggrieved party’s questionwhat was going to happen to the statements, the Judge answered that he would refer tothem in the consulting room while making a judgment.In reality, he lied and no particulardecision was made in his judgment in regards to the mentioned crimes and the Judge did notpresent a motion to the responsible bodies for carrying out an investigation regarding thecrimes.  
THE VERDICT ADOPTS/EDITS THE DATA FROM THE TRIAL-1- In the verdict, the court violated the law, editing forensic examination report number704/34 given by forensic doctor Vigen Adamyan, based on Adamyan’s testimony, although itdid not have the right to do that. Particularly, in reaching a verdict, the court relied onAdamyan’stestimony that there was a “technical mistake” when he mentioned 16 photos in-stead of 19 and a similar mistake occured inthe classification by time periods of the injuriesA. Nazaryan received before death. Besides that, with a motion of the prosecution to subpoe-naforensic doctor Vigen Adamyan, the court allowed him to rephrase forensic report num-ber 704/34 given by Adamyan himself and then based its judgment on that same testimony.At the same time, the Court disregarded the fact that Adamyan did not manage to give a sci-entific justification for the origins of the skinned areas.   -1- While reaching a verdict,the court relied on Adamyan’s testimony that there was a “tech-nical mistake” when he mentioned 16 photos instead of 19 and a similar mistake occured inthe classification by time periods of the injuries A. Nazaryan received before death. Besides
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that, with a motion of the prosecution to subpoena forensic doctor Vigen Adamyan, the courtallowed him to rephrase  forensic report number 704/34 given by Adamyan himself andthen based its judgment on that same testimony. At the same time, the Court disregarded thefact that Adamyan did not manage to give a scientific justification for the origins of theskinned areas.
IN ITS FINAL VERDICT, THE COURT TAKES A SELECTIVE 
APPROACH TO THE FACTS.-1- Forensic examination report number 704/34, prepared by forensic doctor VigenAdamyan, classified the injuries revealed on A. Nazaryan’s body by time period, dividingthem into three groups: 
a) 3-5 days before death, 
b) almost 6 hours before death, and 
c) not long before death.When reaching the verdict, the Court disregarded and did not investigate the injuries causednot long before and about 6 hours before Nazaryan’s death.The Court disregarded the fact that it remained undiscovered where, what, why, and withwhom Lieutenant Narazaryan consumed alcohol 1-1.5 hours before his death. This is con-firmed by forensic examination report number 704/34. When reaching the verdict, theCourt disregarded the fact that Nazaryan received 120 bullets before his death and all 120bullets were in their places after his death. Thus, Nazaryan’s rifle could not be the murderweapon.The Court did not take steps to reveal from what rifle Nazaryan shot himself and didnot recognize unacceptable the investigator’s statement, based onvisual investigation, thatthere were no shots made from the other weapons of the combat base. This is a statementthat cannot be of evidentiary significance because it was not made by the ballistic expert.During the judicial process, as well as when reaching the verdict, the Court disregarded thefact that fingerprints were not revealed on A. Nazaryan’s weapon. The Court disregarded thefact that the cartridge investigated by the ballistic expert was of a different issue than theone found at the crime scene.The Court disregarded the fact that, based on the ballistic examination of the samples, sevenof the soldiers at Ghozlu combat base were present when Nazaryan was shot. This is con-firmed by the gunshot residue found on them. According to the court testimonies of the wit-nesses and the defendants, there were no other shots fired during those days. The Courtdisregarded the fact that the preliminary investigative body ignored the results of the exami-nation and did not carry out an investigation about it.The court disregarded the fact thatblood traces were not revealed on the alleged crime scene—the rock on which A.Nazaryan’sbody was leaning—although the bullet exit hole was situated on the nape of Nazaryan’s
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neck. The Court disregarded the testimonies of the victim’s successor in which they men-tioned that Nazaryan’s cap kept by the preliminary investigative body was not bloody in thebeginning but at the end of the preliminary investigation it was soaked in some blood re-sembling substance. The Court rejected the motion to send A. Nazaryan’s bulletproof vest fora ballistic examination to reveal the origin of the rips on it. The Court disregarded the factthat at least two witnesses, Rafael Evotyan and Smbat Sargsyan, confirmed that investigatorL.Petrosyan extorted testimonies from them by deception, writing down totally differentthings instead of what they said.Therefore, the other testimonies taken by L.Petrosyan can-not be credible either. The Court disregarded G.Udumyan’s insults and threats towardsNazaryan a few hours before his death and relied on its verdict on the conflicts betweenNazaryan and the other soldier that took place a few days before the incident.
REJECTION OF THE MOTION FOR A CONVICTION-20- Since the Judge rejected the aggrieved party’s motion for a conviction, the defendant re-alized that, based on the verdict, he could be charged with murder, rather than manslaugh-ter. It was possible to bring back the defendant from Russia only in winter of 2012. When in2013 the trial started it turned out that the important witnesses are absent. One of themwho committed the crime during the incident should have been charged, ran away from Ar-menia the day he was called to court. It is confirmed by the note given by the border troops.  
THE PENALTIES IMPOSED ARE GENERALLY MILD OR 
AN AMNESTY IS APPLIED.The courts usually reach arbitrary verdicts for the benefit of the defendants without takinginto consideration the seriousness of the crime or the aggrieved party’s complaints. The de-fendants are offered to give false testimonies with a promise that, after the trial, they will bereleased from detention and, as a rule, this promise is kept.-19- Shengavit Trial Court reached a verdict on July 31, 2009 in which E.Avetisyan was foundguilty and sentenced to four to six months of imprisonment. Meanwhile, A. Petrosyan wasfound guilty and sentenced to three years and three months of imprisonment. They mustcarry out their sentence in the prisons of the RA Ministry of Health.On October 20, 2009, the RA Court of Appeals, based on the accused persons’ appeal,reex-amined the case and rejected E. Avetsiyan’s and A.Petrosyan’s appeals, leaving the ShengavitTrial Court’s decision of 31.07.2009 unaltered. E. Avestisyan and A. Petrosyan entered a no-tice of appeal to the Court of Cassation against the decision of the Court of Appeals. On De-cember 22, 2009, the Criminal Chamber of the RA Court of Cassation made a decision toreturn the cassation appeals of E.Avetisyan’s lawyer and Artur Petrosyan and reached an un-lawful verdict to grant amnesty to Edgar Avetisyan and to release him from detention imme-
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diately.-13- The trial lasted for only a few minutes (based on the documents). A quick trial was heldand nobody was actually punished. Aram Sokrat Haroyan, who was simply the victim of In-vestigator Hakobjanyan’s antipathy and whose guiltiness was not proven, was punished by afine of 200,000 drams, while Avetis Avetisyan was granted amnesty. 
FACTS THAT HAVE CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE FOR THE CASE ARE
DISREGARDED DURING THE JUDICIAL PROCESS.-1- On August 9, 2010, the platoon's Commander, Misha Gabrielyan, presented ArtakNazaryan's diary to the preliminary investigation. Pages were torn and missing from thediary. One torn page had a statement beginning “I take this step….”According to the testimonies obtained by the preliminary investigative body, which werealso confirmed by the witnesses at court, it was the commander of the platoon, First Lieu-tenant Gagik Udumyan, who, after learning about Nazaryan’s death, ordered CaptainManukyan, who was next to Nazaryan’s body, to hide the diary and then turn it in to theHead of the Battalion’ Headquarters, Mihran Najaryan. With an order from MishaGabrielyan, the commander of the Battalion’s Headquarters, Najaryan hid the diary. Thirteendays after the incident, Gabrielyan gave the diary and the attached note to the preliminaryinvestigative body. No investigation was carried out to trace the whole process of transfer-ring the diary from one person to another, the circumstances of the missing pages, the dis-covery of the note, and the personal interest of the people in hiding the diary. On March 26, 2013, the victim’s successor, Tsovinar Nazaryan, moved in her speech at courtto recognize Artak Nazaryan’s diary and the note starting with the words “I take this step…”attached to it as inadmissible evidence. She justified it by stating that it was not revealed bythe investigation where the diary was during the 13 days between Artak Nazaryan’s deathand the moment it was presented to the preliminary investigative body, how Nazaryan’snotes were torn from the diary, how the note starting with the words “I take this step…” thatis attributed to Nazaryan ended up there, and what motives G.Udumyan, M.Najaryan, andM.Gabrielyan had in hiding the diary from the preliminary investigative body for 13 days.There was no reference to this motion in the judgment.-1- During the judicial process, the Court postponed or rejected numerous motions, promis-ing to refer to them in the consulting room while reaching a verdict. But the Court consid-ered it unnecessary to refer to the rejected motions in the verdict, stating the following: “TheCourt, assessing every single piece of evidence that was obtained and examined underproper procedure in terms of relevance, admissibility, and adequacy, finds that there is noneed to address these motions once again.” (Verdict, p 83)
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THE COURT EXAMINES THE CASE AS A WHOLEThe Court, inclined not to comment on its decisions because of a lack of a logical basis for re-jection, typically rejects a number of motions in a single package, without comments on eachpoint.-1- The Court postponed the aggrieved party’s motions to indict a number of persons (G.Udumyan, E. Green-Abrahamyan, S. Kazarian, and A. Mnatsaknyan)on the basis of the factsrevealed in the examination of the case and the facts of illegalities by the persons who car-ried out the investigation of the criminal case. In the final verdict, the Court did not examineseparately the facts of crime regarding each person. Instead, it rejected all of them in onepackage.“In reference to the motions for assigning a prosecutor to initiate a criminal case against anumber of people, the Court confirms that, during the examination of the case, no circum-stances were revealed that provide a basis for the Court to refer the people or the facts men-tioned in the motions to a prosecutor.” (Verdict, p 83)
OBVIOUS COOPERATION BETWEEN THE JUDGE 
AND THE PROSECUTORIn the majority of its decisions, the Court relies on the prosecutor's opinion, which contra-dicts the opinions of the assigned party in almost all cases.It should be noted that this cooperation becomes more obvious in those cases where the as-signed party moves to assign new examinations or summon new witnesses to court. As arule, the prosecutor is against those motions. This sends a hidden order to the judge whothen makes a decision regarding the motions. It should be noted that their actions consider-ably contradict the legal requirement to carry out a comprehensive and in-depth examina-tion.-20- Dumikyan, who did not commit any crime, rejected the accusation against him at courtand threatened to name the murderer and to describe the motives of the murder. After this,the trial was terminated. As a result, Dumikyan escaped and, for 6 years, nobody has beenpunished for Kh. Melikyan's murder or the crimes committed during the preliminary investi-gation and judicial phases.
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CONCLUSIONS

We may conclude that the judicial system controlling our army is completely corrupted. Itsthree departments—the RA MoD Investigation Service, the RA MoD Military Police, and theRA Prosecutor’s Office—that are intended to ensure order and command in the army andcontrol and prevent crime are currently the greatest evil for the army. The false investiga-tions and the concealment of the cases significantly contribute to increasing risk of corrup-tion in the army. To sum up, we present the factors contributing to these negativephenomena:
- In the processes of coming to power and keeping power, the President relies heavily on the
army’s high ranking officer staff, who are above the law .To this day, none of the high ranking
officers has ever been punished for his crimes. 

- The Ministry of Defense is not fiscally transparent. It is a customer, a producer, and a con-
sumer. There are corruption risks in the following spheres: military clothing, military construc-
tion, military equipment, weapons, service vehicles, fuel, machinery parts, etc.

- Besides that, The MoD’s budget is not transparent and out of public control. If we consider
that the Prosecutor’s Office is well aware of all the material violations present in this system
and can initiate a criminal case against the perpetrators (even against a Minister) then it will
be clear that the Minister of Defense and the other mentioned bodies are directly dependant on
the Prosecutor General and are unable to protest against its crimes. As a result, the RA Investi-
gation Service and the Military Police are entirely under the Military Prosecutor’s and Prosecu-
tor General’s pressure.

-  Conscripts serve under conditions of legal vulnerability resembling slavery. As a rule,all the
soldiers are beaten and humiliated by the commanders. If a soldier complains, he will end up in
a worse condition because there are informal authorities in each unit who are appointed and
instructed by the officers to punish informant soldiers upon command.



Conclusions

- The detention of the witness soldiers by the Military Police is a criminally punishable crime.
This crime, the soldier’s illegal deprivation of liberty, is followed by a number of other crimes:
beatings, torture, humiliation, etc. The moment a criminal case is imitated against the soldier,
the public defenders are invited. These are lawyers who are picked by the investigators and in-
formally work for the investigators in all the cases.

- Another factor greatly contributing to the number of the crimes in the army is that the RA sol-
diers are sent to serve under the NKR Defense Army. Thus, a number of legislative gaps are cre-
ated.

- Since the expertise centers are granted a monopoly and there is no observing body over them,
it significantly increases the risk of corruption. The Ministry of Health is unable to oversee, to
say the least punish, the medical center under its jurisdiction simply because this body implic-
itly performs the illegal commands of the Prosecutor’s Office, being under its direct patronage. 

-The judges are fully under the authority of the RA President. In fact, this institute is absolutely
dependent because, for instance, it is the President who, with his decree every year, reaffirms
the judges in their positions.

- The right to equality is not functioning. For example, if the investigating authority must sub-
mit the copy of the criminal case to the aggrieved party for review, it submits the copy only in
case the aggrieved party asks for it. The Court is obliged to submit a copy of the decision to the
defendant. But it is submitted to the aggrieved party only after they appeal for it.The Court
does not have the right to start the trial if the defendant or his lawyer is not present. But it has
the right to hold the trial if the aggrieved party is not present. In this case, the Court refers to
the theoretical assumption that the prosecutor represents the interest of the victim, which in
fact is not true.

- According to the law in Armenia, the Prosecutor’s office is responsible for carrying out the
preliminary investigation. In fact, it has all the tools for putting pressure on the investigator
and the Military Police and imposing its will on them. In other words, the investigator has no
opportunity to carry out a false or truthful investigation without the awareness, instruction, or
illegal command of the Prosecutor’s Office. 

- The aggrieved party has no functioning mechanism by which to challenge an improperly act-
ing judge or prosecutor during either the preliminary investigation or the judicial phases.Any
challenge against a judge is examined by the same judge.
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According to the official hypothesis, on July 27, 2010, at approximately 7:50 a.m.,at Ghozlu combat base, under the supervision of RA MoD unit number 21127,Lieutenant Artak Sinari Nazaryan, who was assigned as a commanding officer ofthe base, shot himself in the mouth with AK-74 number 1093977, assigned to him,and died immediately. Numerous facts indicate that a biased and false preliminaryexamination was carried out that was accompanied by numerous and various vio-lations of the Criminal Procedure Code, as a result of which an obvious intentionalmurder was presented as a “suicide.” Five soldiers were arrested with this false hy-pothesis. The violations in the preliminary investigation are numerous and vari-ous: destruction of evidence, destruction of the fingerprints from the rifleconsidered to be the murder weapon, creation of fake records, and extortion undercoercion and torture of witness testimonies that considerably contradict the evi-dence in the case and the forensic examination reports. The trial that started inAutumn of 2011 not only did not clarify the contradictions of the case but addedsome more to them: new facts were revealed about the extortion of witness testi-monies by deception, detention of witness soldiers for 23 days, and formation of anumber of other false records and documents. A Tavush regional Trial Court,presided over by Judge S. Mardanyan, during a trial that lasted about one year andten months, tried to do everything to conceal both minor and major illegalitiescommitted during the preliminary investigation. Everything ended with a convic-tion, although the aggrieved party and the defendant were demanding acquittal.The irony is that the indictment was completely reproduced in the verdict, as if thetwo-year judicial process never took place and the crimes committed by the pre-liminary investigative body were never revealed. The Court of Appeals, after ad-mitting the case, made a decision to examine the case in a cassation procedure,which means the court declined to hear witness testimonies or investigate evi-dence. As a result, the Court of Appeals left S. Mardanyan's verdict unaltered. Fivesoldiers were sentenced to different periods of imprisonment. According to the an-nouncement made by the aggrieved party and the defendant, they are going toapply to the Court of Cassation and then to the European Court.
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THE SUMMARIES OF THE CASES PREDATING AUGUST 2013

1. ARTAK NAZARYAN

Artak Nazaryan



The Summaries of the Cases predating August 2013

On February 12, 2011, Torgom Sarukhanyan was killed at the DA unit number46677.From the very beginning, the preliminary investigative body considered only onehypothesis: that Torgom Sarukhanyan committed suicide. Criminal case number91000511 was initiated on the incident. A preliminary investigation with obviousfalsifications and violations was carried out. Syunik Regional Trial Court JudgeHamlet Davtyan recently reached a guilty verdict. According to the verdict, threeformer soldiers—noncommissioned officer Vilhelm Yengibaryan and conscriptsRobert Badalyan and Hrant Karapetyan—were sentenced to different periods ofimprisonment. They allegedly slapped T. Sarukhanyan on the face two weeks priorto the incident, humiliated him, cursed at and drove him to commit suicide. The au-thor of forensic report number 186/10, A. Dallakyan, who carried out the externalexamination of the body decided to unilaterally answer the question regarding thedistance of the gunshot although he did not have the right to do so.Moreover, Dallakyan gave an obviously false answer to this question, according towhich T.  Sarukhanyan was killed by a single shot fired from afar. This means that,in the beginning of this sentence, the forensic doctor indicates that the shot wasfired from a short distance whereas, in the second part, he contradicts himself. Therepresentative of the victim's successor sent a report on the crime commited byDallakyan to the Criminal SIS and Prosecutor General. But they rejected the motionfor an investigation without any reasonable justification. The necessary investiga-tions were not carried out on this case and the fingerprints of the deceased werenot revealed on the weapon, even though it is stated that he committed suicide. On August 30, 2012, Sevak Avanesyan, a key witness in the case, renounced his pre-liminary testimony and told the Court the following: On the day of the incident all24 soldiers of T. Sarukhanyan’s company, including him, were taken to theStepanakert Military Police department. Witness Sevak Avanesyan was taken into custody and kept under detention forseven days. Then, because of the unsanitary conditions of the detention cell, hecontracted a skin disease and was taken to the military hospital. According to thewitness, during the first four or five days in the detention cell, he was questionedby eight to ten unknown people, including MP officers and people in civilianclothes, who threatened, beat, tortured, and forced him to give false testimonies.But he did not write some of them. During this time, the unknown people extortedfour or five testimonies from him. The witness gave four to five testimonies butonly one of them was included in the criminal case. The witness renounced thistestimony at court. The events described by the witness include actions that arecriminally punishable. Although the aggrieved party applied to court in the manner prescribed by law,
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2. TORGOM SARUKHANYAN

Torgom Sarukhanyan



moving to receive a copy of the verdict, Judge Davtyan, intentionally and grossly vi-olating the law, never submitted the copy. The Court of Appeals, hearing the com-plaint regarding the aggrieved party’s motion, provided two weeks to theaggrieved party to become familiar with the verdict and present its appeal. However, when, according to the court decision, the aggrieved party submitted itsmotion after two weeks, Judge Karen Ghazaryan rejected it, announcing that theone-month period prescribed by law was over, and reached a verdict leavingDavtyan’s verdict unaltered. The Judge did not object that it was Judge Davtyan'sfault and suggested the aggrieved party bring a complaint in reference to that, afterwhich, perhaps, it would be accepted and the appeal of the aggrieved party wouldbe heard. However, two weeks later, the appeal was rejected. 
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According to the criminal case, Tigran Benik Hambardzumyan, a conscript of theRA MoD military unit number 54809, voluntarily left the military unit at 6:30 p.m.on June 28, 2011. During a search, Private Tigran Hambardzuyan’s body was foundon June 29 at 1:15 p.m. in the forest not far from the unit, about 100 meters away.The preliminary investigation, that has already lasted over one year, is biased andincomplete. The very first day, without having the fundamental facts, the prelimi-nary investigative body initiated a criminal case under Article 110 part 1 of theCriminal Code, instead of Article 105, thus identifying the incident as a suicide.While identifying the incident as suicide, the investigator relied merely on the sol-diers’ testimonies that, during the last few days, Hambardzumyan was reservedand sad, without taking into consideration numerous facts contradicting these tes-timonies. Trying to present the incident as a suicide, the investigator and his super-visors still have not investigated the crucial facts that contradict the fakehypothesis. The contradicting facts emerged from a number of forensic examination reports.Forensic report number 610/19 revealed that, before the incident, Ham-bardzumyan consumed alcohol and received injuries. But the preliminary inves-tigative body is not willing to reveal these circumstances, closely related to thecase. Presenting the incident as a suicide, the investigator is unable to present themeans of the suicide to this day. Although the forensic examination reports bring toa definite conclusion that T. Hambardzumyan could not commit suicide and that hewas murdered by an unknown person (or persons), the preliminary investigativebody still insists on its hypothesis. It still goes on insisting on it even after the post-mortem forensic psychological examination, where the authors concluded that T.Hambardzumyan could not commit suicide under the conditions described by theinvestigator. 

3. TIGRAN HAMBARDZUMYAN

Tigran Hambardzumyan
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To this day, nobody has been arrested. Nobody was charged for the murder of T. Ham-barzumyan or causing him to commit suicide. The preliminary investigative bodyreached a deadlock while the Prosecutor’s office constantly rejects the aggrievedparty’s challenge to the preliminary investigative body and the motion to transfer thecriminal case to another investigative body.
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According to the official information, soldier Artur Smbati Ghazaryan at NK DAunit number 38401 felt bad on December 15, 2010 and, about 36 hours later, lostconsciousness. On December 17, 2010, he was hospitalized in the RA MoD CentralMilitary Hospital and operated on. On December 21, 2010, without returning toconsciousness, he died.According to the doctors, the cause of A. Ghazaryan’s death was “the mixed Cere-bral Vascular malformation of the brain: cavernous hemangioma, acute occlusionhydrocephalous, brain swelling, and subarachnoid hematoma.” After this conclu-sion, on July 15, 2011, Investigator S. S. Gasparyan dismissed the case due to anabsence of guilty persons.However, in the “Internal examination of the body” section of Forensic Examina-tion Report number 1159/54, , the forensic doctor mentioned that some injurieswere revealed in the top and parietal ridge areas of Artur Khazaryan’s head:Under the head's skin, in the top areas, including the surgical wound projections,there is an irregularly shaped dark and light hematoma. On the parietal ridge areathere is a dark reddish, inhomogeneous hematoma with a total size of 15.5×9.0 cmthat, in some places, takes up the whole thickness of the aponeurosis (c.v. 1, 189).There is an irregularly shaped red hematoma with a size of 1.2×0.8×0.21cm on thebackside of the kidney, on the hilum, under the shell, without breaking the hilum’sintegrity.Despite these two indisputable facts, the author of the examination mentions inthe report’s “Conclusions” section that there were no objective characteristics ofinjuries revealed during A. Ghazaryan’s forensic examination. In addition, theforensic doctor, violating the law, avoided answering the investigator’s questionnumber 5: “When did A. Ghazaryan die?” He answered the question in the follow-ing way: “Based on A.Ghazaryan’s disease history data he died at 00:30 a.m. on De-cember 21, 2010.” Declaring that the eximantion revealed a tumor in A.Ghazaryan’s head, the expert did not photograph the tumor and did not send it to alaboratory for an examination to reveal the character of the tumor’s cause. Thepreliminary investigative body points to the x-ray photos as evidence but rejectsthe aggrieved party’s motion to provide the photos with an explanation that theydo not have those photos. In this way, the investigative body deprives the ag-grieved party of an opportunity to make a motion for a full implementation of a

4. ARTUR GHAZARYAN

Artur  Ghazaryan



new examination. The aggrieved party presented a motion to the Prosecutor General consisting of morethan ten points where, point by point, he proved that an obvious fake examinationwas carried out and demanded a new investigation. Despite the numerous complaints,the Prosecutor’s Office, the Military Prosecutor’s Office, and the Investigative Servicenever referred to the facts brought up by the aggrieved party. They submitted about50 answers with similar content stating that a fair and thorough investigation wasconducted and that there are no grounds for making a new investigation. The ag-grieved party’s request to have answers to her complaints, touching upon every con-crete fact brought up in it, was also rejected. In July of 2013, the RA ProsecutorGeneral met with the victim’s successor, heard her complaint, and announced that hewas not aware of that and that he would instruct his employees to meet the demandsof the aggrieved party. If there are grounds for a new investigation, then it would bedone. If not, a reasonable answer would be given to the aggrieved party’s motion andto all the issues mentioned by her. However, in the beginning of August, A. Hovsepyan sent the same answer that wasgiven two years ago without answering concrete facts.
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On September 25, 2000, Arman Vardani Hakobyan was killed at RA MoD military unitnumber 54122. The preliminary investigative body considered proven the fact that, onthe same day, at around 3:40 a.m., A. Hakobyan, while on guard duty in the controlpoint, fired one shot from AK-74 rifle number 1181849 and received a gunshot woundin the forehead, dying on the way to the hospital.On September 15, 2001, the case was terminated because the identities of the personswho committed the crime were unknown. On November 11, 2008, the case was re-opened and an additional examination was carried out. On April 11, 2009, the crimi-nal case was again terminated with the same explanation as before. For almost 12years, a biased and falsified preliminary investigation has been carried out accompa-nied by gross violations of the criminal procedure code.According to the “Fingerprint Investigation” section of ballistic and trace evidence ex-amination number 23870003, concerning the weapon and the cap, no fingerprintswere discovered on the magazine or elsewhere on rifle number 1181849, which isconsidered the murder weapon. This fact did not receive adequate legal reaction fromthe preliminary investigative body, although this indicates that the hypothesis of sui-cide is false. From the same examination report, it is clear that the investigator did notpresent Arman’s cap to the expert but presented a totally different cap, which has thefollowing note: "VACHO, DShB, 2000." The preliminary investigative body did not referto this and did not carry out a detailed examination regarding this fact. Based onforensic examination report number 762/4, forensic doctor Arsen Babayan discov-

5. ARMAN HAKOBYAN
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ered injuries on Arman Hakobyan’s body: “numerous scratches on the nose, back, neck,right torso, left forearm, the 4th finger of the left hand, left lower hip, buttocks, upper leftand right thighs, one third of the shin, the right shin and foot area, and scratches andbruises on the right shoulder joint. All these injuries were caused by striking with a bluntobject 12-24 hours before the death.”  Thus, the preliminary investigative body did notanswer the most important questions: By whom, where, and why was Arman Hakobyanbeaten up and tortured within the time period mentioned by the forensic doctor? Theycould not demonstrate this fact because, in that case, the murder would automatically besolved. Violating Articles 196-197 of the Criminal Code, forensic doctor A. Babayan didnot answer question number four in the investigator’s report: “How long was the periodbetween the cause of the injuries and the death? How long after the injuries was thedeath recorded?” However, the preliminary investigative body did not respond to this ille-gality, taking into consideration the testimonies of the witnesses that A. Hakobyan’s deathwas recorded on the way to the hospital. But according to the forensic doctor, the cause ofHakobyan’s death was a single gunshot from front to back, on a downward and leftwardtrajectory as a result of which Hakobyan received a “skull cap fracture and numerousbone fractures of the main skull, pulverization of the brain matter, which was distributedthrough the path of the bullet, subdural and leptomeningal hematoma, and liquid blood inthe brain ventricle.” Judging from these heavy injuries, Arman Hakobyan’s death shouldhave been recorded right after they were caused. However, for some reason, the fake hy-pothesis was more convenient for the preliminary investigation body.In the preliminary investigation report, it is mentioned that “UPAG, Petrosyan E.R.” waswritten on the lining of a vest that was sent to the expert. The preliminary investigativebody also closes its eyes to this fact. The comparison of the facts should surprise the in-vestigator because, according to those facts, Arman Hakobyan had niether a cap, norshoes, nor a vest. All his clothes belonged to other soldiers, which is more than suspi-cious. The investigators should have found out who E. R. Petrosyan was and why his vestwas found (according to the preliminary investigative body) on Hakobyan. They shouldalso have discovered what happened to Hakobyan’s cap, military shoes, vest, and otherclothes. In the decision to terminate the criminal case, the investigator mentions,“[d]uring the preliminary investigation, 88 people were questioned in total. But it was notpossible to find out how and under what circumstances A. Hakobyan died.” This shouldhave received a proper assessment from the prosecutors supervising the case to answerwhy throughout the 12 years only the same fake and ungrounded hypothesis of suicidewas raised.According to the testimony of a witness, soldier Arman Hakobyan was accused of con-tributing to the sentencing of two soldiers due to his testimony and he was beaten up forthis perceived crime. The preliminary investigative body did not investigate this hypothe-sis or did not want to investigate and find out whether or not the accusations of the sol-diers were true. For 12 years, the victim’s successor repeatedly presented a lengthy motion in which allthese facts and some others were mentioned. Based on these facts, the aggrieved partymoved for a new investigation. However, just like in A. Ghazaryan’s murder case, the Pros-ecutor General, without denying the mentioned facts, refused to give a proper answer tothe motion. He sent answers with similar contents, stating that a fair investigation hadbeen carried out and there are no grounds for reopening the case.
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On April 18, 2012, Zorik Merujan Margaryan was killed at RA MoD military unitnumber 21127. According to the case, on April 18, 2012, in the Khuban 5 militarybase, Zorik Margaryan received a mortal gunshot wound while another soldier,Karen Movsisyan, received a gunshot wound on the knee. Although the gunshotwound revealed on soldier Karen Movsisyan’s knee and a bruise on the arm of ZorikMargaryan’s (the deceased) hand prove that both Margaryan and Movsisyan wereshot by fellow soldiers, to this day the preliminary investigative body has not givenup the fake hypothesis that Z. Margaryan was killed by enemy fire. In any case, it waspossible to reveal everything from the testimonies of Movsisyan and the other sol-diers serving at Khuban 5 combat base. It should be noted that K. Movsisyan, who received a gunshot wound on the knee,was serving at another base and came to Khuban 5 grossly violating the rules ofcombat base duty. In addition, it is known that before the murder the boys weredrinking. According to the criminal code, prosecution should have been startedagainst at least 4 soldiers: the Corporal of Khuban 5, the Corporal of Movsisyan’sbase, and the officers responsible for Movsisyan’s base and Khuban 5, whose actionsled to grave consequences. Instead, the preliminary investigative body— bringing upthe fake hypothesis that Z. Margaryan was killed by the adversary, who came close tothe base—does not link this death to the neglected situation in the combat bases. Itis strange there are not even any suspects in the case to this day. At the same time,the preliminary investigative body, violating the aggrieved party's rights, does notwant to release the copies of the expert examination reports. With this, it preventsthe aggrieved party from carrying out the functions vested in it by law. In 2012, thecase was terminated with the explanation that it is temporarily not possible to pros-ecute the unknown Azerbaijani soldier.
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6. ZORIK MARGARYAN

7. VALERIK MURADYAN 

On March 15, 2010 at 00:35 a.m., the body of Valerik Azati Muradyan, a conscriptand his company’s driver, was found hanging from a rope tied to an iron pole in thebackyard of his room, reserved for an officer in the repair and construction com-pany. In the First Garrison Investigative Department of the RA MoD InvestigationService criminal case number 90951310 was initiated under Article 110, Part 1 ofthe Criminal Code and an investigation was carried out.A number of facts show that a fake and biased investigation was carried out and isstill being carried out. With a biased investigation, the investigative body attemptsto present an obvious murder case as a suicide by hanging. The forensic examina-tion that revealed injuries on the body caused by striking with a blunt object andValerik Muradyan
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two bruises on the neck characteristic of strangling definitely contradicts the hy-pothesis of suicide. The latter injury proves that V. Muradyan was first strangled andthen hanged. In addition to that, although the preliminary investigative body “con-sidered proven” the fact that V. Muradyan was caused to commit suicide, there arestill no suspects or detainees in this case. In fact, the preliminary investigative bodycame to a deadlock because only a murder case could be brought to a logical end. 
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8. ALBERT ADIBEKYAN

On February 23, 2012, term soldier Albert Armenak Adibakyan was killed at RAMoD military unit number 21127 (Mehrabner). The same day, criminal case num-ber 90751912 was initiated. According to the official preliminary hypothesis,Adibekyan died on February 23, 2012 at 1:50 p.m. at Hakobasar combat base froma gunshot wound to the head caused by the adversary. The preliminary investiga-tive body considered proven the following: During service, A. Adibekyan was constantly mocking his fellow serviceman andsoldier from the same base, Ignat Yengibaryan, calling him “Igulik” and “Igna-tovich.” The latter could not stand any more mockery and humiliation. When Yen-gibaryan was in the 3rd watchtower at 1:50 pm, he approached Albert Adibekyan,who was not far from him on a guard duty at the 1st watchtower, and fired inAdibekyan’s direction from a distance of about 4 meters. Syunik Region Trial Court, presided over by Judge Rafik Melikyan, reached a ver-dict and sentenced Ignat Yengibaryan to 10 years of imprisonment, finding himguilty of the murder of A. Adibekyan despite numerous contradictions in the case.When making the judgment the court relies only on Ignat Yengibaryan’s confessiontestimony (c.v.1, p. 67-73). In his next testimony, Ignat Yengibaryan renounced hisprevious testimony, saying that, on the day of the incident after he was taken toBerd Militray Police Department, he was beaten and forced to write a confessiontestimony. Before Yengibaryan’s testimony, his legal representative, lawyer SamvelShabatyan, moved to challenge investigator Madatyan. This was presented to pros-ecutor Mirzabekyan (c.v. 2, p. 148-150) where it is mentioned that the defendanttold the lawyer in a private conversation that A. Adibakyan had an argument withthe junior sergeant Gor Khachtryan a day before the incident. Then that argument turned into a fight.  They physically attacked one another, dur-ing which Adibekyan received injuries on different parts of his face. Sharbatyantold prosecutor Madatyan about this. Madatyan answered that the injuries werecaused not as a result of a fight but of falling down after being shot. Here is a quotefrom A. Adibekyan’s body examination report number 178/7: “The forensic exami-



nation of A. Adibekyan’s body also revealed scratches on the right side of the fore-head and the cheek, and on the first finger of the right hand that were also causedby a blunt object while he was alive.”The witness testimonies were obtained through violations of the law. The witnesseswere kept at Berd MP Department. To conceal this fact the investigators wrote thatthe witnesses were questioned in Berd. But they did not mention exactly where,which is a violation of the law. In addition, the investigator wrote the testimony thenforced the soldier to sign it. During the preliminary investigation, Ignat Yengibaryanmentioned that he was taken to the Berd Military Police Department. He was beatenand forced to write a confession.  Ignat gave the names of the people who beat andtortured him: Captain Edmon Mehrabyan and Captain Armenak Ghazaryan. The in-vestigator considered proven that nothing like that happened and that the officersdid their job with Yengibaryan, not beat or tortured him. However, there is a report in the case completed by doctor V. Dovlatyan at IjevanMilitary Police Department stating that, when being accepted at Ijevan MP, the ex-ternal investigation of Yengibaryan's body revealed scars on his back and not yethealed wounds on the upper parts of the shoulder blades, left arm, right arm area,and lower back area on the right and left sides (c.v.3, p.129). Thus, this is proof thatthe soldier was really beaten up and tortured. According to ballistic examination report number 04611203 (c.v. 2, p. 143-146), theleft side of A. Adibekyan's shirt has a 16 cm rip from the underarm. The preliminaryinvestigative body did not carry out an examination regarding this issue. It did notfind out whether it was ripped as a result of a fight between Adibekyan and GorKhachatryan or because of a different fight. Besides that, the investigator destroyedthe rifle’s magazine, entered into evidence. In July of 2013 the Court of Appeals leftthe lower court’s verdict unaltered. 
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9. SERGEY MANUKYAN

According to the official hypothesis, soldier Sergey Zavik Manukyan was murderedon November 10, 2009 at approximately 4:00 pm at RA MoD unit number 20666.Being on duty, S. Manukyan commited suicide with AKS-74 model rifle number368460, assigned to him. However, the facts available in the case prove somethingelse. Based on forensic examination report number 978/52 of Manukyan’s body, inaddition to the gunshot wound on the forehead, “a blunt injury on the left side ofthe chin,” “scratches on the left shoulder and on the wrist,” and “scratches on the5th finger of the right hand that were caused not long before the death” were alsofound. Basically, these facts clearly prove that Manukyan was killed right afterbeing beaten and tortured, with a few minutes or seconds difference. 
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However, neither the preliminary investigative body, nor three trials took into con-sideration this important circumstance. According to the preliminary information,the former commander of the unit, Gegham Hrantiki Asatryan, punched Manukyanon the face before his death. This is how the investigators justify the blunt injury onthe left side of Manukyan’s chin. However, taking into consideration that the injuryhas 1.5x0.2 cm parameters and 0.4 depth, we can absolutely claim that it could notbe caused by a fist. Moreover, the episode described does not explain how the otherinjuries were caused.  The preliminary investigative body ignored one crucial fact: traces of S. Manukyan'sblood were found on the gates 16 meters away from the crime scene. It still has notbeen discovered how they got there.  The ballistic and the trace evidence examina-tions also prove the murder. According to them, fingerprints were not revealed onrifle number 368460 attached to S. Manukyan. In the circumstances mentioned inthe case, the fingerprints could be destroyed either by the investigator or the mur-derer. The day before the murder, a SIEMENS photo-cell phone was taken from S.Manukyan and broken. The preliminary investigative body “was not able to find outwho broke the cell phone.” The clothes that were on the deceased soldier during theincident were not sent to examination during any of the following phases: ballistic-trace evidence examination, chemical-biological examination, preliminary investi-gation, and forensic examination.  The lawyer did not plead for the clothes to besent to examination. The aggrieved party was supposed to file a petition and receive copies of photo-graphs of the body, which would show S. Manukyan’s injuries more clearly and shedlight on their causes. However, this was not done. Instead, the deceased soldier’smother, L. Manukyan, and her legal representative both in the Court of Appeal andCourt of Cassation pleaded for a maximum punishment for all three accused offi-cers who allegedly caused S. Manukyan to commit suicide. Doing this, they directlylegalized the fake hypothesis presented by the preliminary investigative and judi-cial bodies. A new investigation should be carried out regarding this case. But this isimpossible under current law because the case has passed the stage for  the ag-grieved party to take necessary actions.
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10. MNATSAKAN MNATSAKANYAN

Based on the investigator’s decision, it was revealed that two conscripts found thebody of Mnatsakan Mnatskanyan, a soldier in unit number 51556, hanged with asheet on October 1, at approximately 6:50 am. On October 2, 2012, the forensicpostmortem revealed a trace of a bruise characteristic of injuries from stranglingon the soldier’s neck.  At the same time, it was revealed that when Mnatsakanyan



was cut down he was still alive. This is demonstrated by the traces found on thebackside of the soldier that prove that he died not while hanged but later when hewas lying down. The external and internal investigation of the body did not revealfacts that would hint of violence against him. That is why it is not currently possibleto say whether the soldier was hanged by others or by himself. The question to thisanswer should be revealed by the investigation, particularly by forensic trace evi-dence—chemical and biological examinations of Mnatsakanyan’s clothes. It shouldnot be ignored that traces of violence can most probably be revealed on the sol-dier’s clothes. According to the forensic doctor’s preliminary announcement, Mnatsakanyan’sdeath was recorded 24 hours prior to the postmortem. If the postmortem startedon October 10, 2012 at approximately 11:30 am, then it should be noted that thedeath could be recorded on October 1, 2010 within the period from 11:30 am to3:30 pm and not at 7:00 am as was mentioned by the preliminary investigativebody. However, taking into consideration that an experienced doctor, ShavarshGevorgyan, should additionally request the copy of the crime scene investigation re-port, the inner organs of the deceased should be additionally examined, and at thismoment it is not possible to say that the mentioned contradiction can be conse-quential. Based on what the unit’s Deputy Commander, a Lieutenant Colonel, said atthe end of the service, Mnatsakan Mnatsakanyan was reserved and depressed.  TheLieutenant Colonel, worried about this, talked to Mnatsakanyan. But Mnatsakanyan did not say anything about the reasons for his psychologicalstate.  According to the Lieutenant Colonel, he helped Mnatsakanayn to be checkedby a psychiactric professional.  According to the unit’s Deputy Commander, thischeck up gave no results. The experts did not find any mental disorder with Mnat-sakanyan. This contradicts what the soldier's mother told Helsinki Association expert, ArmanVeziryan. According to him, the mother talked to his son on the eve of his death at10:00 pm. According to the mother, her son was in a good mood during the conver-sation. He did not have any complaints from the service and was joking and laugh-ing.
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11. EDVARD ALAVERDYAN

On July 29, 2011 Edvard Semyon Alaverdyan was killed at combat base number121 of DA unit number 38401. The Stepanakert MP Department received atelegram on July 29, at 7:22 am from the Hadrut MP Department stating that thebody of a conscript, Private Edvard Semyon Alaverdyan, had been found that sameday at 6:45 am in combat base #121 of DA unit number 38401 with a penetratinggunshot wound to the chin.  

Mnatsakan Mnatskanyan
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Criminal case #91255111 was initiated under Article 110, part 1 of the CriminalCode on July 29 at the RA DA 2ND Garrison Investigative Department. Sahak Asil-bekyan and Alik Hakobjanyan were charged at Syunik Trial Court under Article 359,part 3, Article 182, part 1, and Article 376, part 1 of the Criminal Code. A fake and unilateral investigation was carried out for the case. The investigationwas accompanied by numerous violations of the RA Criminal Code and the RACriminal Procedure Code, as a result of which an intentional murder was presentedas a suicide. After Edvard Alaverdyan’s death, some of his co-servicemen weretaken to Stepanakert’s Military Police Department and kept there under detentionfor about ten days.  The case is in the judicial phase.
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12. ANDRANIK SARGSYAN

In February, 2010 Andranik Sargsi Sargsyan died at RA MoD military unit number12798. The same day, an investigation started, documented in files 15-10. On June22, 2010, the senior investigator at the RA MoD 9th Garrison Investigative Depart-ment , G. Kh. Khalatyan, rejected the initiation of a criminal case based on the avail-able files and with the explanation of the absence of any crime. According to thefiles, Andranik Sargsi Sargsyan went to the unit’s clinic on January 30, 2010 withcomplaints of pain in the abdomen. The unit’s doctor, A. B. Avagyan, diagnosed a“functional disorder of the gastrointestinal tract” and prescribed necessary medicaltreatment. After two days of treatment, Andranik Sargsyan not only did not recover,his condition became worse. On February 1, seeing that A. Sargsyan was dying, A. B. Avagyan took him to Sisian’smilitary hospital. Andranik died on the way. According to forensic investigation re-port number 112/7, the forensic investigation revealed the following injuries onSargsyan’s body: scratches on the right upper brow and forehead regions, scratcheson the right chest and waist regions, and scratches on the right and left sides of thebuttocks. These injuries were caused by striking with a blunt object while the per-son was still alive, not long before the death. Investigator Khalatyan, unwilling tofind out by whom, where, when, and why Andranik Sargsyan received these in-juries, carried out the investigation with falsifications. He tried to prove that thecauses of the injuries were the rough parts of the UAZ model vehicle that the boybumped into while he was taken to the hospital. The investigator did not take intoconsideration that Andranik Sargsyan was wearing winter trousers and a pea coat. The investigator did not send Andranik Sargsyan’s clothes for examination. An-dranik’s relatives insist that the investigator did not take into consideration thatAndranik was wearing a winter pea coat and winter military trousers that disap-peared and were never sent for examination.  In his testimonies, the doctor of theunit, A.B. Avayan (files pp.26-30), confesses that his diagnosis and the two-daymedical treatment were wrong. This is also proven by the “Conclusions” section ofthe forensic report, where atherosclerosis is mentioned as the cause of death. De-

Andranik Sargsyan



spite this fact, investigator Khalatyan again did not see criminal intent in A. B.Avayan’s actions. Then, G.K. Harutyunyan, an associate professor at the RA MoH Re-publican Scientific-Practical Center for Forensic Medicine, together with an expertof the same institute, R.K. Vardanyan, and an associate professor at the RA MoH De-partment of Clinical Cardiology, A.V. Davtyan, wrote forensic examination reportnumber 45. According to the report unit’s doctor, A.B. Avayan in fact misdiagnosed Andraniks’disease and carried out an improper treatment. In addition, it was mentioned that itwas not Avayan’s fault but Andranik Sargsyan’s fault because Andranik misdirectedthe doctor with his complaints of pains in the abdomen. Based on this report, Kha-latyan refused to initiate a criminal case against the doctor. Andranik’s parentsmentioned in their complaints and testimonies that their son, Andranik Sargsyan,had a conflict during the last months of his service with the commander of his com-pany, Vardanyan, who constantly persecuted, humiliated, and harassed Andranik.However, investigator Khalatyan did not discover the truth and did not reveal theperson or people who caused injuries to Andranik Sargsyan. To this day, no criminalcase has been initiated in regards to Andranik Sargsyan’s death and AndranikSargsyan has not been recognized as a victim.
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13. NAREK GALSTYAN

According to the official hypothesis, in the late hours of May 9 and the early hoursof May 10, soldier Narek Galstyan from unit number 50869 went into the gasolinebarrel in the parking lot with an intention to steal gasoline and died there. How-ever, a biased and superficial investigation was carried out that was full of gross vi-olations of the criminal procedure code. The preliminary investigative body didnot answer when exactly the incident happened. In the decision to initiate a crimi-nal case (c.v. 1, p.1), it is mentioned that Narek Galstyan went into the gasolinebarrel at 2:00 am on May 10. But the “phonebook” on the next page (c.v. 1, p.2)proves that it happened at “around 3:00 am.” This contradiction was present untilthe end of the preliminary investigation and was never clarified.  According to thecrime scene investigation report (c.v. 1, p. 3), the barrel was empty. There was only“2.5 cm of gasoline in some places.” Witness Armenak Simonyan, who informedthe MP about the incident on the day that it happened, added that there was 20 cmof gasoline in the barrel (c.v. 2, p. 111-112). He later mentioned that he was con-fused at that moment and gave incorrect information and that, in reality, there“was no gasoline in the barrel.” According to the investigator and his supervisors,Narek Galstyan wanted to steal gasoline from a barrel where there was no gaso-line. The examination of the crime scene and the external investigation of the bodywere carried out with gross violations of the law. The preliminary investigativebody, in fact, concealed all the evidence. Hakobjanyan did not find out from wherethe respirator was brought, who it belonged to, and, what is more important, wasit normal for usage or not. Most probably the respirator was thrown into the bar-rel to imitate an accident. No military uniform was found at the crime scene or inNarek Galstyan’s car. However, the investigator brought and photographed NarekGalstyan’s military uniform (ch.1, p. 10, photo №11). 
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According to the testimony of a witness, Avetisyan, the uniform was on Narek Gal-styan when the incident happened. Now it is unclear when and who took it off ofhim. The further destiny of the uniform remains unknown. According to the law, theinvestigator was obliged to examine it, record it as evidence, and send it for exami-nation, which he did not do. The external investigation of the body Hakobjanyanstarted from the description of the body. He did not mention before or after the in-vestigation what the soldier was wearing and what he had in his pockets. And ifNarek Galstyan was naked at that moment then where are his clothes? The investi-gator does not mention in his report where he carried out the investigation and atwhat time. There is an obvious contradiction between the location of the incident and the in-juries revealed on Narek Galstyan’s body. In forensic examination report number461/21, it is mentioned that the “forensic examination of the body revealed sec-tions of peeled skin on the face, the neck, and the limbs that are chemical burnscaused by an immediate impact of gasoline and its vapors.” On the posterior/lateralregion of the body, a 45 x 23.5 cm section of peeled skin was revealed. It is unlikelythat such an extensive injury was caused from falling into a gasoline barrel with“2.5cm of gasoline in some places.” It is also strange that Narek Galstyan’s body wasburned both on the front and the back. After taking Narek Galstyan out of the bar-rel, the witness applied indirect heart massage as a result of which, “gasolinepoured out the victim’s mouth (airways).” It is unlikely that gasoline would enterNarek Galstyan’s airways when he was in an empty gasoline barrel.  Taking intoconsideration the deep abrasion of inner organs (airways, lungs, and stomach) fromgasoline and its vapors, we may assume that, after dropping Narek Galstyan intothe gasoline barrel, the lid of the barrel was closed. There is also no answer given to the question of how long Narek should have stayedin the gasoline barrel to receive such serious injuries, incompatible with life, thatwere mentioned in the first forensic examination report. The successor of the vic-tim submitted a motion consisting of about 20 points, and based on the facts inthem motioned for a new examination. However, the Prosecutor General and theProsecutor, showing their obvious interest in the case rejected the motion withoutany justification. The case is terminated because, based on the investigation, it wasan accident and nobody is guilty of it.
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14. RAFFI MARASHLYAN

On April 19, 2013, at 11:40 am, at the combat base of one of the units of the De-fense Army’s northeastern command, Raffi Levon Marashlyan (born in 1994) re-ceived a mortal gunshot and died on the spot. According to the commander of theregiment, Grigoryan, a duty shift was being done on that day, at that time. The sol-diers of the battalion, including R. Marashlyan, were returning to the unit after atwo-week shift. Soldiers from another battalion were supposed to replace them.



According to Grigoryan, the soldiers were going through a trench one-by-one, 40meters apart, and moving towards the bus. At that time, the shot was heard, every-body went closer and saw the dead soldier. Since the trench had twists and turns,nobody could see Raffi at the moment of the shot. In other words, according toGrigoryan, there are no eyewitnesses of the crime. However, according to rumors,the incident occurred not in the trench but in the bus. On April 30, 2013, a rumor was spread that an argument occurred between Raffiand his battalion's commander, Smbat. Smbat cursed at Raffi and said that “he isnot a man.” Raffi responded to the commander in the same way. After that, theywent to talk it over. After some time, a shot was heard from the trench. A shortwhile later, upon returning, Smbat announced “I forced him to shoot himself.” Thepreliminary investigation is underway. 
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15. AGHASI ABRAHAMYAN

Soldier A. Abrahamyan, the driver of the artillery battalion’s 9th company, 2nd pla-toon, serving at military unit number 38862 (Eghnikner), recived serious injuries.In the morning of August 26, he was taken from the battalion to the unit’s medicalpoint, where he did not receive proper medical treatment. Moreover, the head ofthe unit’s medical service slapped Abrahamyan a few times while he was in a coma.The same day, at 9:00 pm, he was transferred to a separate medical squad inAlashan. He died there at 10:25 pm without regaining consciousness. According toforensic examination report number 807/30, A. Abrahamyan died from a closed,blunt cranial trauma. He had about 20 broad hematomas and injuries on his head,which were incompatible with life and resulted in his death. The forensic examination revealed about 84 injuries on different parts of Abra-hamyan’s body. Taking into consideration their positions and sizes, it is possible tosay for sure that the majority of the injuries could not be caused by the palm of thehand or a punch. Three days after the incident, a soldier from A. Abrahamyan’s company, Vahe Haru-tyunyan, gave a confession testimony that he beat A. Abrahamyan on the night ofAugust 26 from 3:20 am - 3:25 am, hitting him four or five times on various parts ofhis body. As a result of this, Abrahamyan felt worse 10 - 15 minutes later and wastaken by ambulance (c.v.1, p.152-154). The preliminary investigative body considered proven that Vahe Harutyunyancould cause 84 injuries to A. Abrahamyan with a maximum of five blows. In addi-tion to that, it was proven that the moment he was beating A. Abrahamyan, he waswearing an eight- to ten-kg bulletproof vest, a three- or four-kg helmet on his head,a rifle on his shoulder, and a bag full of bullets and military objects hanging fromhis side. 

Raffi Marashlyan

Aghasi Abrahamyan
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Thus, it turns out that Vahe Harutyunyan, in these conditions, could not only movefreely but cause fatal injuries to Abrahamyan. Although Vahe mentioned in his testi-mony that A. Abrahamyan also caused him injuries, there were no injuries revealedon him. Vahe not only testified against himself, but carefully clarifies a number ofcontradictions and incredible moments regarding his testimony. The suspect is cer-tain that nobody saw him because he did not see anyone passing by them at thatmoment and they were not shouting or making noise. They were just hitting each other in silence. He is also sure that it was because of hispunches that Abrahamyan felt worse because, 10-15 minutes following his beating,Vahe was taken to the battalion's health center and, during those minutes, nobodyhit him. In his testimony (c.v. 3, p. 238-241) given approximately one month afterthe incident, defendant Vahe Harutyunyan categorically renounced his prior testi-mony and announced that he had no conflict with the deceased and did not hit him. In response to the investigator's question why, in that case, he testified against him-self, Vahe answered that he was in Stepanakert's MP department, the police officerssuspected only him, and he gave such a testimony “to avoid future problems.” Natu-rally, the defendant’s words were “edited” in the testimony. The word “beat” was re-placed by “suspected” by the investigator. The criminal case is terminated in regardsto a murder.
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16. TIGRAN VARYAN

According to the MoD Investigation Department, on February 29, between 9:30 amand 10:00 am, Private Tigran Varyan, while on duty at the watchtower in an obser-vation post of Karabakh military unit "Yeghnikner," shot himself with the gun as-signed to him and died on the spot. The external investigation of the body revealedthat the soldier died from a one penetrating gunshot wound from the lower part ofthe jaw (entrance aperture) with a downward trajectory towards the axis of thehead. There were scratches revealed on the deceased soldier’s head in the lower part ofthe front line of jaw, a few centimeters lower than the gunshot wound, around themouth, and injuries on the left and right sides of the nose, which were caused byblunt objects while he was still alive, a few seconds before the death. This shows that the soldier was beaten, tortured and received blows on variouspart of the face. As a result of a blow (most probably by the rifle stock, as shown bythe sizes of the injuries), the soldier fell on the ground. The murderers then killedVaryan. The scratches under the jaw show that the soldier tried to resist. Such injuriescould by caused from contact with the rifle muzzle when Varyan tried to push themuzzle away. This same fact shows that more than three culprits took part in themurder. The trial is over, there are people convicted for causing him to commit sui-cide.

Tigran Varyan



Conscript Arman Armen Gharakhanyan (born in 1980) was murdered at his unit inTavush region on August 3, 1999. During the first days following the incident, theMilitary Prosecutor’s office wrote in its official record that the cause of the death wasa “heart attack.” Later, the same body, under the pressure of the facts, had to confessthat it was a murder (during the forensic examination, a 7.62 diameter bullet wasfound in Gharakhanyan’s inner organs).From very beginning, the Military Prosecutor’s office was doing everything to con-ceal the fact that Gharakhanyan was murdered by his co-servicemen. Since under thepressure of the facts they had to renounce the fake hypothesis of a “heart attack,”they brought out a new absurd hypothesis: a murder “by a bullet fired from the op-ponent.” In 2001, the representative of the victim’s successor applied to the Presi-dent’s Human Rights Committee, which was led by P. Hayrikyan. The Human RightsCommittee had presented 16 murder cases and two cases of serious bodily injuries,
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17. GEGHAM SERGOYAN

18. ARMAN GHARAKHANYAN

According to the official version, H. Grigoryan, platoon commander of RA DA unit #37673, made a remark on April 15, 2007 at 9:40 pm to soldier Gegham Sergoyanwhen Sergoyan entered the guard room and tried to make joke with Grigoryanabout a show that was playing on the televison. Although G. Sergoyan accepted theremark and tried to leave the room, Grigoryan, seeing the joke as an insult, abusedhis authority and cursed at Gegham Sergoyan, pushed him into the wall, took out aMakarov model gun, loaded it, and shot Gegham Sergoyan in the left side of thelower jaw, killing him.A verdict was reached based on Article 104, Part 2, Point 10 (Murder out of Hooli-ganism) and Article 375, Part 1 (Abuse of Power, Transgression of Authority, or Ad-ministrative Dereliction). After being heard in all three courts, H. Grigoryan wassentenced to 15 years of imprisonment. According to Gegham Sergoyan’s father, hisson was murdered by a number of people. Consequently, the crime is not com-pletely solved.  According to him, the preliminary investigation did not refer to thejaw fracture that was mentioned by the head of the hospital in a note sent to the in-vestigator. Besides that, some facts mentioned in Gegham Sergoyan’s disease his-tory are falsified. The revolver and the bullet taken from the body was notappropriately wrapped and presented as evidence when sent to examination. Bothin the forensic scientific center and during the preliminary investigation, no refer-ence was made to the three X-ray photos, which were mentioned in the investiga-tor’s decision to appoint a forensic examination. The judgment is being enforced.

Gegham Sergoyan
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accusing the Prosecutor’s office of committing crimes in all of them.Gharakhanyan’s case was one of these. Examining the cases together with Prosecutor General Parsadanyan, the victim’ssuccessor, R. Martirosyan, revealed that a new crime was committed: the investiga-tor of the case, M. Hakhverdyan, and the author of the forensic examination report,Ashot Dallakyan, destroyed the real examination report, wrote a new one, and re-placed it with the new one. In the first report, it was mentioned that the bullettouched the third and the fourth vertebrae and only then penetrated intoGharakhanyan’s abdomen. In the second report, that part was taken out and, thus,the fake hypothesis was justified according to which the bullet hit a stone afterbeing fired, ricocheted, and entered into the abdomen. Under the pressure of the facts, Prosecutor General Tamazyan had to reopen thecase and appoint a new investigation. But the case was given to the Prosecutor's Of-fice at the insistence of A. Hovsepyan and G. Jhangiryan. This body, in turn, handed itto the Gugark Garrison Prosecutor's office. Finally, Martun Hakhverdyan was as-signed as the new investigator, the same person who had already committed acrime in this case.  The criminal case has remained terminated, and the murder un-solved.
19. ANDRANIK HAYRAPETYAN

On May 15, 2008, at DA unit number 49971, conscript Andranik Hayrapetyan of therifle battalion was killed. While on combat duty, Hayrapetyan received a gunshotwound on the right side of the waist and died. The same day, criminal case90800708 was initiated in the third garrison Military Prosecutor’s office under Arti-cle 104, part 1 of the RA Criminal Code. The investigation of the case was assigned to the RA MoD Investigative Departmentin Stepanavan. For almost three months, investigator Yu. Danielyan carried out a bi-ased investigation aimed at fabricating the incident instead of revealing the truth.The necessary investigative actions were not done. All crucial evidence was destroyed. No proper investigative action was carried outduring the preliminary investigation. Moreover, even potential evidence was de-stroyed, as proven by the criminal case documents. The preliminary investigative body explained through preliminary investigation thatthe commander of the same unit’s first platoon at the third battalion’s first company,Edgar Avetisyan, was appointed to combat duty from 08.05.08 to 16.05.2008 at com-bat base number 150, as a Corporal of the base. He displayed a negligent and care-less attitude towards the rules of combat duty, which caused grave consequences. 



He was charged under Article 365, part 2 of the RA Criminal Code.The preliminary investigative body revealed that the commander of the unit’s firstbattalion, Lieutenant Colonel Artur Petrosyan, driven by his personal and other in-terests in order to demonstrate his superiority as a chief, abused his official powerand subjected A. Hayrapetyan to beatings in May of 2008. Following the incident,and for the same reasons, Petrosyan used violence against V. Simonyan and H.Avetisyan. For this incident, Petrosyan was charged under Article 375, part 1 of the RA Crimi-nal Code. From the criminal case files it is proven that direct evidence was taken anddestroyed by investigator Yu. Danielyan (c.v. 1, p. 10). In the examination report ofthe body, it is stated that the trousers, the belt, and the slippers that were on A.Hayrapetyan were taken by investigator Yu. Danielyan during the investigation ofthe body. Later, however, these objects, except for the shirt, disappeared and werenot identified as evidence. The crime scene has not been revealed and no action was taken to reveal it. The case includes a photograph of a scene. But the investigation did not reveal any-thing relevant to the case. This is confirmed by the investigation report and the pho-tos attached to it (c.v.1, p. 9). Morover, a sledgehammer is seen near a concrete building in the photographs butnothing is said about any shovels or sledgehammers in the records. The remark thatthe crime scene was not revealed was written by the investigator in a note (c.v. 1, p.134). The criminal case confirms that the bullet taken from Andranik’s body was changedand another bullet was sent to examination, as proven by the case documents. Basedon the decision made on April 18, 2008 (part 1, ch.33), the bullet was confiscated onApril 22, 2008 from Yerevan and received at the Stepanakert investigative body onApril 26, 2008 (c.v. 1, p. 49). However, on April 24, 2008, two days before receiving the bullet, investigator Yu.Danielyan sent some unknown bullet to Yerevan for investigation (c.v. 1, p. 49). Auniform that belonged to Andranik but was left behind in the unit during the inci-dent was attached to the case as evidence. However, the comparison of the investigation report of the trousers and that of thetrousers that were sent to forensic examination proves once more that they weremodified (c.v.1, p. 188). It is mentioned in the investigation report that moisture isvisible on some parts of the trousers and they smell damp. The trousers are fastened with three buttons and a zipper, all of which are in theirplaces. But the expert mentions that the trousers are fastened with four buttons anda metal hook, which are all in their places. The trousers are used and dirty. The fact that those were not the trousers that were on Andranik during the incident
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Andranik Hayrapetyan
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is proven also the fact that there should have at least been traces of soil on them, if nottraces of blood. The testimonies of the witnesses, the defendants, and the victims are ex-tremely contradictory and incompatible. Even with all these facts, the criminal case wasclosed. The criminals spent one month in prison and then were released, avoiding re-sponsibility.
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20. KHACHATUR MELIKYAN

On May 15, 2005, Khachatur Melikyan, citizen of Armenia and soldier, was killed atunit number 46492 of the NK Defense Army. No immediate criminal case has been ini-tiated based on the incident because, according to the preliminary official hypothesis,Khachatur Melikyan was killed from gunshots fired by the Azerbaijani side at the mili-tary post of the Armenian-Azerbaijani contact line. Moreover, Kh. Melikyan was awarded a posthumous medal of valor by the president ofthe NKR. On March 16, the prosecutor’s office, under the pressure of the facts, initi-ated criminal case # 91001105. According to that case soldier Misha Dumikyan, vio-lating the shift rules, went to position #145 post #5, on March 15, 2005 atapproximately 23:00, and asked for the AK74 #2445696 shotgun assigned to the sol-dier on duty, named Dilanyan. After getting it from him, Dumikyan shot first three andthen a single shot towards post #4 and accidentally killed Melikyan. The preliminary investigative body came to that conclusion by falsifying the facts andcarrying out a biased, fake, and criminal investigation. The crime scene was de-stroyed. With the help of fake testimonies, investigator Adamyan considered proventhat Melikyan was in the N4 watchtower at the moment of the murder, which is incontradiction with the other facts. According to the testimonies of all the witnesses, the N4 watchtower was out of order,no duty could be carried out there, and no soldier could be there. Based on forensicexamination report number 226/14, Melikyan died of bloodloss from a gunshotwound to his head. But no pool of blood was revealed in the crime scene identified bythe preliminary investigative body. In addition, although the preliminary investigativebody considered proven that Dumikyan shot Melikyan from watchtower number 5, nobullet casing was found in that watchtower. This means that the crime scene was destroyed. But the investigator did not carry outan investigation of this hypothesis. The forensic examination of the body revealed thatMelikyan consumed alcohol before his death. M. Domikyan, who was questioned as awitness, both in his testimony and during the face-to-face interrogation with CaptainS. Sahakyan mentioned that one to two hours prior to the incident, the Captain waspreparing to have dinner with his officer friends and put a one-liter plastic bottle ofhomemade vodka on the table of the bunker. 



Despite this fact, the investigator considered proven that there was no alcohol in thementioned combat base and nobody, including Melikyan, drank.The forensic examination of the body revealed scratches and bruises on Melikyan’shands, legs, chest, and back that were caused no more than ten minutes before hisdeath. Not willing to report an obvious beating and torture, the investigator took tes-timonies from the witnesses according to which
a) none of the soldiers would be able to beat Melikyan because he was a wrestler, 

master of sports, and physically stronger than everyone, and
b) the injuries could be caused while hurriedly carrying Melikyan from the watch

tower to the trench as he was dying, as result of hitting the walls of the trench.It is mentioned in forensic examination report number 13920502 of the deceasedsoldier’s clothes that blood traces were revealed on Melikyan’s underwear. But suchtraces were not revealed on the winter coat that, based on the testimonies, was onhim. This incomplete and biased investigation was followed by a court trial inStepanakert preceded over by Judge Lernik Atanyan. None of the mentioned facts were examined by Atanyan. In June of 2013, the Courtof Appeal (precided over by Judge Manushak Petrosyan) upheld the decision madeby the trial court . Based on this decision, M. Dumikyan was sentenced to three yearsof imprisonment for an unintentional murder.
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21. TIGRAN OHANJANYAN

According to the official hypothesis, soldier Tigran Ohanjanyan, who was servingnear the unit’s communication point on August 30, 2007 at approximately 10:45 pm,was electrocuted and died immediately after touching the wire that supplied elec-tricity to the radio relay station. A criminal case has been initiated under Article 376,Part 2 of the RA Criminal Code (Negligent attitude to service that caused grave con-sequences) and two soldiers were charged. In January 2010, after three years of preliminary investigation, the prosecution ofthe two soldiers was stopped and the documents of the criminal case were sent backto the RA Military Prosecutor’s Office to identify the person who committed thecrime and to make an indictment against him. After carrying out an investigation foralmost three years, the prosecution of the mentioned two soldiers was stopped inJanuary of 2010 with a decision of the court. The criminal case documents were sent back to the RA Prosecutor's Office to investi-gate the person who committed the crime and bring charges against him. In Januaryof 2011, the RA Prosecutor instructed the RA MoD Investigative Service to carry outa new investigation. Currently the investigation of the criminal case is underway. No-body is arrested or detained.
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According to Tigran Ohanjanyan’s parents, their son was murdered by the bodyguardsof Haykaz Baghmanyan, former commander of the Army Corps and currently thedeputy chief of the headquarters of the RA Armed Forces. Baghmanyan's bodyguardswere not involved in the criminal case in any way. The fact that the bodyguards’ room is located only 1.5 meters from the scene of thecrime and they were therefore informed about the incidents was ignored. Ohan-janyan's real uniform was torn and dusty. But, with almost two months’ delay, a totallydifferent uniform that was not torn was sent to examination. The wire that T. Ohan-janyan touched was not confiscated, whereas the investigator and his assistants pre-pared a report about the confiscation of the wire. The investigator falsified the crime scene. While carrying out the first forensic elec-trotechnical examination, the expert conducted it without the necessary equipment.Witness Armen Galstyan, both during the preliminary investigation and the meetingwith the RA Military Prosecutor and the head of the RA MoD Investigative service,gave contradicting testimonies and explanations, which did not receive proper atten-tion from the investigator. Obvious falsifications were made by forensic doctor Vigen Adamyan: the injuries ofthe eye, jaw, and head, as well as the bruises on the palm were not recorded by theforensic doctor. The photos of the deceased before the postmortem are available. Inaddition, when Ohanjanyan was drafted to the army, one of his front teeth was miss-ing. But the forensic doctor reported that the upper denture was complete. Because ofa number of criminal actions carried out by the preliminary investigative body, thecase met a deadlock and the re-examination confirmed by numerous facts has becomejust a formality. Gevorg Kostanyan, a few days after being assigned as Military Prosecutor, visited theunit together with the deceased soldier’s parents, examined the crime scene, and an-nounced that Tigran could not be electrocuted in the conditions mentioned by the in-vestigator. However, after that he did not give any order to the investigative bodyregarding his announcement and, to this day, the same fake hypothesis is taken intoconsideration.
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22. ARAYIK AVETISYAN

Tigran Ohanjanyan

According to the official hypothesis, on October 30, 2001, at approximately 9:00 pm, inthe office of the Commander of Vayk military battalion, Karen Sargsyan took from thetable a MAKAROV model gun loaded with bullets that belonged to the battalion's com-mander, cocked it, released the safety, pointed the muzzle towards Arayik Avetisyan, andpulled the trigger. As a result, he negligently killed Arayik Avetisyan. A criminal case hasbeen initiated under Article 259, Part 1 of the RA Criminal Code (Negligent attitude toservice that caused grave consequences). The case was sent for additional investigation



three times from the Trial Court, the Court of Appeal, and the Court of Cassation ofVayots Dzor. The preliminary investigation has been repeated by different investigators and theact was re-qualified as murder. Currently, the criminal proceeding of the case is sus-pended due to uncertainty and the absence of the person who committed the mur-der. Based on a preliminary hypothesis, an indictment was made against co-servicemanKaren Sargsyan. But the criminal prosecution against him was terminated after a pleafrom the deceased soldier’s mother. Later, the preliminary investigative body made adecision to suspend the criminal proceeding. In the same criminal case, however, theCommander of the battalion, Mher Stepanyan, the Assistant to the Commander,Samvel Hovsepyan, and the Clerk of the battalion, Sargis Mkheyan, were sentencedunder other articles. There are numerous contradictions and illegal omissions in the case. Despite thenon-gunshot wounds on Arayik Avetisyan’s head, the body that carried out the pro-ceeding did not manage to properly reveal the origin of such injuries. Moreover, thepreliminary investigative body did not address in any way the fact that Mher Stepa-nyan demanded money from Arayik Avetisyan. Other witnesses also testified that the Commander demanded money. One of themain unsolved facts: the bullet caliber of the gun that was entered into evidence doesnot match the caliber of the skull fracture of the deceased. This means that he waskilled with another weapon.  The decision to suspend the criminal proceedings withthe argument that “the identity of the person who committed murder is unknown” isobviously unjustified because the murder was carried out in an area of 9 square me-ters in the presence of 5 witnesses.
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Arayik Avetisyan
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